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INTRODUCTION 

 

Traditionally, hotels were largely dependent on cards and paperwork at 

the front desk to keep in touch with old and current customers. They were 

largely at the mercy of the desires of vacationers to arrive, and on their 

own efforts and staff to be ready for potential surges or long droughts of 

occupancy. Luckily, such inconvenience and old-fashioned methods are 

long since passed, thanks to advances in information technology. 
 

 

Automation is one of the fastest-changing aspects of the hospitality 

industry. Advances in the areas of reservation systems, guest services, 

food and beverage management, hotel sales, food service catering, and 

hospitality accounting have placed computer systems technology in 

virtually every area of hospitality operations. 

 

Ever since the 1980s, ICTs have been changing the way in which business 

is conducted in the hospitality and tourism industries. Progress in ICTs 

has transformed business practices, strategies and industry structures 

dramatically. The development of computer reservation systems (CRSs) 

in the 1970s, global distribution systems (GDSs) in the late 1980s, and the 

internet in the 1990s not only generated a new paradigm-shift, but also 

changed operational practices in the industries. 

 

Today, more than ever before, hospitality managers must understand the 

fundamental features of computer systems and manage the information 

systems within their organisations. 

 

The course guide tells you briefly what the course is all about, what 

course materials you will be using and how you can work through the 

study materials. It suggests some general guidelines for the amount of 

time you are likely to spend on each unit of the course in order to 

complete it successfully. 

 

It also gives you some guidelines on your tutor-marked assignments, 

which will be made available to you at the Study Centre. There are regular 

tutorial classes that are linked to the course. You are advised to attend 

these sessions. 

 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN IN THIS COURSE 
 

During this course, you will learn about: 

 

system and information technology in the hospitality industry  
hospitality industry technology  
types of hospitality industry technology system 
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choosing IT systems  
hospitality information processing (property management systems) 

 

information technology in reservations and rooms  
information technology in sales, marketing and events 

management  
information technology and food and beverage service  
IT in security and labour management  
IT in inventory control and food costing  
internet and hospitality industry  
IT and efficiency enhancement. 

 

COURSE AIM 
 

The aim of the course can be summarised as follows: 

 

To give you an understanding of the meaning of hospitality information 

systems and how these principles can be applied to hospitality 

information systems operations. 

 

It is also expected to help you develop skills and adequate knowledge you 

are expected to exhibit as an IT person in the hospitality industry. 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
 

To achieve the aim set out, the course sets overall objectives. Each unit 

also has specific objectives. The unit objectives are always specified at 

the beginning of a unit. You should read them before you start working 

through the unit. You may want to refer to them during your study of the 

unit to check your progress. 

 

Below are the overall objectives of the course. By meeting these 

objectives, you should have achieved the aims of the course as a whole. 

On successful completion of the course, you should be able to: 

 

explain System and Information Technology in the hospitality 

industry  
list types of hospitality industry technology system and how to 

choose IT systems  
discuss property management systems and the use of Information 

Technology in reservations and rooms  
use the application of Information Technology in:  

⋅ sales, marketing and events management  
⋅ food and beverage service  
⋅ security and labour management  
⋅ inventory control and food costing 
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⋅efficiency enhancement  
explain internet and hospitality industry. 

 

WORKING THROUGH THIS COURSE 

 

For a successful completion of this course, one is required to go through 

the study units, reference books, and other resources that are related to 

each unit. The tutor-marked assignments (TMAs) should be done 

immediately and submitted to the course facilitator. 

 

The medium and time for the submission of the TMA will be specified 

later. This is a two (2) credit unit course, and so you are expected to spend 

a minimum of two (2) hours on it weekly. It is expected that you complete 

the entire course outline in 15 – 17 weeks . 

 

Below you will find a list of all the components of the course. What you 

have to do and how you should allocate your time to each unit in order to 

complete the course successfully. 

 

COURSE MATERIALS 
 

Major components of the course are: 

 

Course Guide  
Study Units  
Textbooks  
Assignments  
Presentation Schedule 

 

STUDY UNITS 

 

The study topics to be discussed have been grouped in units and modules 

as shown below: 

 

Module 1 

 

Unit 1 Information System and Information Technology in the 

Hospitality Industry  
Unit 2 Hospitality Industry Technology  
Unit 3 Types of Hospitality Industry Technology Systems  
Unit 4 Choosing Information Technology Systems  
Unit 5 Property Management Systems 
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Module 2 

 

Unit 1 Information Technology in Hotel Reservations and Rooms  
Unit 2 Information Technology in Sales, Marketing and Events 

Management  
Unit 3 Information Technology and Food and Beverage Service  
Unit 4 Information Technology in Security and Labour 

Management  
Unit 5 Information Technology in Inventory Control 

 

Module 3 

 

Unit 1 Internet and Hospitality Industry  
Unit 2 Application of Internet in the Hospitality Industry  
Unit 3 Information Technology and Efficiency Enhancement  
Unit 4 Trend of Information Technology in the Hospitality 

Industry 

 

The units shall be treated in sequential order. 

 

PRESENTATION SCHEDULE 

 

Specific dates for particular activities, such as submission of assignments, 

tutorial schedules and examination dates shall be made available to you at 

a later date. This will enable you plan your activities in the same line. The 

method of submitting your assignments and receiving other course 

materials shall be agreed upon on a later date. 

 

When dates are given, remember you are required to submit all your 

assignments by the due date. You should guide against falling behind in 

your work. 

 

TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS (TMAs) 

 

Each unit of this course has a tutor-marked assignment section which you 

are expected to do at the end of the unit. You are required to keep an 

assignment file. 

 

Out of the four (4) assignments you will do, each shall be marked and 

converted to 30 per cent. At the end, the best three (3) shall be selected to 

make up the 30 per cent. 

 

FINAL EXAMINATION 

 

The final examination for this course has a total value of 70 per cent of 

the total course grade. It will cover all aspects of this course. 
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Use the time between finishing the last unit and sitting for the 

examination to revise the entire course 

 

COURSE MARKING SCHEME 
 

At the end of the course, the evaluation shall be as follows:  
 

Assessment Marks 

Assignments 30% 

Examination 70% 
  

Total 100% 
   

 

COURSE OVERVIEW 
 

This table brings the units and the number of weeks you should spend to 

complete them. The assignments that follow them are also taken into 

consideration.  

Unit Title of work Week’s Assessment(end 

  activity of unit) 

 Module 1   

 System and Information Technology 1 Assignment 1 

1 in the Hospitality Industry   

2 Hospitality Industry Technology 1 Assignment 2 

3 Types   of   Hospitality    Industry 1 Assignment 3 

 Technology System   

4 Choosing IT Systems 1 Assignment 4  
 Module 2     

 Hospitality Information  Processing 2 Assignment 5 

1 (Property Management Systems)   

2 Information Technology in 2 Assignment 6 

 Reservations and Rooms    

 Information  Technology  in  Sales,  1 Assignment 7 

3 Marketing and Events Management   

4 Information Technology  and Food 1 Assignment 8 

 and Beverage Service     
 Module 3   

1 ITinSecurity    andLabour 2 Assignment 9 

 Management   

2 IT  in  Inventory  Control  and  Food 1 Assignment 10 

 Costing   

3 Internet and Hospitality Industry 1 Assignment 11 

4 IT and Efficiency Enhancement 1 Assignment 12 

 Revision   

 Total 15   
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HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM THIS COURSE 

 

In distance learning, the study units replace the university lecturer. This is 

one of the great advantages of distance learning. You can read and work 

through the specially designed study materials at your own pace, and at a 

time and place that suits you best. Think of it this way as you read 

through the lecture, and that a lecturer might set some readings for you to 

do. The study unit will tell you when to read your other materials. Just as 

a lecturer might give you an in-class exercise, your study units also 

provide exercises for you to do at appropriate points. 

 

Each study unit follows a common format. The first item is an 

introduction to the subject matter of the unit. Next is a set of learning 

objectives. These objectives let you know what you should be able to do 

by the time you have completed the unit. You should use these objectives 

to guide your study. When you have finished the unit, you must go back 

and check whether you have achieved the objectives. If you make a habit 

of doing this, you will significantly improve your chances of passing the 

course. 

 

The main body of the unit guides you through the required reading from 

other sources. This will usually be either from reading section or some 

other sources. 

 

The following is a practical strategy for working through the course. If 

you run into any trouble, telephone your tutor. When you need help, do 

not hesitate to call and ask your tutor to provide it. In summary, 
 

 

1. Read this course guide 

 

2. Organise a study schedule. Refer to the course overview for more 

details. Note the time you are expected to spend on each unit and 

how the assignments relate to the unit. Important information e.g. 

details of your tutorials, date of the first day of the semester, are all 

available. You need to gather together all information in one place, 

such as your dairy or wall calendar. Whatever method you choose 

to use, write your dates for working on each unit. 

 

3. Once you have created your own study schedule, do everything 

you can to stick to it. The major reason that students fail is that 

they fall behind with their coursework. If you get into difficulties 

with your schedule, please let your facilitator know before it is too 

late for help. 
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4. Turn to unit 1 and read the introduction and objectives for the unit. 
 

 

5. Assemble the study materials. You will always need both the study 

unit you are working on and one of your set textbooks on your 

desk at the same time. 

 

6. Work through the unit. The content of the unit itself has been 

arranged to provide a sequence for you to follow. As you work 

through the unit, you will be instructed to read sections from your 

set books or other articles. Use the unit to guide your reading. 

 

7. Well before the relevant due dates (about 4 weeks before the dates) 

Access the assignment file to download your next required 

assignment. Keep in mind that you will learn a lot by doing the 

assignments carefully. 

 

8. Review the objectives for each study unit and confirm that you 

have achieved them. If you feel unsure about any of the objectives, 

review the study material or consult your tutor. 

 

9. When you are confident that you have achieved a unit‘s objectives, 

you can then start on the next unit. Proceed unit by unit through the 

course and try to pace your study so that you keep yourself on 

schedule. 

 

10. When you have submitted an assignment to your tutor for marking, 

do not wait for its return before starting on the next unit. Keep to 

your schedule. When the assignment is returned, pay particular 

attention to your facilitator‘s comments. Consult your tutor as soon 

as possible if you have any questions or problems. 

 

11. After completing the last unit, review the course and prepare 

yourself for the final examination. Check that you have achieved 

the unit objectives and the course objectives. 

 

FACILITATORS, TUTORS AND TUTORIALS 

 

There are 8 hours of tutorials provided for this course. You will be 

notified of the dates, times and location of these tutorials, together with 

the names and telephone numbers of your tutors, as soon as you are 

allocated a tutorial group. 

 

Your tutor will mark and comment on your assignments. Keep a close 

watch on your progress and on any difficulties you might encounter as 

they would provide assistance to you during the course. You must mail 
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your tutor-marked assignments to your tutor well before the due date (at 

least 2 working days are required). They will be marked by your tutor and 

returned to you as soon as possible. Do not hesitate to contact your tutor 

by telephone, e-mail, or discussion board if you need help. 

 

Contact your tutor if: 

 

You do not understand any part of the study units or the assigned 

readings 

 

You have a question or problem with your tutor‘s comment on 

your assignment or with the grading of an assignment. 

 

You should try your very best to attend tutorials. This is the only chance 

to have face-to-face contact with your tutor, and to ask questions which 

are answered instantly. You can raise any problem encountered in the 

course of your study. To gain the maximum benefit from course tutorials, 

prepare question list before attending them. You will learn a lot from 

participating in discussions actively. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

As earlier stated, the course HCM 432 -Hospitality Information 

Systems- is designed to introduce you to the concepts, skills and 

knowledge required of you as an IT person. This course will as well equip 

you with the principles of hospitality information systems. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

By the time you go through all the modules and units, you will be well 

grounded in Hospitality Information Systems. 

 

We hope you enjoy your further education at the National Open 

University of Nigeria (NOUN). We wish you every success in the future. 
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MODULE 1 
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UNIT 1 INFORMATION SYSTEM AND INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY IN THE HOSPITALITY 

INDUSTRY 
 

CONTENTS 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

Until fairly recently, hotels were very much a local business. Hotels 

offered very few amenities and travelers did not expect much beyond a 

room with a bed. In the early 1900‘s, the chain hotel business began to 

take form and later coast-to-coast hotel chains came into existence. This 

all occurred along with increased business and pleasure travel. With 

increased travel, and with the hotel chain having business units spread 

over a larger geographic area, some form of Information System (IS) 

became necessary. With increased business and improved technology, an 

Information Technology (IT) System became possible. IS and then IT 

became necessary to have a consistent method of tracking and 

maintaining business operations. Later, as customers‘ expectations 

changed, IS/IT became necessary to ensure consistency in meeting 

customer needs. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• define information system  
• describe information technology  
• discuss the evolution of IS and IT in the hospitality industry. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 Information System 
 

3.1.1 Definition of Information System 

 

Information system (IS) is any combination of information technology 

and people's activities that support operations, management, and decision 

making. In a very broad sense, the term information system is frequently 

used to refer to the interaction between people, processes, data, and 

technology. In this sense, the term is used to refer not only to the 

information and communication technology (ICT) an organisation uses, 

but also to the way in which people interact with this technology in 

support of business processes. 

 

Information systems typically include an ICT component but are not 

purely concerned with ICT, focusing instead on the end use of 

information technology. Information systems are also different from 

business processes. Information systems help to control the performance 

of business processes. 

 

Information system can be seen as a special type of work system. A work 

system is a system in which humans and/or machines perform work using 

resources to produce specific products and/or services for customers. An 

information system is a work system whose activities are devoted to 

processing (capturing, transmitting, storing, retrieving, manipulating and 

displaying) information. As such, information systems inter-relate with 

data systems on the one hand and activity systems on the other. An 

information system is a form of communication system in which data 

represent, and are processed as a form of social memory. An information 

system can also be considered a semi-formal language which supports 

human decision making and action. 

 

Hospitality Information Systems (HIS)  
Hospitality information systems are a collection of components that work 

together to provide information help in the operation and management of 

a hospitality organisation. Information technology systems in use in the 

hospitality industry are primarily computers and 
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telephone systems. However, some software applications and hardware 

are in use in various sectors of the industry. 

 

In the hospitality industry, computers and telephones are used to provide 

guest services, to make business more effective, and to perform decision-

making functions for managers. The computers, communication 

equipment and other technology in use in information systems are called 

information technology (IT). 

 

Computer information systems give hospitality managers an advantage 

because they reduce the chance of error. These systems allow the 

managers to control an entire property at the touch of a button. For 

example, computerised systems can now help monitor work as it is going 

on thereby warning against obvious or likely errors before such errors 

cascade and create additional errors elsewhere. In housekeeping 

operations, housekeepers can be notified in advance of guests‘ requests 

before the guests check into the hotel. Information is kept on guests‘ likes 

and dislikes. This helps create a comfortable and predictable environment 

for guests and at the same time, it saves time and provides efficiency in 

the housekeeping department. 

 

Hospitality information systems are also mechanisms that deliver 

processed data to management to facilitate the decision-making process. 

Much of the information needed by management exists within the 

enterprise. Some are required to be maintained by law, and other data 

exists as a result of business transactions entered into by the enterprise. 

Some information exists within individuals and is not available without 

involving that person in the decision-making process. As the operation 

grows, hospitality information systems become more structured, requiring 

additional data production, sorting and processing. With the increased 

speed and capabilities of microcomputers, and the reduced cost of 

hardware and software, hospitality information systems are available to 

assist management in many ways. 

 

Centralised purchasing management systems are available to create 

purchase orders that can be immediately communicated to vendors. This 

system works best for multi-unit organisations. There are also products 

available to track inventory and to compute theoretical sales. These 

systems can automatically route requisitions and delivery worksheets. 

Systems for recording food and beverage sales continue to improve, 

offering not only sales tracking data but internal control features, such as 

remote printers at production stations giving authorisation to release 

inventory. Orders can be taken tableside by hand-held wands or touch 

screens, eliminating the need for servers to write down guest selections.  
In the area of telecommunications, hospitality information systems have 

proven to help enterprises generate additional revenue through facsimile 
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(fax) machines, modem connections, conference calling and 

videoconferencing. As technology increases, this continues to be a growth 

area for the industry. 

 

Hospitality information systems provide entertainment to guestrooms 

through on demand movies, video games and videotape rentals, and 

premium channel selections. 

 

Security, a major concern in tourism, is another area where the systems 

have improved delivery of guest service through key cards, security 

cameras and motion detectors. Energy costs are also better managed with 

hospitality information systems by controlling heating and air 

conditioning. 

 

Front office and back office accounting procedures have been greatly 

enhanced by hospitality information systems. The most visible to the 

guest is the property management system which helps the check-in and 

check-out process and stores data on each guest. This, coupled with other 

sales software packages, allows management to maximise revenue 

through yield management. 

 

3.1.2  Components of Information System 

 

Information system consists of computers, instructions, stored facts, 

people and procedures. It can be categorised in four parts: 

 

a. Management Information System (MIS)  
b. Decision Support System (DSS)  
c. Executive Information System (EIS)  
d. Transaction Processing System (TPS) 

 

a. Management Information System (MIS)  
Management information system (MIS) is a system that provides 

information needed to manage organisations effectively. Management 

information systems involve three primary resources:  
Technology  
Information  
People 

 

It is important to recognise that while all three resources are key 

components when studying management information systems, the most 

important resource is people. Management information systems are seen 

as a subset of the overall internal controls procedures in a business, which 

cover the application of people, documents, technologies, and procedures 

used by management accountants to solve business problems such as 

costing a product, service or a business-wide strategy. 
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Management information systems are distinct from regular information 

systems in that they are used to analyse other information systems applied 

in operational activities in the organisation. Academically, the term is 

commonly used to refer to the group of information management methods 

tied to the automation or support of human decision making, e.g. decision 

support systems, expert systems and executive information systems and 

transaction processing system. 

 

b. Decision Support System (DSS)  
A decision support system (DSS) is a computer-based information system 

that supports business or organisational decision-making activities. DSSs 

serve the management, operations, and planning levels of an organisation 

and help to make decisions, which may be rapidly changing and not easily 

specified in advance. 

 

DSSs include knowledge-based systems. A properly designed DSS is an 

interactive software-based system intended to help decision makers 

compile useful information from a combination of raw data, documents, 

personal knowledge, or business models to identify and solve problems 

and make decisions. 

 

Typical information that a decision support application might gather and 

present are:  
• inventories of information assets (including legacy and relational 

data sources, cubes, data warehouses, and data marts)  
• comparative sales figures between one period and the next  
• projected revenue figures based on product sales assumptions. 

 

Expert System  
An expert system is a computer system that emulates the decision-making 

ability of a human expert. Expert systems are designed to solve complex 

problems by reasoning about knowledge, like an expert, and not by 

following the procedure of a developer as is the case in conventional 

programming. The first expert systems were created in the 1970s and then 

proliferated in the 1980s. 

 

An expert system has a unique structure, different from traditional 

programmes. It is divided into three parts:  
• one fixed, independent of the expert system: the inference engine  
• one variable: the knowledge base  
• a dialog interface to communicate with users. 

 

To run an expert system, the engine reasons about the knowledge base 

like a human. This ability to conduct a conversation with users was later 

called "conversational". 
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The rule base or knowledge base: 
 

 

In expert system technology, the knowledge base is expressed with 

natural language rules IF ... THEN ... For example: 

 

• "IF it is living THEN it is mortal"  
• "IF his age = known THEN his year of birth = date of today - his 

age in years"  

• "IF the identity of the germ is not known with certainty AND the 

germ is gram-positive AND the morphology of the organism is 

"rod" AND the germ is aerobic THEN there is a strong probability 

(0.8) that the germ is of type enterobacteriacae" 

 

c. Executive Information System (EIS)  
An executive information system (EIS) is a type of management 

information system intended to facilitate and support the information and 

decision-making needs of senior executives by providing easy access to 

both internal and external information relevant to meeting the strategic 

goals of the organisation. It is commonly considered as a specialised form 

of decision support system (DSS). 

 

The emphasis of EIS is on graphical displays and easy-to-use user 

interfaces. They offer strong reporting and drill-down capabilities. In 

general, EIS are enterprise-wide DSS that help top-level executives‘ 

analyse, compare, and highlight trends in important variables so that they 

can monitor performance and identify opportunities and problems.EIS and 

data warehousing technologies are converging in the marketplace. 
 

 

d. Transaction Processing System (TPS)  
Transaction processing system is a type of information system. TPSs 

collect, store, modify, and retrieve the transactions of an organisation. A 

transaction is an event that generates or modifies data that is eventually 

stored in an information system. To be considered a transaction 

processing system the computer must pass the ACID test. The essence of 

a transaction programme is that it manages data that must be left in a 

consistent state, e.g. if an electronic payment is made, the amount must be 

both withdrawn from one account and added to the other; it cannot 

complete only one of those steps. Either both must occur, or neither. In 

case of a failure preventing transaction completion, the partially executed 

transaction must be 'rolled back' by the TPS. 

 

While this type of integrity must be provided also for batch transaction 

processing, it is particularly important for online processing: if e.g. an 

airline seat reservation system is accessed by multiple operators, after an 
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empty seat inquiry, the seat reservation data must be locked until the 

reservation is made, otherwise another user may get the impression a seat 

is still free while it is actually being booked at the time. Without proper 

transaction monitoring, double bookings may occur. Other transaction 

monitor functions include deadlock detection and resolution (deadlocks 

may be inevitable in certain cases of cross-dependence on data), and 

transaction logging (in 'journals') for 'forward recovery' in case of massive 

failures. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. Define information system.  
ii. What are the components of information system? 

 

3.2 Information Technology 

 

3.2.1  Definition of Information Technology (IT) 

 

Information technology refers to the application of computers to process, 

store, transmit and display information. The information may be data, 

text, graphics, voice, images or videos, and the computers may be 

supercomputers, mainframes, minicomputers, microcomputers, laptops or 

network computers. Their processing speed, size, storage capabilities, 

input-output devices and inter-connectivity vary with each installation. 
 

 

Information technology is a combination of hardware and software. The 

hardware includes the computer itself, monitors and input-output devices 

(keyboards, mouse, touch screens, scanners, joysticks, optical bar coding, 

printers, fax machines, modems, digital telephones), communication 

hardware such as multiplexors, connecting cables (twisted copper wire, 

coaxial cable, fibre optics), and other methods of communication 

including satellite and microwaves. 

 

Software applications include both system and applications software. The 

former refers to operating systems (such as DOS, Windows 98, XP, Me, 

Vista, 7, etc.), utility and communication software. Operating systems are 

becoming more user-friendly and less proprietary, allowing different 

software packages to be used on different operating systems. 

 

3.2.2  Hospitality Industry Sectors and IT 
 

The hospitality industry's customers -hotel guests at large- have become 

increasingly dependent on technology, and more demanding in terms of 

in-room technology support. This is particularly true for the business 

traveler whose laptop computer often serves as a mobile office. 
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Technology-driven entertainment options for guests - both business and 

leisure - also will require investments in the future. 

 

Tourism  
In tourism, information technology plays a very important role since the 

industry is so information-intensive. Every firm in the industry must 

process information about its products and services and make them 

available to consumers. It must also receive reservations, and process its 

own internal company information. Even though this is a service-based 

industry relying heavily on human relations, tourism firms are finding that 

the implementation of information technology can contribute to higher 

levels of service. This is occurring since employees are freed from the 

tedious tasks now performed by information technology. 

 

Application software used in tourism includes both generic business 

software such as spreadsheets, word processing, databases, desktop 

publishing and accounting software. There are, however, many more 

applications written specifically for tourism firms. 

 

The most important information technology applications used by travel 

agencies are terminals to one or more of the global distribution systems. 

The terminals allow agents to research and book all types of tourism 

products. They may be used to run other software applications such as 

travel policy software, and fare auditing software. Travel agents also use 

back office software to process their accounting, commission tracking, 

and customer information for marketing purposes and to produce reports. 
 

 

Government tourist offices are also using information technology to 

manage and market their destinations. Common applications include 

destination information systems, which are databases used to store 

comprehensive, updated information on facilities which are online to 

travel counselors and major marketing offices in the destination's 

originating markets. Various software applications are also used to assist 

government offices in the collections and analysis of tourism statistics. 

 

The Internet is a major information tool for tourists and firms catering to 

them. Hundreds of thousands of tourism companies have home websites 

on the World Wide Web providing information on their products to the 

millions of Internet users. Reservations are possible through the Internet, 

but the percentage of users of this service is lower than those who search 

for information. The travel distribution channels are changing as 

electronic access for consumers increases. 

 

Information is beginning to incorporate higher levels of intelligence and 

functioning. Expert systems and robotics are two applications of 
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artificial intelligence that are being used in the tourism industry. For 

example, the airlines are operating expert systems for crew management, 

maintenance of aircraft and network design. Robotic technology is being 

experimented with in the foodservice sector. Virtual reality, which uses a 

variety of computer technologies to give an experience of a different 

reality, are being considered as a way of giving tourists a 'taste' of a 

vacation before they purchase it. Future computer systems in tourism are 

likely to incorporate more intelligence and be able to assist with higher 

level functions. 

 

Many applications have been written for the hospitality industry. The 

most important is the property management system used in hotels to 

process guest, room, facilities and accounting information. Guest history 

files containing detailed information of frequent guests are an important 

component of the system. Chain hotels also operate central reservation 

systems to store, process and communicate their room rates and 

availability for hotels in the chain. Numerous additional applications of 

technology including electronic locking system, digital phone systems, 

guest-operated devises and energy management systems are used in the 

accommodation sector. Point-of-sale systems are used in foodservice 

outlets and retail stores to process transactions and inventory information. 
 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

What is information technology? 

 

3.3 Evolution of IS and IT 

 

3.3.1 The Evolution of Catering Computers 
 

Whilst the application of new technology within other industries had 

moved very rapidly during the generations of computers since the early 

1950s, the hospitality industry has frequently been criticised for lagging 

behind. Caterers were even regarded as dinosaurs by those unfamiliar 

with the intricacies of an industry which is primarily people and service 

oriented. 

 

In fact, the apparently slow take-up of this new technology within the 

hospitality industry may not have been such a bad thing in the long run. 

The industry has been able to benefit from the experiences and mistakes 

of other industries, and there have been relatively few failures on the 

grand scale. It is worth noting that in more recent years, the take-up of 

new technology has increased. 
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Compared to other industries, hospitality presented a complex computing 

problem, and it is therefore hardly surprising that it adopted the new 

technology less readily than other industries with relatively simple 

requirements. Much of the very necessary research and development of 

computerised systems had already been undertaken by the time computer 

manufacturers sales staff targeted hospitality as a profitable outlet for their 

wares. Those hospitality companies that did jump onto the technology 

bandwagon at the onset were soon to be overtaken by development and 

were not to have the ‗user-friendly‘ benefits that were commonplace in 

systems and software a matter of a decade later. 
 

 

There is no doubt though, that managers in the hospitality industry as in 

other industries, felt threatened by computers and this considerably 

slowed the penetration of new technology. There was the worry that both 

staff and managers themselves might be replaced by new technology, and 

that the skills of a manager could be usurped by a computer. In the 

hospitality industry, there were additional concerns, such as the 

perception that the relationship of a hospitality establishment and its 

customers would suffer. It was felt that the ‗host‘ and ‗hospitality‗ 

elements of a hospitality operation m ight be lost, and it was feared by 

some managers that guests would not have as much contact with staff as 

had previously been possible. 

 

Some of these fears had been recognised in other industries and they took 

some time in the hospitality industry to be overcome. Many were 

eventually conquered only when experience showed that they were 

groundless. Computerisation in many instances started to allow more time 

for members of staff to be with their customers and gave managers much 

better information upon which to base their decisions. 

 

Whilst computer technology advanced at a rapid rate throughout the 

1970s and 1980s, the attendant publicity led to problems. The caterer was 

often led to expect something miraculous from the computer and despite 

the fact that systems had become much cheaper, in reality disappointment 

was often the eventual outcome. 

 

The major reasons for disappointments were: 

 

• Potential users had insufficient knowledge of how the new 

technology could be applied.  
• There was a severe shortage of experienced and skilled personnel 

who could build reliable computer systems.  
• There had been too little collaboration between system suppliers 

and potential users of sophisticated technology. Such 
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collaboration is vital if there is to be a smooth transition from 

existing methods to automated computerised systems. 

 

3.3.2  History of Automation in Hospitality Industry 
 

Until fairly recently, hotels were very much a local business. Hotels 

offered very few amenities and travelers did not expect much beyond a 

room with a bed. In the early 1900‘s, the chain hotel business began to 

take form and later coast-to-coast hotel chains came into existence. This 

all occurred along with increased business and pleasure travel. With 

increased travel, and with the hotel chain having business units spread 

over a larger geographic area, some form of Information System (IS) 

became necessary. With increased business and improved technology, an 

Information Technology (IT) System became possible. IS and then IT 

became necessary to have a consistent method of tracking and 

maintaining business operations. Later, as customers‘ expectations 

changed, IS/IT became necessary to ensure consistency of meeting 

customer needs. 

 

At first, automation was a tool for producing and analysing budgets, 

reports, statistics, and accounts. Then, automation crept into such areas as 

sales reports, rooms‘ inventory control, timekeeping. Advancements in 

telecommunications and technology brought reservations systems and 

their ability to handle transactions. Further advances came as computers 

were used to analyse captured reservations data, thus providing important 

marketing information. Still further advances brought front-office systems 

that provided guest histories, patterns of use, and preferences. 
 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

State a major reason for the late take-off of information technology in the 

Hospitality industry. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have defined information system and hospitality information system. 

We have also discussed the components of information system. We as 

well discussed information technology and how it affects the hospitality 

industry, as well as its evolution in the hospitality industry. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

Information system (IS) is any combination of information technology 

and people's activities that support operations, management, 
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and decision making. It is frequently used to refer to the interaction 

between people, processes, data, and technology. 

 

Hospitality information systems are a collection of components that work 

together to provide information help in the operation and management of 

a hospitality organisation. 

 

Information technology systems in use in the hospitality industry are 

primarily computers and telephone systems. However, some software 

applications and hardware are in use in various sectors of the industry. 

 

Management information system (MIS) is a system that provides 

information needed to manage organisations effectively, and it involves 

three primary resources which are technology, information and people 

decision support systems, expert systems, executive information systems 

and transaction processing system constitute a group of information 

management methods tied to the automation or support of human decision 

making.  
Information technology refers to the application of computers to process, 

store, transmit and display information. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Define the following terms:  
a. Information system  
b. Hospitality information system  
c. Management information system.  

2. Explain the group of information management methods tied to the 

automation or support of human decision making. 
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UNIT 2 HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY 
 

CONTENTS 
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4.0 Conclusion  
5.0 Summary  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In Unit one, we had an overview of information system, its definition and 

components. We also defined information technology and its place in the 

hospitality industry. We finally looked at the evolution of information 

system and information technology in the hospitality industry. In this unit, 

we will be looking at hospitality industry technology systems. 
 

 

Hotels are under such pressure to keep up with expectations of guests that 

they are implementing new technologies to regain their edge. Leading 

hospitality properties are using technology products to differentiate 

themselves from their competition and thereby increase market share and 

improve revenue. Even smaller hotel brands are turning to technology 

products to equip their public spaces and guestrooms with the latest 

electronics. The Digital Door Viewer (DDV) is one such technology 

product that can be beneficial to both hotel guests and to hotel operations. 

The DDV is a functional and visible amenity that helps to differentiate the 

property. 

 

According to Elon Kenchington, chief operating officer of the Gansevoort 

Hotel Group, what many hoteliers are trying to do is give guests the 

chance to experience firsthand the latest in technology. He further 

explained that choosing the right technology has become as critical as 

other elements of a hotel‘s design and that it is an integral part of not only 

the success of an operation, but also what makes one brand better than 

another or more interesting to travelers than other brands. 
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2.0 OBJECT IVES 

 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• define hospitality industry systems  
• enumerate hospitality industry technology systems  
• state the components of hospitality industry technolo gy. 

 

3.0 MAIN C ONTENT 

 

3.1 Definiti on of Hospitality Industry Systems (HIS) 
 

Hospitality Indu stry Systems is a collection of components that work 

together to provide information help in the operations and management of 

a hospitality o rganisation. 

 

Components of Hospitality Industry Technology (HIT) 

Sales, reservations, rooms and revenue  management  
Food and beverage (F&B) applications, invent ory control, 

purchasin g, receiving and storage  
E-mail, i ntranet, extranet, voicemail, videoconferencing  
Human r esource applications  
Personal Computers (PCs) and computer networks  
Accounting  
Point of S ale (POS)  
Catering management  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2.1: C omponents of Hospitality Industry Techn ology 
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Information Technology Systems  
Work group information systems  

LAN  
WAN  

E-mail  
Organisation information system  
Global/international information system 

 

Hospitality Information Processing 

Hospitality information processing involves the following:  
Data  

Information  
Information sharing  
Electronic data exchange 

 

Property Management System (PMS) 

Hub of information processing  
Rooms management module  
Guest accounting module  
Ving cards system 

 

Energy Management Systems (EMS) 

Room occupancy status reporting  
Automatic lighting control  
Minibar access reporting  
Smoke detector alarm reporting  
Central electronic lock control  
Guest control amenities 

 

Call Accounting Systems 

Track guest phone charges  
Available software application  
Coordination with PBX and PMS  
Discounts during off peak hours 

 

Guest Reservation Systems  
Global distribution systems  
Central Reservation Systems (CRS)  

Affiliate  
Non-affiliate  
Springer Miller Systems 

 

Factors in Choosing a CRS  
Determine whether property is affiliate or non-affiliate  
Size and design of database  
Application service provider 
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Web reservation system 

 

Other HIT Services 

Billing of guests (rooming cycle)  
Security  
Guest comfort and convenience  
Video games and Internet 

 

Sales and Marketing 

Database of customers  
Email  
Voicemail  
Internet  
Meeting matrix 

 

Catering 

Event management  
Software  

Caterease  
Delphi 

 

Front of the House Systems in Restaurants 

Point of sale (POS)  
Kitchen display systems  
Guest services solutions 

 

POS Systems 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) interfacing with individual units  
Acts as a cash register  
Guest transactions  
Sales and guest checks  

MICROS 

 

Choosing and Implementing a POS 

Contingents  
Size and type of operation  
Security issues  

Guest identification verification Ease 

of training for manager and employees 

Compatible with financial applications Uses 

Microsoft Windows NT and SQL Scalable 

over time 

 

Product Management 

Multiple costing methods  
Units and counting locations 
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Maintains perpetual inventory balance  
Supports scheduled count  
Detailed recipe management  
Real-time depletion of inventory  
Batch recipes 

 

Back of the House Systems 

Inventory and food costing  
Labour management  
Financial reporting 

 

Beverage Management  
Beverage management systems are:  
• Scanbar  
• On-going, real-time inventory control  
• Tamper-proof reliability interfaced the major POS systems  
• Bar coded label  
• Wine module  
• Keeps control of all wines by region, variety or vintage  
• Bar coded  
• AZ Bar America 

 

Trends 

Online travel purchasing is rising dramatically  
Online reservation sites provide a place for independent 

restaurants to advertise and book reservations  
Customer relationship management  
Use of  Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)  
Hotels utilising wireless connections 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is hospitality industry system?  
ii. List the components of hospitality industry system. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have defined hospitality industry systems and have enumerated the 

various hospitality industry technology systems. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

Hospitality industry systems are a collection of components that work 

together to provide information help in the operations and management of 

a hospitality organisation. 
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Components of hospitality information technology are sales, reservations, 

rooms‘ management, revenue management, catering management, point 

of sale systems in restaurant and outlets, food and beverage. 
 

 

Other component are applications, inventory control, purchasing, 

receiving and storage, accounting, e-mail, intranet, extranet, voicemail, 

videoconferencing, human resources applications, PCs and computer 

networks. 

 

Hospitality Industry Systems include: Information Technology Systems, 

Hospitality Information Processing, Property Management System, 

Energy Management Systems, Call Accounting Systems, Guest 

Reservation Systems, Sales and Marketing, Catering, Front of the House 

Systems in Restaurants, POS Systems, Product Management, Back of the 

House Systems, Beverage Management, and Other HIT Services. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Define hospitality industry systems.  
2. Itemise the hospitality industry technology systems.  
3. List the components of hospitality industry technology and give a 

diagrammatic representation of these components. 

 

7.0 REFERENCES/FURTHER READING 
 

Hotel Business Special Report (2008). ―The 'Archi-Techs': Building a 

Better Tomorrow.‖ Hotel Business Magazine, Vol.17, N o. 11, pp. 

7-20. 
 

 

Stellin,S. (2008). Itineraries, Hotels Offer Guests the Latest Technology 

Tools. New York: Times. 

 

White Paper (2005). ―Microsoft MapPoint and the Ho spitality Industry.‖ 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In the previous unit, we enumerated the various types of hospitality 

industry technology. In this unit, we are going to discuss the hospitality 

industry technology systems.  
It is observed that the hospitality industry utilises various systems and 

technologies to serve guests more efficiently and effectively. The various 

systems that assist them in accomplishing these tasks are numerous. They 

include work group information systems, electronic mail, organisational 

information systems and global information systems. 
 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• define electronic mail  
• discuss group information system  
• describe organisational information system  
• discuss global information system. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 Group Information Systems 

 

Almost all hospitality businesses today have work group information 

systems. The systems allow group of associates within a department to 
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share data and information that will help manage the department‘s 

functions. These systems sometimes utilise a local-area network (LAN) in 

which the employees of a business can communicate and work with one 

another simultaneously via different computers within a complex of 

buildings. 

 

LAN allows a good number of people to communicate and exchange 

messages within seconds. The LAN connections are adopted by large 

organisations and, in conjunction with wide-area network (WAN) 

connections, allow franchises to link with one another over considerable 

distances. In large franchises, many people are trying to communicate 

with one another and theses work groups can communicate faster with 

high-speed access within and outside the business. 

 

3.2 Electronic Mail 
 

Electronic mail (e-mail) is a type of work group information system that 

allows the staff and guests to communicate from different locations. 

Messages can be posted and retrieved within seconds by the use of e-mail. 

A number of hotels provide in-room connections that allow their guests to 

check their e-mail. 

 

With e-mail, letters and memos that normally would be sent on paper are 

transmitted electronically, from one computer in the network to another. 

For example, Sheraton hotels uses a system called Geac, which allows 

departments such as guest reservations or communications to post 

messages for guests that are received within seconds. This system allows 

information to be shared within the network. Most hospitality 

organisations use Microsoft Outlook or Lotus Notes for calendaring and 

scheduling. These are called groupware. 

 

Electronic mail workgroups can be used for many operations of a 

hospitality business such as reservation confirmations for guests and 

interorganisational messages for associates. 

 

3.3 Organisational Information Systems 
 

Organisational information systems are used throughout a company and 

can be accessed by a number of associates. They are sometimes called 

enterprise information systems. These systems are controlled by several 

computers, which are separated by long distances. Examples of these 

systems are: 

 

• payroll  
• time and attendance  
• guest history 
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• reservation systems. 

 

Many benefits accrue from using organisational information systems for 

payroll. Many companies today do not use the traditional time cards; they 

rather use an electronic system that scans time cards. This kind of system 

supplies hourly data to the payroll branches in various locations. This 

facilitates the timely distribution of employee pay checks each pay period. 
 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is electronic mail?  
ii. Explain organisational information systems and list the examples. 

 

3.4 Global Information Systems 

 

Companies that do business outside their own country are called 

international businesses. These worldwide businesses have information 

systems that allow them to stay linked. These systems are called 

global/international information systems. They use international 

technologies and systems that allow them communicate and make 

effective transactions. 

 

High-speed Internet service is one form of information technology that 

these businesses can utilise. With the help of Internet and computer-based 

software, companies can speed transactions between one country and 

another. For example, hotel guests can connect to the Web, e-mail and 

their corporate networks at speeds up to fifty times faster than traditional 

normal connections. This gives the hotel a competitive edge when 

targeting business guests as it will reduce long distance call saturation and 

cost 

 

3.5 Different Types of Hospitality Management Systems 
 

Hospitality management systems are the software that runs your 

hospitality business. From the food ordering system in your restaurant, to 

online accommodation booking software, it enables efficient 

communication and management of your operation, ultimately increasing 

revenues. 

 

With a range of hospitality management systems to choose from, 

understanding what is offered is important in order to find the right 

system that is tailored for your needs and budget. Depending on the type 

of operation you manage, you should consider the following systems, 

their advantages and suitability to your company. 
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Accommodation management software  
Accommodation software packages range from those aimed at bed and 

breakfasts and small motel owners to ones for running big hotels, clubs 

and resorts. The basic package offers simple guest and room management, 

while the more complex ones cover every aspect needed to manage and 

run a big hotel chain. This includes reservations, service, retail, inventory, 

staff roster and training, accounting and much more. 

 

Front desk 

A front office software package should:  
• enable reception staff to keep track of all bookings, state of rooms, 

guest details and charges, coordinate restaurant reservations for 

guests, plan housekeeping duties and process guest check-in and 

check-out  
• provide a means to communicate effectively with all travel agents 

and activity operators linked to the system. 

 

Features you should look out for include:  
• reports for arrivals & departures on a specific date  
• guest ledger and reservation details, including activities and special 

requests  
• room rates, discounts, package deals, group bookings, etc.  
• visual schematic of hotel rooms and status  
• visual schematic of calendar with room availability  
• facility for printing check-in cards for guests  
• flexibility in re-assigning guests to different rooms  
• facility to easily add charges to rooms from restaurants, spa, gift 

shop, etc  
• incorporate all payment options upon check-out and print receipt  
• print work roster for staff  
• facilities for storing guest history  
• communicate efficiently with reservation and travel agents. 

 

Housekeeping/maintenance software  
Easy-to-use software for the housekeeping and maintenance departments 

of your accommodation place will increase the efficiency of cleaning and 

servicing of rooms. Main features of this module will be:  
• keeping track of room status - dirty, cleaned, inspected, check-ins 

and check-outs, etc  
• all information such as number of guests, number of beds, length 

of stay, special requests (e.g. baby cot, high chair) should be 

visible to both housekeeping staff and management  
• staff can enter maintenance issues as they arise, and those are 

automatically sent to the maintenance department  
• staff can request cleaning materials and toiletries ordered 
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• staff can keep track of laundry status for uninterrupted linen 

supply. 

 

Online Reservation System  
This software package is essential to any accommodation place. It helps 

you increase direct online bookings instantly. Prospective guests can view 

hotel rooms (size, choice of beds), availability and prices, plus services 

and facilities offered. The systems should have instant confirmation of 

credit card payments or other secure online payment method. After 

payment of deposit and confirmation by email, guests should be able to 

login to view or change their reservation details. Cancellation policies 

should be stated, airport transport options mentioned. 
 

 

Point of Sale (POS) Operations Systems  
This includes restaurants and bars, the hotel gift shop, spa, tour desk and 

other guest services. It should have the options of direct payment or 

charge to room. Apart from recording normal vending operations, it 

should include issuing daily transaction reports to management or the 

accounting office, and a daily revenue report. 

 

In the POS sector there are many operating hospitality management 

systems catering for the food vendor sector, namely restaurants, cafés, 

takeaway shops and delis. 

 

Restaurant (POS) Management Packages  
For POS management packages, you have the choice of an off-the-shelf 

system for restaurants and cafes, where you can set the options that suit 

your operation, or a customised one, specifically configured for your 

business. Most systems are quite easy to use and are cost effective. Their 

features vary, but most offer the following:  
• order taking, tallying, and cashier options using a hand-held PDA 

system  
• credit-card processing interface receipts customised for your 

business. 

 

The more advanced systems also offer:  
• integrating all transactions with your accounting software  
• full inventory/stocktaking facility  
• translation facilities to selected languages. 

 

Administration Software  
This module is directed at top management and offers access to all levels 

of the organisation. It provides instant access to the data base of all 

sectors, ensuring total transparency of operations overseeing and early 

intervention by senior staff can prevent mistakes being made by 
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inexperienced employees and save money and the reputation of your 

business. Other facilities in this package may include:  
• tools for setting different rate systems for rooms and services  
• daily, seasonal, special promotions, etc.  
• statistical data - percentage occupancy over set periods, and other 

data used for policy making and customised reports for board 

meeting presentations  
• organising promotions and package deals  
• inventory for different departments  
• employee accounts and employee training programmes. 

 

Remember: with the high staff turnover common to the hospitality 

industry, it is important to choose a system that needs minimal training to 

use, and has 'secure areas', which only authorised personnel (with the 

proper clearance) may access and use. 

 

Choosing and introducing hospitality management systems for your 

business is a significant undertaking, both operationally and financially. 

But once up and running, the system will increase efficiency, cut costs 

and improve the service in your company. You will have happier staff and 

happier guests, who will promote your business and ultimately increase 

your revenue. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What are global information systems?  
ii. Name the hospitality management software. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

We have discussed group information systems, electronic mail, 

organisational information systems and global information systems. We 

also looked at different types of hospitality management systems. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 

 

In summary you learnt that group information systems utilise a local-area 

network (LAN), this enables employees to communicate and work with 

one another simultaneously via different computers within a complex of 

buildings. 

 

Electronic mail (e-mail) is a type of work group information system that 

allows the staff and guests to communicate from different locations. 

Messages can be posted and retrieved within seconds by the use of e-mail. 
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Organisational information systems are systems used throughout a 

company that can be accessed by a number of associates. Examples are 

payroll, time and attendance, guest history and reservation systems. 

 

Global information systems are information systems that allow 

international businesses to stay linked by using international technologies 

and systems to make effective transactions. 

 

Hospitality management systems are the software that runs your 

hospitality business. From the food ordering system in your restaurant, to 

online accommodation booking software, it enables efficient 

communication and management of your operation, ultimately increasing 

revenues. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Discuss any two types of hospitality industry technology systems.  
2. List and explain four (4) different types of hospitality management 

systems. 

 

7.0 REFERENCES/FURTHER READING 
 

Bruce, B. (1988). Computer Systems in the Hotel and Catering Industry.  
London: Cassel Educational Ltd. 

 

Leith, J. (2010). ―Different Types of Hospitality M anagement Systems.‖ 

http://EzineArticles.com/?expert=Leith_James. 
 

Walker, J. R. (2004). Introduction to Hospitality. (4
th

 ed.). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In Unit 3, we discussed the hospitality industry technology systems. In 

this unit, we will be looking at the need for computerisation as well as the 

selection and installation of technology systems. 

 

It seems that every day more technology systems come on to the market 

for the hospitality industry. Where purchasing these systems are 

concerned, one would expect that the decision making process would be 

getting easier with the experience that has been built up. Everywhere, new 

technology is evident, whether it is in opposition‘s hotel, or in the fast 

food hamburger bar on the next street. The thought now becomes ‗should 

not my business be computerised, after all everyone else is using new 

technology profitably‘. 

 

The truth of the matter is that there is an increasing amount of 

computerisation on offer which in itself is quite a problem to an hotelier 

wishing to investigate computerisation for the first time. There is a 

baffling array of software and hardware on offer by various manufacturers 

and their respective dealers. The wise caterer/hotelier will have to sit 

carefully through a multitude of systems before making a particular 

choice. The problems therefore of selecting an appropriate computer 

system for a particular catering application are considerable but not 

insurmountable. 

 

It is also important to note that the effectiveness of an automated property 

management system is directly related to the quality of the management 

using it. It cannot compensate for management 
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shortcomings and will only accentuate them. In a well-managed hotel, a 

system is perceived simply as a tool for better performance, while in 

poorly managed properties, a system often serves as a convenient excuse 

for all operational problems. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• state the need for computer use  
• describe the computer selection process and the choice of suppliers 

 
• discuss computer installation process. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 Why Use a Computer System? 

 

Before looking at the choosing and buying of computer systems, let us 

first establish some of the benefits that will undoubtedly be the goals of 

catering/hotel managers intending to deploy new technology. In order to 

even contemplate computerisation, the hotelier/ caterer will want to know 

how the proposed system is going to justify its cost and what tangible 

benefits it will bring to the business and customers. 

 

3.1.1  Benefits of Computerisation 

 

No tea breaks  
Being an inanimate object, the computer does not take tea breaks or go on 

holiday. So it undertakes its functions as long as it is switched on. 

 

Donkey work  
The computer can undertake the monotonous paper work and data 

collection that has constituted a lot of mundane work for staff in the past. 

This should free staff for more interesting work and will probably create a 

more satisfying work existence. Repetitive tasks are made easier. 
 

 

Reduced human error  
A computer will cut out many of the opportunities in manual system for 

human errors to occur. There will no longer be the need to manually copy 

certain documents, all of which will be carried out by the computer from 

the original input. This is particularly helpful where accounting 

applications are concerned. 
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Forecasting  
From the build-up of historic data on the business, it is possible to 

produce forecast of future business which will be more accurate than was 

previously possible. 

 

Modeling  
The caterer/hotelier may well be able to test theories on a computer model 

before actually placing his actual business at risk. This might show the 

financial risks or benefits that might be achieved through taking specific 

policy decisions. A spread sheet is a common way of undertaking this 

type of application. 

 

Access to information  
By providing a central database accessible to a number of staff, the 

computer gives better access to information than might have been possible 

previously. 

 

Management efficiency and control  
The management may receive much more relevant information more 

speedily, enabling them to take managerial decisions much quicker. A 

computer will produce large amount of management information much 

more rapidly than is possible with manual systems. This should give the 

management a clearer picture of the business and facilitate strategic 

decisions much earlier, thereby improving the overall control of the 

operation. 

 

Quality of information  
Information that was difficult to obtain may be accessed more readily 

provided the computer is programmed correctly. 

 

Enhanced image  
The work of any member of staff, who is involved with paper such as a 

secretary or clerk, will be enhanced as the computer can utilise a word 

processing package to undertake the repetitive work involved in dealing 

with multiple letters or forms. The presentation of both internal and 

external documents will be much improved thus creating a better image. 

 

Better guest service  
Certainly where important applications such as reservations are 

concerned, the information held by a computer system should be an 

improvement over that held by manual systems. Check-in and check-out 

should be speeded up, as should the complete billing system. The 

accuracy at which the computers work will allow the provision of a better 

service to one‘s guests and customers. 
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Bills presented to customers at the end of their stay are more likely to be 

accurate, and it should also be possible for reservations to be handled 

more efficiently, thereby reducing the possibility of guests being 

forgotten or being allocated incorrect accommodation. A much improved 

personal service can be given to guests by fully utilizing a database for 

guest history information. 

 

Cost effectiveness  
Most hoteliers/caterers will be looking to a computer system to save them 

money as their primary objective. Savings may be expressed in staff 

terms or in improvements in cash-flow, such as more efficient operation 

of the sales ledger. 

 

Increased revenue  
While this may be similar to cost effectiveness, the computer should 

increase the revenue accruing to the hotel as a direct result of many of the 

advantages outlined in this list. 

 

Paperless environment  
The old manual paper oriented systems may be largely replaced by the 

use of a computer which will improve communication throughout a hotel 

business. No longer will pieces of paper be physically transferred around 

various departments. Electronic messages will be transmitted instead 

between printers and visual display units (VDUs). 

 

Reduced costs  
Increased efficiency within the business will undoubtedly reduce overall 

costs and increase productivity. 

 

Scope for expansion  
By using a computer system, many possibilities would be opened up that 

would not have arisen otherwise, perhaps revealing opportunities for 

expansion that previously would not have been evident.  
The suppliers themselves will be keen to draw attention to the benefits of 

their system. The hotelier will then have to decide which particular 

system gives the most benefits for them, and, the one to buy. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

State the benefits of computerisation. 

 

3.2 The Selection Process 
 

While computers in the hospitality industry have thrown up all sorts of 

challenges over the period of time in which they have been used, many of 

them resulted from complete ignorance that hoteliers had of the 
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technology. Through this ignorance, hoteliers perceived computers as 

being little more than money savers and hardly realised implications of 

applying new technology to a catering situation. Some installations were 

undertaken in a rush to get abreast of computerisation, without stopping to 

consider the implications or even what was required of the system. 

 

Whilst many hoteliers in the early days failed to even identify what their 

new system would be expected to do, there were, and still are some easily 

overlooked problems in utilising a computer that are common to all types 

of hotel business. It is quite possible in an initial gush of enthusiasm to be 

swept along without realising that there are simple pitfalls to watch out 

for. 

 

Some of these pitfalls are: 

 

Over dependency  
Hoteliers should not destroy all their existing systems that presumably 

have served the business adequately in the past. It is mistaken to believe 

that a computer will instantly create an electronic office totally devoid of 

paper. The hotelier will need back-up systems in the event of the 

computer going down, which will happen despite everything one is told 

about reliability. 

 

Resistance to change  
A psychological problem in the implementation of a new or replacement 

computer system is that the existing staff have been used to carrying out 

work by their traditional methods. Resistance to change, a common 

element of human nature, will therefore have to be overcome in installing 

a new computer system. 

 

Loss of motivation  
It is quite possible that staffs who have happily undertaken a job in the 

past that they have regarded as challenging will lose their motivation 

when faced with supplying a faceless machine with data. 

 

The computer can become a god  
The computer could take over the hotel business, becoming more 

important in the minds of staff than the applications that it was installed to 

undertake. Computer systems themselves can prove addictive once staffs 

are exposed to them. 

 

In selecting the computer system to install, there is need to: 
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Make an initial investigation  
It is a common problem with many computer installations that the 

hoteliers did not really know what they wanted from the computer before 

they went ahead to buy their system. Numerous computer consultants 

have been involved in bailing companies out of the inevitable results of 

not defining what they wanted before purchasing their system. This 

investigation will assist them in selecting those areas of business that will 

lend themselves to computerisation and to concentrate on those. 
 

 

Draw up a specification  
In considering installing a computer, it should be remembered that it is 

potentially a very potent force in helping to manage the establishment 

and, used properly, will allow a much more economical and efficient 

method of work. No one should contemplate installing a computer purely 

because the opposition possesses one or because it is fashionable to own 

one. 

 

How shall I start?  
One of the worries for busy caterers is how to construct a specification 

and fit together a strategic plan for the installation of a computer system 

which they may be committed to but which may not be so readily 

acceptable to their colleagues and staff. The following may help:  
• identify and educate influential decision making people within the 

business and include them in the plan  

• analyse in detail the requirements of the computer system in the 

particular work place asking such questions as:  

• what is needed?  

• what must the computer system do?  

• should I examine one system that should undertake many 

tasks or should I go for a modular system that can be built 

up, application by application, over a period of time?  

• make use of information from experts in the industry such as 

consultants  

• look closely and methodically at all the products on offer that seem 

suitable to the need of the business  

• make direct comparisons between the alternatives and draw up a 

short list  

• draw up a cost justification analysis of the short-listed products as 

the cost implications are always paramount  

• once a product has been selected, draw up a carefully worded 

contract so that sales promises are translated into actual product 

performance  

• be sure the installation schedule is practical within the operational 

requirements of the business 
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• make one person wholly responsible for the management of the 

installation. 

 

3.3 The Suppliers 
 

The number of hospitality computer system suppliers seems to be 

constantly on the increase and therefore the array of hardware and 

software is often baffling. However, it is often more beneficial to use one 

single supplier for the complete computer system. One will therefore be 

obtaining the hardware, software, installation, training and support from 

the same company. This will cut down on the communication problems 

that might arise if separate companies are involved. 

 

There are several ways a system may be purchased and it is not necessary 

for all the components to come from a single supplier. 

 

3.4 Computer Installation 
 

It must be appreciated by the hotelier that whatever the size of the 

computer, it will be impossible to install it instantly. Sometimes quite 

impossible deadlines are promised to senior management by 

inexperienced staff charged with the installation of new technology. These 

are often younger staffs who, because of their age, are supposed to know 

about computers as far as wary senior executives are concerned. Potential 

users often make this mistake and expect the impossible. Whilst senior 

management may want computerisation to be instantaneous, this is never 

a practical possibility as the whole system, whether mainframe or micro 

will have to be run-in gradually, even though the eventual change over 

may take place at a specific time. 

 

Experienced suppliers who have installed a large number of computers 

can help immensely with scheduling the introduction of a new computer 

system. This will undoubtedly be one of the benefits of using a well-

known company specialising in the catering field. The supplier can advise 

on how to phase the installation of a system that may involve a series of 

departments and therefore separate computer modules. If the department 

initially selected for computerisation shows swift benefits, this can be of 

psychological importance in putting the departments in the establishment 

in the right frame of mind for their eventual computerisation. 
 

 

When do I Install the Computer?  
The most important consideration when choosing the time to install the 

computer system is when it will create the least possible disruption. 

Never, for example, plan installation for the same week as the year-end 

accounts are required or when there are similar peaks of business. The 
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hotelier will presumably want to arrange installation for a slack or quiet 

period. In a resort hotel this is not too much of a problem, but in a popular 

busy catering outlet there may be some difficulty in finding an 

appropriate time. In coming to a decision, it is important to keep the 

supplier informed so that delivery of the system is worked into the 

supplier‘s schedule around the date required. Failure to do this will lead 

not only to operational problems but also to a probable spiraling of costs. 

Other options are to install the system whilst the business is running 

normally, whilst alterations are taking place anyway, or ideally when the 

catering business itself is in its construction phase. 

 

Installation whilst the Business is Fully Operational  
It is more than likely that the installation of the system will have to take 

place whilst the business is operational and the majority of systems are, 

unfortunately, installed in this way. It will still be necessary to pick as 

quiet a period as possible to ‗go live‘. Some hotel iers prefer to make the 

actual changeover itself at night. 

 

Installation during Alterations  
If the computer is installed while alterations are being made, this will 

presumably be during a quiet period in the business. Apart from anything 

else, it will be better to have the two sets of engineers working at the 

same time and consequently out of the way quicker, rather than having to 

endure interference to the business for two separate periods of time. It is 

also an excellent idea to run-in a system at this time while there is a 

limited amount of business going on. There will be fewer possibilities of 

mistakes being made as there will be a lower number of transactions to be 

recorded. 

 

Installation during Construction  
To be able to install a system when the building for a new catering 

operation is being constructed would be ideal, but is by no means always 

possible especially when an existing system is being replaced. Any 

hotelier lucky enough to be in this situation should make the most of it. A 

major point is that all capital costs can be included in the building and a 

clear budget for the costing established. Should any department need to 

be designed around the system, then, this will be possible at the outset 

rather than having to adapt existing facilities. Also the costs will be more 

easily absorbed at this stage. 

 

Where installation is concerned, the actual staff involvement should be 

considered carefully. Whilst it will be beneficial for a single member of 

staff to be the initial project coordinator or leader, once the system has 

arrived, it would be dangerous to leave that person in sole control. What 

would happen, for example, if the project leader were to go sick or take a 

holiday? The staff left behind would inevitably flounder. If the same 
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member of staff holds the security code in their head, this will lead to a 

whole system grinding to a halt in their absence. 

 

It is beneficial to have manuals containing all codes and operational 

details available to management. One should not rely purely on the 

manufacturer‘s manuals (which are frequently inadequate) but should 

draw up one‘s own manual tailored to the individual business that is easily 

understandable by all the staff. At least three senior members of staff 

should have a complete working knowledge of the system to cover the 

possibility of one or more being incapacitated. If any should leave the 

hotel‘s employ, then another member of staff should be trained to take 

their place. 

 

Physical Alterations That a Computer Might Necessitate 

 

High or Low profile?  
One of the major decisions in the installation of a computer system is 

whether the customer should be made aware of its existence or not. Some 

hoteliers feel that the presence of computers tends to remove the personal 

nature of their business, whilst others see computer systems as partly a 

public relations exercise illustrating that their business is modern and 

businesslike. 

 

Whilst there is no specific answer to this question, the policy decision has 

to be made. If the system is to be hidden from view, this has to be catered 

for at installation time, remembering that the staff must be able to work in 

as efficient a way as possible. 

 

Is a separate computer suite needed?  
The term ‗computer system‘ often conjures up the pictu re of a huge 

computer centre with a strictly controlled environment. Whilst it is true 

that the initial systems were very sensitive to heat and humidity, this is no 

longer always the case. Mainframes need to be allocated their own suite, 

not necessarily for environmental reasons but for security. Specialised air 

conditioning may therefore not be necessary, although some suppliers do 

stipulate that their systems should operate within specified heat and 

humidity tolerances. 

 

It is certainly the case, though, that every computer system should be 

exposed to as little dust, grease or grime as possible as a build-up of these 

can lead to major problems. Some hotel computer systems have gone out 

of action purely because of a build-up of dust. Quite often the heat 

extractor fan on the computer itself not only performs the function for 

which it was designed but also draws dust into the machine. The best 

policy is to isolate the processor in as dust-free a room as possible. 
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In creating a computer suite, one of the considerations should be 

prevention of fire, especially as so much electrical equipment is involved. 

The normal ways of extinguishing a fire are of no use; for example, 

sprinklers utilising water would completely destroy both the hardware and 

software. Major computer systems should be capable of being isolated so 

that a fire extinguishing gas such as Halon can be flooded into the 

confined atmosphere. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. When is the best time to plan for computer installation?  
ii. What are two major needs in selecting the computer to install? 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have discussed the benefits of computerisation and the process of 

selecting computers systems to use, as well as the points to consider in 

selecting computer systems. We also mentioned some pitfalls with regard 

to the use of computers.  
We have also discussed the process of installing computer systems and 

when to install them. We also looked at physical alterations that 

installation of computer systems can necessitate. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

The benefits of computerisation include:  
no tea breaks, no donkey work, reduced human error, forecasting, 

modeling, access to information, management efficiency and control, 

quality of information, enhanced image, better guest service, cost 

effectiveness, increased revenue, paperless environment, reduced costs, 

and scope for expansion. 

 

Some of the pitfalls in the use of computers are:  
over dependency, resistance to change, loss of motivation, and the fact 

that the computer can become a god. 

 

In selecting the computer system to install, there is need to make an initial 

investigation and draw up a specification. 

 

The most important consideration when choosing the time to install the 

computer system is when it will create the least possible disruption. They 

could be installed whilst the business is fully operational, during 

alterations or during construction. 

 

Installation of computers might necessitate some physical alterations. 
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6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Discuss the benefits of computerisation.  
2. Explain the pitfalls in the use of computers. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In Unit 4, we discussed main issues in choosing information technology 

systems. In this unit, we shall look at property management systems, their 

interfaces and their functions in the management of hospitality outfits. 
 

 

Property management systems may be used in real estate, manufacturing, 

logistics, intellectual property, government or hospitality accommodation 

management. They are computerised systems that facilitate the 

management of properties, personal property, and equipment, including 

maintenance, legalities and personnel all through a single piece of 

software. They replaced old-fashioned, paper-based methods that tended 

to be both cumbersome and inefficient. In the Hospitality industry, the 

term property management systems (PMS) is generally used to describe 

the set of computer programmes that directly relate to front office and 

back office activities. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:  
• describe hotel property management systems  
• explain hotel property management system interfaces  
• state the functions of property management system. 
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3.0 MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 Hotel Property Management Systems 

 

In the hospitality industry a property management system also known as a 

PMS is a comprehensive software application used to automate hotel 

functions like guest bookings, online reservations, point of sale, 

telephone, accounts receivable, sales and marketing, banquets, food and 

beverage costing, materials management, human resources and payroll, 

maintenance management, quality management and other amenities. 

Hotel property management systems may interface with central 

reservation systems and revenue or yield management systems, front 

office, back office and point of sale systems. 

 

Property Management systems integrate all of the information needed to 

manage:  
• front office  
• back office; and  
• office automation. 

 

Property management systems also provide data that marketing can use 

for various activities such as: 

 

Revenue maximisation, better rooms‘ inventory control, more accurate 

management of room blocks, and yield management capabilities. 

 

Automation helps hotels provide better guest service and related 

recognition programmes. Indeed, guests can count on same room, same 

seat, and same car preference as a result of guest history and preference 

systems. By automation, guests will experience automated check-in and 

check-out. 

 

Similar technology has provided automated airline ticketing and car 

rentals. 

 

A variety of stand-alone applications may also be interfaced with an 

installed PMS such as: point-of-sale, call accounting, electronic locking, 

etc. 

 

Computerised back office application typically included in back office 

PMS packages contain modules covering accounting and internal-control 

function. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is property management system?  
ii. Property management system integrates all the information needed 

to manage? 

 

3.2 Hotel Property Management System Interfaces  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.1: Hotel Property Management System Interfaces 

 

3.2.1  Point-of-Sale Systems 
 

When the main processor of a POS system interfaces with a property 

management system (PMS), data can be directly transferred from the POS 

system to various front office and back offices POS place at:  
• restaurants  
• bar and Lounge areas  
• room service stations  
• gift shops  
• pool areas  
• pro shops 

 

3.2.2 Telephone Call Accounting Systems 

 

Telephone Call Accounting Systems (CAS) tracks guest room phone 

charges. It thus enables hotel to take control over local and long-distance 
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telephone services and to apply a markup to switchboard operations. A 

call accounting system can place and price out-going calls.  
When a CAS is interfaced with a front office guest accounting module, 

telephone charges can immediately be posted to the proper folios. 

 

3.2.3  Electronic Locking Systems 

 

Often these systems interface with a front office computer system, thereby 

enabling management to exercise important key control measure. 
 

 

One kind of electronic locking system functions through a computer 

terminal at the front desk. The terminal selects a code that will permit 

entry and then produces a card for the guest to use. Once a code is entered 

and a card produced, all previous codes are canceled, and cards issued to 

previous guests no longer function. 

 

3.2.4  Energy Management Systems 

 

Interfacing energy management systems with a hotel computer system 

links guestroom energy controls with the front office rooms‘ management 

package. This technology is used to extend guest in-room comfort. 

Passive infrared motion sensors and door switches automatically switch 

off lights and air conditioning when a guest is out of the room thus 

reducing energy consumption. 

 

An energy management system monitors guestroom temperatures by 

computer. This may lead to significant reductions in energy consumption 

and lower energy costs. 

 

3.2.5  Auxiliary Guest Service Devices 

 

Automation has simplified many auxiliary guest services such as the 

placement of wake-up calls and voice messaging for guests. 

 

An automated wake-up system permits front desk employee to input a 

guest‘s room number and requested wake-up time. At the specified time, 

the system automatically rings the room and calls back at predetermined 

intervals until the guest answers the phone. 

 

Electronic message-waiting systems are designed to let a guest know that 

a message is waiting at the front desk.  
• Traditional message-waiting device is capable of flashing a light on 

a telephone or television in the guest‘s room.  
• Now, they actually display message on the televis ion screen. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

List the hotel property management system interfaces. 

 

3.3 Functions of Property Management System 

 

A good property management system must be able to provide six basic 

functions which include: 

 

A. Enable guests to make reservations  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.2: Use of PMS in Guest Room Reservation 

 

B. Enable  Guests  to  Check-in/Register  when  they  arrive  and  
Check-out/Pay When They Leave  
• at front desk  
• remotely  
• personal Digital Assistants  
• remote terminal  

C.Enable Staff to Maintain Guest Facilities  
• room type  
• status  
• occupant 
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Fig. 5.3: Shows the Current Status of Guests 

 

D. Account for Guests’ Financial Transactions  
• credit card information  
• address information  
• business  
• home  
• room rate  
• room charges  
• night audit  
• collects and posts room/guest data. 

 

E. Track Guests’ Activities for Use in Future Sales Efforts 

Information relevant and beneficial to future sales efforts 

Accessed by:  
• Central Reservation System (CRS)  
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM). 

 

CRM is used to collect and maintain data about sales contacts. It is very 

comprehensive and holds such data as: names, addresses, birthdates, 

anniversaries, business, and other personal information 

 

F. Interface with other systems  
• Global Distribution System (GDS)  
• Central Reservation System (CRS)  

Must integrate seamlessly even if from different vendors.  
• Sales and Catering Applications 
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• POS (Food and Beverage)  
• Retail Points  
• HVAC or EMS Systems  
• In-Room Amenities  
• Messaging  
• Security  
• Call Accounting System 

 

Seamlessly to avoid duplicate data and mistakes. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

What are the functions of property management system? 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have explained what property management system is and how it may 

be interfaced with other systems to enhance operations and efficiency. We 

also looked at interfaces of hotel property management system and their 

functions with regard to aiding hotel operations. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 

 

Property management system is a comprehensive software application 

used to automate hotel functions. 

 

Property management systems integrate all of the information needed to 

manage: front office, back office and office automation. 

 

Property management systems also provide data that marketing can use 

for various activities such as: revenue maximisation, better rooms 

inventory control, more accurate management of room blocks hand yield 

management capabilities, automation helps hotels provide better guest 

service and related recognition programmes. 

 

Whenever the main processor of a POS system interfaces with a property 

management system (PMS) data can be directly transferred from the POS 

system to various front office and back office. 

 

When a CAS is interfaced with a front office guest accounting module, 

telephone charges can immediately be posted to the proper folios. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

Briefly discuss the hotel property management system interfaces. 
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MODULE 2 
 

Unit 1 Information Technology in Hotel Reservations and Rooms  
Unit 2 Information Technology in Sales, Marketing and Events 

Management  
Unit 3 Information Technology and Food and Beverage Service  
Unit 4 IT in Security and Labour Management  
Unit 5 IT in Inventory Control 

 

 

UNIT 1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN HOTEL 

RESERVATIONS AND ROOMS 
 

CONTENTS 
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3.2 Front Office: Reservation Module  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Computerised front office applications consist of a series of software 

programmes (or modules) including: reservations, rooms‘ management 

and guest accounting functions. 

 

Online hotel reservations are becoming a very popular method for 

booking hotel rooms. Travelers can book rooms from home by using 

online security to protect their privacy and financial information and by 

using several online travel agents to compare prices and facilities at 

different hotels. 

 

Prior to the Internet, travelers could write, telephone the hotel directly, or 

use a travel agent to make a reservation. Nowadays, online travel agents 

have pictures of hotels and rooms, information on prices and deals, and 

even information on local resorts. Many also allow reviews of the traveler 

to be recorded with the online travel agent. 
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Online hotel reservations are also helpful for making last minute travel 

arrangements. Hotels may drop the price of a room if some rooms are still 

available. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• describe hotel reservation systems  
• explain front office applications  
• explain a room management module  
• analyse a guest account module. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 Hotel Reservation Systems 

 

Hotel reservation systems, commonly known as a central reservation 

system (CRS) are a computerised system that stores and distributes 

information of a hotel, resort, or other lodging facilities. 

 

A central reservation system is a tool to reach the global distribution 

systems as well as internet distribution systems from one single system, 

namely a central reservation system. A CRS is mainly assistance for 

hoteliers to manage all of their online marketing and sales, where they can 

upload their rates and availabilities to be seen by all sales channels that 

are using a CRS. Sales channels may include conventional travel agencies 

as well as online travel agencies. An hotelier using a central reservation 

system eases his/her tasks for online distribution, because a CRS does 

everything to distribute hotel information to the sales channels instead of 

the hotelier. 

 

Information commonly stored in a CRS are:  
• room types  
• rate plans architecture  
• room Rates and conditions (guarantee, deposit, customised 

cancellation rules, minimum length of stay, maximum length of 

stay, closed to arrival, arrival not allowed, departure not allowed)  
• room inventories  
• generic hotel information (address, phone number, fax number)  
• distribution content (descriptions, amenities, pictures, videos, 

local attractions) are stored in the CRS or in a content management 

system  
• reservation information  
• geocode information. 
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• nearby IATA cities and airports. 

 

Roles of Reservation Systems:  
• selling individual reservations  
• selling group reservations  
• displaying room availability and guest lists  
• tracking advance deposits  
• tracking travel agent bookings and commissions  
• generating confirmation slips and various reservation reports. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is a hotel reservation system?  
ii. List the roles of the reservation system. 

 

3.2 Front Office Applications 
 

A. Front Office System  
 

 

Guest registration  
Retrieve reservation  
Assign a room  
Collect payment  
Verify room status 
 Front 

 office 
Telephone services system 

 

Phone calls  

Wake up call  

Messages  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Room status and  
housekeeping management  
room discrepancy report  
room status report  
etc 

 
Cashiering and guest check-out  
generate folios  
post transactions  
open and close cashier shift  
guest check out 

 

Fig. 1.1: Front Office System 

 

B. Reservation Module  
A reservation module enables a hotel to rapidly process room requests 

and generate timely and accurate rooms, revenue, and forecasting reports. 

Reservations received at a central reservations site can be processed, 

confirmed, and communicated to the destination property before the 

receptionists finish talking with the caller on the telephone. When the 

destination property uses a PMS, the reservation module receives data 

directly from the central (or global) reservation system, and in-house 

reservation records, files, and revenue forecasts are immediately updated. 
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3.3 Functions of Reservation Module 
 

1. Reservation Inquiry 

This inquiry typically collects the following data:  
• date of arrival  
• type and number of rooms requested  
• number of room nights  
• room rate code (standard, special, package, etc.)  
• number of persons in party. 

 

The receptionist enters the data through a computer terminal according to 

rapidly defined inquiry procedures. Once the inquiry is matched with 

rooms availability data, the PMS assigns and blocks a room, thus 

removing it from the availability file. 

 

2. Determination of Availability  
Once entered, the reservation inquiry is compared to rooms‘ availability 

data according to a predetermined system algorithm. The algorithm is a 

computer-based formula designed to sell rooms in a specified pattern (by 

zone, floor, block, etc). 

 

Processing a reservation request may result in one of several system-

generated responses appearing on the display screen:  
• acceptance or rejection of the reservation request  
• suggestion of alternative room types or rate  
• suggestion of alternative hotel properties. 

 

3. Creation of the Reservation Record  
Once the reservation request has been processed and the room blocked, 

the system requires that the receptionist completes the reservation record 

by collecting and entering necessary data, such as:  
• guest‘s personal data (name, address, telephone n umber)  
• time of arrival  
• reservation classification (confirmed, guaranteed )  
• confirmation number  
• caller data (agency or secretary)  
• special requirements. 

 

4. Confirmation of the Reservation  
PMS can automatically generate letter of confirmation on the day a 

reservation request is processed. Information can be retrieved from the 

reservation record and printed on a specially designed hotel form. 

 

5. Maintenance of the Reservation Record  
Reservation records are stored in an electronic file and commonly 

segmented by date of arrival: 
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• group name; and  
• guest name. 

 

File organisation and the method of file retrieval are critical to an 

effective reservation module because callers frequently update, alter, 

cancel, or confirm their reservation. 

 

For example, if a caller requests a cancellation, the receptionist must be 

able to quickly access the correct reservation record, verify its contents, 

and process the cancellation. 

 

Reservation record data can be:  
• printed onto pre-registration cards to facilitate faster check-in 

procedures  
• used as the basis for printing in-house guest fol io and guest 

information lists  
• transferred to commission agent files for later p rocessing  
• formatted for eventual inclusion in a guest histo ry file. 

 

Reservation Details  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.2: Reservation Details 

 

6. Generation of Reports  
Similar to many computer applications, the number and type of reports 

available through a reservation module are functions of the user‘s 
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needs, software capability, and database contents. A computer-generated 

room‘s availability report lists, by room type, the number of rooms 

available each day. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What are the front office applications?  
ii. What are the functions of the reservation module? 

 

3.4 Rooms Management Module 

 

Rooms‘ management module maintains up-to-date information on the 

status of rooms, assists in the assignment of rooms during registration, 

and helps coordinate many guest services. Rooms‘ management modules 

perform the following functions:  
• identify current room status  
• assist in assigning rooms to guests at check-in  
• provide in-house guest information  
• organise housekeeping activities  
• provide supplementary services  
• generate useful reports for management. 

 

Rooms‘ management module alerts front desk employees of the status of 

each room, just as room racks do in non-automated operations. A front 

desk employee simply enters the room‘s number, and the current status of 

the room is displayed immediately on the terminal‘s screen. 

 

Once a room becomes clean and ready for occupancy, housekeeping staff 

change the room‘s status through a terminal in their work area, and the 

information is immediately communicated to terminals at the front desk. 

The hotel property management system (PMS) routes data through the 

rooms‘ management module and, thereby, helps coordinate the sale of 

rooms. 

 

Computer-based hotel technology is capable of instantly updating the 

housekeeping status of rooms, which enables front desk employees to 

make quick and accurate room assignments to guests at the time of check-

in. 

 

3.5 Guest Account Module 
 

Guest accounting module processes and monitors financial transactions 

that occur between guests and the hotel. When remote electronic cash 

registers (ECR) or POS, situated at various revenue centres throughout the 

hotel are interfaced with a guest accounting module, guest charges 
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are communicated to the front desk and automatically posted to the 

appropriate electronic guest folio. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is a room‘s management module?  
ii. Explain the guest account module. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

We have discussed how technology by way of modules (front office 

applications) affects hotel reservation and room management in terms of 

their status. We have also discussed the functions of some of these 

applications. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 

 

Hotel reservations systems, commonly known as a central reservation 

system (CRS) are a computerised system that stores and distributes 

information of a hotel, resort, or other lodging facilities. 

 

A central reservation system is a tool to reach the global distribution 

systems as well as internet distribution systems from one single system, 

namely a central reservation system. 

 

Front office applications are reservation modules that enable hotels 

rapidly process room requests and generate timely and accurate rooms, 

revenue, and forecasting reports 

 

The functions of reservation module are:  
• reservation Inquiry  
• determination of availability  
• creation of the reservation record  
• confirmation of the reservation  
• maintenance of the reservation record  
• generation of reports  
• rooms‘ management module maintains up-to-date information on 

the status of rooms, assists in the assignment of rooms during 

registration, and helps coordinate many guest services. 

 

Guest Accounting module processes and monitors financial transactions 

that occur between guests and the hotel. 
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6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 

 

1. Discuss the functions of the reservation module.  
2. Explain the central reservation system and itemise the information 

normally stored in them. 

 

7.0 REFERENCES/FURTHER READING 

 

Lerluck, B. (2008). Automation in the Hospitality Industry. 
 

Nykiel,R. A.(2011). Marketing in the Hospitality Industry. (5
th

 ed.). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

We discussed several applications and modules in use in the front office 

and rooms section of the hospitality industry in Unit 1. In this unit, we 

shall be discussing sales, marketing and event management together with 

the IT systems in use. 

 

In today‘s market, it is no longer a question of creating demand; you have 

to take it away from someone else. Many hospitality outfits have realised 

the potentials of using information technology to assist them in their sales 

and marketing strategies. It has proved to be a better way to control sales, 

as well as to understand market research and analyse present and future 

business. A suitable database package can be added to an existing system 

to enable a business identify its existing and future markets. 
 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 

 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• describe sales management system  
• explain marketing information system  
• discuss the mailing list 
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• explain event management. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 Sales Management Systems 
 

Sales management systems are information systems used in customer 

relation management that help automate some sales and sales force 

management functions. They are often combined with a marketing 

information system, in which case they are often called customer 

relationship management (CRM) systems. 

 

A sales management system is a system that automatically records all the 

stages in a sales process. Its installation will give the company a 

competitive edge in the cut-throat convention market. The system helps 

maximise profitability for each individual hotel and aids in giving the 

customer the most efficient service possible. 

 

A sales management system should:  
• automate the sales and banqueting office thus negating the need for 

previous manual systems  
• provide a support system for the sales staff by presenting a 

complete picture of room and function space availability  
• improve customer service by giving quicker responses  
• speed up sales decisions by having information on hand  
• raise overall hotel profitability by providing a more efficient 

service  
• provide an automatic list of imminent events thus giving the 

banqueting staff the opportunity to be prepared in advance  
• improve inter-departmental communication by providing daily, 

weekly and monthly reports on all booked events  
• eliminate time consuming work such as manual preparation of 

statistics and reports  
• create banqueting event orders within the system thus increasing 

efficiency. 

 

3.1.1  Marketing Database 

 

Marketing database will include actual and prospective bookings, with 

rapid search and sort capability to enable sales activity to be focused on 

target markets. With a large number of defined codes, it will be possible 

to search the database for characteristics that reflect the hotel‘s present 

sales strategy. 
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Examples of attributes on which sales staff may base a search might be:  
• frequency  
• market segment  
• seasonal pattern  
• last time in the city and  
• next time in the city. 

 

There is a database (Delphi) that makes use of a booking method that 

identifies the channel used for reservation. If the booking method 

identifies, for example, that travel agents provide 50 per cent of the 

business that is booked through airline reservations system, this will 

indicate to the sales manager that it might be good for business to include 

more travel agency-oriented information about the particular hotel within 

the airline reservations system. 

 

Using information technology, a hotel is able to weigh up rapidly the 

costs of encouraging any particular type of business, as well as 

identifying the business that the reservation staff should be concentrating 

on. It could also help to identify future training needs of staff to cope with 

the business that is placed with the hotel as it develops. 
 

 

Marketing database must be sufficiently flexible to allow each individual 

hotel to maintain its own identity, as well to hold information on its own 

specific or peculiar market. For example, in large companies like Hilton, 

Jerusalem Hilton has a specific market segment called ‗Pilgrims‘ that is 

peculiar to that hotel and which provides a great deal of business. 
 

 

3.1.2  Service History 

 

The service history of a computerised system can eliminate the tedious 

work related to researching the productivity of groups that have used the 

hotel. Summary information on past performance can be stored for quick 

evaluation on future projections. 

 

A good sales and marketing system enables staff to keep account 

histories. This will allow the keeping of the history of all clients‘ 

bookings, including their average bill settlement, the expected actual 

number of guests, the types of functions booked, etc. The storing of these 

histories will help keep track of potential business, and allow sales staff to 

retrieve specific accounts on the basis of established important criteria 

such as:  
− marketing sales person assigned  
− convention service manager  
− catering salesperson assigned 
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− last use of property  
− projected event date  
− seasonality code  
− average check (average spend per head)  
− cover count  
− market segment  
− account quality rating, etc. 

 

A typical example of the use of service history is if there is an obvious 

gap in business in a particular period, the sales manager may refer to the 

computerised records for that period and request details of accounts that:  
− meet during that period (seasonality code)  
− have an average of 50 guests or more (cover count)  
− have an average spend of N5,000.00 or more per head (average 

check). 

 

The sales/marketing manager can contact them. 

 

3.1.3  Lost Business Tracking 

 

In addition to accounts and businesses that were successfully 

accommodated, it is important for the system to record details of 

businesses that for one reason or the other were lost. Businesses passed 

over or cancelled should be stored along with the hotel‘s opinion, chosen 

from some pre-specified reasons for cancellation or passing over a 

business. This data is used to evaluate trends for lost business and to 

research accounts that may fill need times in the future. 

 

Some valid reasons for lost business are:  
• shortage – guest rooms  
• shortage – function space  
• shortage – exhibition space  
• shortage – suite  
• other hotel – rates  
• other hotel – total package  
• other hotel – facilities  
• lack – teleconferencing  
• lack – ballroom capacity  
• lack – pre-function space  
• cancel – deposit not paid  
• cancel – rescheduled  
• cancel – personal change  
• cancel – space given to another etc. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is sales management system?  
ii. What attributes should sales staff base their search on? 

 

3.2 Marketing Information System (MIS) 

 

A marketing information system is a management information system 

designed to support marketing decision making. It is defined as a "system 

in which marketing data is formally gathered, stored, analysed and 

distributed to managers in accordance with their informational needs on a 

regular basis." 

 

Kotler, et al. (2006) defines it more broadly as "people, equipment, and 

procedures to gather, sort, analyse, evaluate, and distribute needed, 

timely, and accurate information to marketing decision makers." 

 

Marketing information system can be of great benefit to any organisation 

whether profit making or nonprofit making, no matter its size or the level 

of managerial finesse. It is true today that in many organisations, 

marketing information system is integrated as part of a computerised 

system. To manage a business well is to manage its future and this means 

the management of information. 

 

3.2.1  Components of a Marketing Information System 
 

A marketing information system (MIS) is intended to bring together 

disparate items of data into a coherent body of information. An MIS is, as 

will shortly be seen, more than raw data or information suitable for the 

purposes of decision making. An MIS also provides methods for 

interpreting the information the MIS provides. Moreover, as Kotler's 

definition says, an MIS is more than a system of data collection or a set of 

information technologies: 

 

"A marketing information system is a continuing and 

interacting structure of people, equipment and 

procedures to gather, sort, analyse, evaluate, and 

distribute pertinent, timely and accurate information for 

use by marketing decision makers to improve their 

marketing planning, implementation, and control". 

 

The figure below illustrates the major components of an MIS, the 

environmental factors monitored by the system and the types of 

marketing decision which the MIS seeks to underpin. 
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Fig. 2.1: Ma rketing Information Systems and its Subsystems 

 

The explanation of this model of an MIS begins with a description of each 

of its four main constituent parts:  
− the internal reporting systems  
− marketing research system  
− marketin g intelligence system; and  
− marketin g models. 

 

It is suggested t hat whilst the MIS varies in its degree of so phistication - 

with many in th e industrialised countries being computerised and few in 

the developing countries being so - a fully-fledged MIS should have these 

components, the methods (and technologies) of collection, storing, 

retrieving and pr ocessing data notwithstanding. 

 

Internal Repor ting Systems  
All enterprises w hich have been in operation for any period of time have 

a wealth of infor mation. However, this information often re mains under-

utilised because it is compartmentalised, either in the form of an 

individual entre preneur or in the functional departments of larger 

businesses. Tha t is, information is usually categorised according to its 

nature so that th ere are, for example, financial, production, manpower, 

marketing, stock holding and logistical data. Often the entre preneurs, or 

various personnel working in the functional departments h olding these 

pieces of data, do not see how it could help decision ma kers in other 

functional areas. Similarly, decision makers can fail to ap preciate how 

information fro m other functional areas might help them a nd therefore 

do not request it. 

 

The internal records that are of immediate value to marketing decisions 

are:  

⋅ orders re ceived  
⋅ stockhold ings; and 
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⋅ sales invoices. 
 

These are but a few of the internal records that can be used by marketing 

managers, but even this small set of records is capable of generating a 

great deal of information. 

 

By comparing orders received with invoices an enterprise can establish 

the extent to which it is providing an acceptable level of customer service. 

In the same way, comparing stockholding records with orders received 

helps an enterprise ascertain whether its stocks are in line with current 

demand patterns. 

 

Marketing Research Systems  
The general topic of marketing research has been the prime ' subject of the 

textbook and only a little more needs to be added here. Marketing research 

is a proactive search for information. That is, the enterprise which 

commissions these studies does so to solve a perceived marketing 

problem. In many cases, data is collected in a purposeful way to address a 

well-defined problem (or a problem which can be defined and solved 

within the course of the study). The other form of marketing research 

centres, not on a specific marketing problem but is an attempt to 

continuously monitor the marketing environment. These monitoring or 

tracking exercises are continuous marketing research studies, often 

involving panels of farmers, consumers or distributors from which the 

same data is collected at regular intervals. Whilst the ad hoc study and 

continuous marketing research differs in the orientation, yet they are both 

proactive. 

 

Marketing Intelligence Systems  
Whereas marketing research is focused, market intelligence is not. A 

marketing intelligence system is a set of procedures and data sources used 

by marketing managers to sift information from the environment that they 

can use in their decision making. This scanning of the economic and 

business environment can be undertaken in a variety of ways, including: 
 

 

• Unfocused scanning  
The manager, by virtue of what he/she reads, hears and watches exposes 

him/herself to information that may prove useful. Whilst the behaviour is 

unfocused and the manager has no specific purpose in mind, it is not 

unintentional. 

 

• Semi-focused scanning  
Again, the manager is not in search of particular pieces of information 

that he/she is actively searching but does narrow the range of media that 

is scanned. For instance, the manager may focus more on economic and 
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business publications, broadcasts etc. and pay less attention to political, 

scientific or technological media. 

 

• Informal search  
This describes the situation where a fairly limited and unstructured 

attempt is made to obtain information for a specific purpose. For example, 

the marketing manager of a firm considering entering the business of 

importing frozen fish from a neighbouring country may make informal 

inquiries as to prices and demand levels of frozen and fresh fish. There 

would be little structure to this search with the manager making inquiries 

with traders he/she happens to encounter as well as with other ad hoc 

contacts in ministries, international aid agencies, with trade associations, 

importers/exporters etc. 

 

• Formal search  
This is a purposeful search after information in some systematic way. The 

information will be required to address a specific issue. Whilst this sort of 

activity may seem to share the characteristics of marketing research it is 

carried out by the manager him/herself rather than a professional 

researcher. Moreover, the scope of the search is likely to be narrow in 

scope and far less intensive than marketing research. 

 

Marketing intelligence is the province of entrepreneurs and senior 

managers within an agribusiness. It involves them in scanning newspaper 

trade magazines, business journals and reports, economic forecasts and 

other media. In addition it involves management in talking to producers, 

suppliers and customers, as well as to competitors. Nonetheless, it is a 

largely informal process of observing and conversing. 
 

 

Some enterprises will approach marketing intelligence gathering in a more 

deliberate fashion and will train its sales force, after-sales personnel and 

district/area managers to take cognisance of competitors' actions, customer 

complaints and requests and distributor problems. Enterprises with vision 

will also encourage intermediaries, such as collectors, retailers, traders and 

other middlemen to be proactive in conveying market intelligence back to 

them. 

 

Marketing models:  
Within the MIS there has to be the means of interpreting information in 

order to give direction to decision. These models may be computerised or 

may not. Typical tools are:  
· time series sales modes  
· brand switching models  
· linear programming  
· elasticity models (price, incomes, demand, supply, etc.) 
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· regression and correlation models  
· analysis of Variance (ANOVA) models  
· sensitivity analysis  
· discounted cash flow  
· spreadsheet 'what if models. 

 

These and similar mathematical, statistical, econometric and financial 

models are the analytical subsystem of the MIS. A relatively modest 

investment in a desktop computer is enough to allow an enterprise to 

automate the analysis of its data. Some of the models used are stochastic, 

i.e. those containing a probabilistic element whereas others are 

deterministic models where chance plays no part. Brand switching models 

are stochastic since these express brand choices in probabilities whereas 

linear programming is deterministic in that the relationships between 

variables are expressed in exact mathematical terms. 

 

3.2.2  Hotel Sales & Marketing Ideas 

 

Hotel sales and marketing is an evolving endeavor. A hotel needs to 

change marketing styles and strategies to reflect current conditions and 

trends in the hotel and hospitality industry. The same theory holds true 

with the vehicles and media used for presenting marketing campaigns. 

Hotels can utilise technology-based marketing ideas to get sales messages 

out to a wide audience. 

 

a. Social Media  
Hotels can utilise social media sites to promote current specials and 

events. Social media sites allow a hotel to establish a page, upload photos 

and write postings about the hotel itself. To use social media for sales and 

marketing, you must keep the page updated. Frequent postings on the 

sites allow current and potential customers to read about happenings, 

events and specials. For example, the sales and marketing department 

makes postings on the social media site every Wednesday to announce 

specials for the upcoming weekend. You then link to your main website 

from the social media site and from your main website to all social media 

sites. You request contact information through your social media sites for 

all visitors to your page and then incorporate those contacts into other 

direct marketing campaigns. 

 

b. Travel Review and Local Guide Websites  
Travel reviews are a marketing tool to promote a hotel. Invite travel 

writers to come personally tour the hotel and offer a free night's stay and 

dinner as a way to get reviewers on-site. Use travel review websites to 

your advantage by asking guests to submit reviews. 
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Local travel guides are another marketing vehicle for a hotel. Place 

advertisements in print and online editions and keep information up-to-

date and accurate. Provide coupons and specials for your hotel on all 

travel guides and review sites, and have the coupon link direct people to 

your main website, where they obtain the special information. 

 

c. Video on Demand  
You can market your hotel in various ways through technology. Video on 

demand and streaming media are two ways to get information about your 

hotel to repeat and potential guests to show them what your hotel offers. 

Post the videos on your website and on travel sites, and run them through 

a dedicated hotel information channel on the televisions in the rooms of 

your hotel. 

 

d. Charity Events  
Allow a charity or organisation to hold an event at your hotel. You benefit 

by getting marketing and publicity through the event. Make sure that all 

materials generated by the organisation mention your hotel. You can use 

this marketing tactic with schools, nonprofit organisations and industry 

associations. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is marketing information system?  
ii. List the components of marketing information system. 

 

3.3 Mailing List 

 

A mailing list is a collection of names and addresses used by an individual 

or an organisation to send material to multiple recipients. Your customer 

mailing list is one of the most valuable assets of your hotel or restaurant. 
 

 

It is amazing that very few hotels and restaurants use e-mail marketing. It 

is never too late to start building a database, and e-mail marketing is a 

great way to continue to build the relationship with your customers and 

keep you in their mind when the time comes for a return visit or when 

asked to make a recommendation. Without a list, every time you want to 

get something in front of your customers or prospects you have to start all 

over again. Your list gives you the opportunity to tell every existing and 

potential customer about promotions, seasonal events and any other 

newsworthy information relevant to your target market. 

 

The more detail you have on people who are interested in what you offer, 

the more often you can return to them with additional offers that 
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are tailored to them. And the more often you do this, the more likely it is 

that this will result in business. 

 

Offer incentives to build your list  
To build your list, you may need to set up incentives for people to fill in a 

physical form or coupon, or sign up online and share their details. Some 

ideas might be:  
− Discounts or vouchers (ensuring they are attractive offers, but 

include time limits and offers that will not leave you out of pocket 

once redeemed)  
− Free information such as a pdf downloadable guide to something 

of relevance and of interest to your target market, your business or 

your local area. For example, recipes for your popular dishes, 

aromatherapy guide related to your spa, golfing tips if you have a 

golf course, 101 things to do with the kids during your stay  
− Prize draws or competitions, with relevant prizes from your own 

products or services, or those of your joint venture partners  
− Access to exclusive offers or ‗members only‘ offers. 

 

Whatever the incentive, it needs to be something that is of value and 

highly desirable to your target audience; something that will compel them 

to fill out the form and part with their details. 

 

Where to find contacts  
There are three key sources of names: 

 

• Existing customers  
Simply ask them to leave their business card, or fill out a blank card 

which enables those who would rather not give their business details to 

fill in their personal contact details. Present this with their bill so it gets 

their attention. You may want to combine data gathering with gaining 

feedback on your customers‘ stay or visit at the same time.  
Collecting phone numbers at the time of booking will allow you to make 

follow up calls, and having a mobile number allows you to confirm 

reservations. 

 

Online  
This may be existing customers, but more likely will be for people in 

response to an advert or people who have just stumbled on your website. 

You will need an ‗opt in‘ or ‗landing‘ page to capt ure their details. 

 

As there is no relationship yet with these people you need a really 

enticing offer to encourage people to share their details. Remember, some 

of these may be those who may not want to buy right now, but that does 

not mean they will not be potential customers in future. 
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In order to track the effectiveness of your marketing activities it is useful 

to be able to identify the source of the contact. So you may need to 

include a ‗how did you hear of us?‘ field, unless y ou have dedicated 

uniform resource locators (urls) for different adverts or press mentions to 

help you keep track. 

 

Your joint venture partners  
Ask your joint venture partners to give their customers your discount 

vouchers or an invitation to receive your exclusive offers. Then ask 

customers to complete their details in order to redeem them with you.  
Never compromise your contacts‘ trust by giving or selling your list to 

anyone else; if a joint venture partner wants to offer something to your 

contacts do it through you, and vice versa. 

 

You could in theory use contact information taken from customers‘ 

registration details, but use this sparingly and only for a follow up and 

very relevant offers. You are legally entitled to contact your own 

customers with future offers, but always seek permission to use 

customers‘ details for any marketing activity. And of course if any 

customer asks not to be contacted at any time, you must respect this, and 

record their preference on your database. 

 

Whichever way you capture prospects‘ and customers‘ contact 

information, under the Data Protection Act 1998 you must have 

permission to communicate with them. The Information Commissioner‘s 

Office website (www.ico.gov.uk) shows what you need to do. 
 

 

What information you really need  
The more information you have the better in order to tailor your mailings 

to suit the needs of your customer. Asking for a lot of personal detail up 

front is, however, not very practical (and likely to be very off putting) so 

it is better to gather it over time. 

 

What you gather first will depend on how you want to contact them, so if 

emailing is your preferred option start with just their name and email 

address. But if knowing who is local and who is not is important, you may 

want to gather mailing addresses too. This opens up the opportunity for a 

physical mailing, which although more expensive is certainly more eye 

catching than an email and may be a better match for your audience. So 

balance what you ideally need with what is reasonable for people to share 

with you 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is a mailing list?  
ii. Mention the sources of names on/for a mailing list. 

 

3.4 Event Management 

 

Event management is the application of project management to the 

creation and development of festivals, events and conferences. It involves 

studying the intricacies of the brand, identifying the target audience, 

devising the event concept, planning the logistics and coordinating the 

technical aspects before actually executing the modalities of the proposed 

event. Post-event analysis and ensuring a return on investment have 

become significant drivers for the event industry. 
 

 

The recent growth of festivals and events as an industry around the world 

means that the management can no longer be ad hoc. Events and festivals, 

such as the All African Games, Olympic Games, etc. have a large impact 

on their communities and, in some cases, the whole country. 
 

 

The industry now includes events of all sizes from the Olympics down to 

a breakfast meeting for ten business people. Many industries, charitable 

organisations, and interest groups will hold events of some size in order to 

market themselves, build business relationships, raise money or celebrate. 
 

 

3.4.1 Event Management and Computers 
 

The successful handling of events and functions is of paramount 

importance to a large number of hotels and caterers. This is because their 

reputation depends on this sphere of the hospitality business. Event 

management software tools can be harnessed to smooth the operation of 

such events. 

 

Software tools can handle many common activities such as delegate 

registration, hotel booking, travel booking or allocation of exhibition floor 

space. The tools can also handle execution of conferences, meetings, and 

other events of all kinds from initial enquiry through quotation, detailed 

planning and information dissemination, to invoicing, and full accounts. 

 

A typical event management computer system might have the following 

main spheres of operation:  
• enquiries 
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• event diary  
• staff organisation  
• function list  
• quotation and sales forecasting  
• bookings  
• market research data base  
• marketing and mailing  
• invoicing  
• sales ledger  
• reporting. 

 

Enquiries  
In order to respond effectively to conference enquiries, a rolling diary of 

events will need to be maintained with on-line enquiry facilities covering 

room availability within certain dates or date availability for certain 

rooms. Enquiry should also be possible for particular event types and 

numbers, and for specific days of the week 

 

Event diary  
The event diary of the system is possibly the most important as it permits 

full control to be exercised over the total number of events booked. As 

events are booked way ahead of time, it is wise to have an event diary that 

satisfactorily holds information for a long time period: most computer 

systems provide a range of at least five years. Historical information may 

also be required, so the event system should have a memory of at least 

two years into the past. 

 

The facilities available within the event diary of a comprehensive system 

will include:  
• the ability to refer quickly to reservations for a particular day or 

week in the future and to a comprehensive event listing for any 

range of dates in the diary  
• ability to request from the system details of rooms that are 

available for specific functions by asking questions such as:  
• which rooms and dates are suitable for an event of 500 people on a 

Saturday?  
• when making a reservation, it will be useful if there is a prompt  

facility to remind the member of staff concerned if there is a major 

event or occasion happening at that time  
• a detailed cancellation report facility which will be useful for 

checking customer reliability. 
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Staff organisation  
In a busy event centre or hotel, an organisation system will help with staff 

rotas, job scheduling, and allocation of staff to individual functions. 

Details may also be kept of holidays, sickness and special events. 

 

Function list  
As part of the operations of the event diary, it will be useful for the 

computer to produce function lists as well as departmental function sheets 

to give detailed reporting for each department such as the kitchen, 

dispense bar, florist, electrician, external contractors, and reception. 

 

Quotation and sales forecasting  
A good quotation and forecasting package for events should enable the 

events manager to have access to client quotations for events. There 

should be a fully analysed internal cost and sales quotation report facility, 

as well as the ability to provide gross profit forecasting. The events 

manager should also have access to the sales persons‘ commission and 

bonus point forecasting. 

 

The reports produced should include monthly, quarterly, and yearly sales 

forecasts, as well as sales analyses by sales persons and an analysis of 

prospective clients and all event venues in competition.  
Comprehensive quotations detailing all the bookings, facilities and 

services should be reviewable on-screen with ability to print-out on an 

adhoc basis. 

 

Bookings  
A single booking entry into a computerised system may cover both 

meetings and overnight accommodation for a day or series of days, or 

even specific times within a day. So the system should be capable of 

handling this amount and variety of details. 

 

Facilities should be able to be booked, with or without charge, against 

individual rooms both before the event in the case of, for example audio 

visual equipment, or after the event such as in a situation of electricity 

being charged on a consumption basis. 

 

Catering requirements should be recordable and chargeable for each room 

at specific times. A link to a catering management information system 

will facilitate full kitchen production planning and purchase ordering. 
 

 

Bar extensions should be recorded and listed separately over specified 

periods for the purpose of coordinating applications, and any special 

requirements may be detailed on an unrestricted ‗note pad‘ facility against 

each room. 
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Market research data base  
A market research database should be tailored to a specific establishment 

with the intention of providing a comprehensive management information 

and marketing analysis system. 

 

Marketing and mailing  
A good computer system will provide the ability to interface the market 

research database with a word processing system for brochure mailing or 

personalised letter production and mailing. 

 

Invoicing  
With an interface to an accounting package, there will be ability for 

remote or independently controlled event centres to quickly prepare and 

print client bills. It should be possible to generate invoices individually or 

in batches at the user‘s discretion.  
The standard charges for all services and facilities may be overridden to 

reflect negotiated rates or discounts. 

 

Sales ledger  
The event system may include its own sales ledger and credit control 

system that interfaces with the invoicing and word processing systems to 

permit automatic personal debt collection correspondence to be created 

and mailed. 

 

Reporting  
The real power of a computerised event system lies not only with the 

standard reports that already exists, but more particularly with the 

flexibility of reporting that allows the user to create and tailor results to 

specific needs. 
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Special areas of reporting might include:   
Duty Manager:  
• Detailed check list  

covering a  
complete event 

 
 

Accounts: 
 

• Sales daybook, 

invoices,, and 

nominal sales 

analysis prints 

 

Housekeeper: 
 

• Accommodati 
on bookings 
by location 

 

 

Security, Plumber,  
Florist, Reception,  
Switchboard, etc 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Catering manager: 
 

• Full information 

regarding catering 

requirements 
 

 

Head Porter: 
 

• Facilities and 

equipment 

schedules 

 
 

Beverage Controller: 
 
• License extension 

and private bar 

requirements 

 

Fig. 2.2: Events Computer System Reports 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is event management?  
ii. List the spheres of operation of an event management computer. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have discussed sales management systems as information systems 

used in customer relation management that help automate some sales and 

sales force management functions. We have also looked at marketing 

database and attributes to base searches on, as well as service history and 

how it can eliminate tedious work related to researching the productivity 

of groups that have used the hotel. 

 

We also discussed lost business tracking, marketing list, its benefit and 

how to find contacts to send mails to. We also looked at marketing 

information system and its components; internal reporting system; 

marketing reporting system; marketing intelligence system; and 

marketing models. 

 

We looked at marketing ideas and hotel sales, as well as event 

management and computerisation. 
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5.0 SUMMARY 

 

• hotels experience greater profits when their technology is cutting 

edge  
• with IT professionals trained in hospitality, many hotels are 

improving service  
• hotel managers should have some degree of education in 

information technology.  
• a marketing information system is a management information 

system designed to support marketing decision making  
• a marketing information system (MIS) is intended to bring together 

disparate items of data into a coherent body of information 

 
• event management is the application of project management to the 

creation and development of festivals, events and conferences. 
 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Name the four components of an MIS.  
2. List the spheres of operation of event management computer 

system and discuss any five (5) of them.  
3. Discuss the following:  

a. Marketing models  
b. Marketing intelligence system; and  
c. Marketing ideas and hotel sales. 
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UNIT 3 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND FOOD 

AND BEVERAGE SERVICE 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

In Unit 2, we looked at the use of IT in sales management and marketing 

information systems as well as mailing list and event management. In this 

unit, we shall be discussing front-of-the-house and back-of-the-house 

restaurant systems. 

 

The food service industry has benefited from the use of information 

technology. A proper implementation of information systems aids large 

and small restaurants and food service business in providing more 

efficient services to their guests and offer more control to prevent losses. 

 

In the food service world, guest satisfaction is of high priority. Guests 

with all sorts of demands can be satisfied by a restaurant that provides 

efficient and effective service. Therefore, to achieve higher revenues and 

a successful future, businesses must constantly seek out new ideas to 

increase the efficiency of their systems and achieve guest satisfaction. 

 

In the restaurant and food service industry, Information technology is 

divided into front-of-the-house operations and back-of-the-house 

operations. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• explain  front-of-the-house restaurant systems  
• explain back-of-the-house restaurant systems. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 Front-of-the-House Restaurant Systems 
 

The front-of-the-house systems include: 

 

• point-of-sale systems  
• kitchen display systems  
• guest services solutions. 

 

3.1.1  Point-of-Sale Systems (POS) 

 

Point-of-sale systems are systems mostly used in restaurants and hotels in 

which a computer replaces a cash register. Point-of-sale systems are 

common in restaurants and other food service settings such as stadium, 

theme park, airport, or cruise ship. These systems are also used by hotel 

properties that have food and beverage service retail outlets. They are 

used to track food and beverage charges and other retail charges that may 

occur at the hotel or restaurant. 

 

A point-of-sale system is made up of a number of POS terminals that 

interface with a remote central processing unit. These terminals may also 

have their own microprocessors so that processing can be done at the 

terminal, and all the terminals are networked. 

 

A POS terminal may be used as an electronic cash register. The POS 

system is usually interfaced with a property management system at a hotel 

to record guest transactions during their stay at the hotel. Terminals are 

placed anywhere in the hotel or restaurant where transactions are taking 

place. 

 

For example:  
A hotel may have POS terminals at the front desk, at the food and 

beverage service outlets, and at any retail outlet in the hotel. 
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Examples of POS systems: 

 

A. Restaurant Point-of-Sale System  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3.1: Restaurant Point-of-Sale System 
 

 

B. Wireless Order Taking  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3.2: Personal Digital Assistant for Order Taking 

 

With Restaurant POS you can use a normal PDA to take orders wirelessly 

minimising the time to serve your clients. Orders are immediately printed 

in the kitchen ensuring a better customer service. 
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C. Restaurant POS Software  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3.3 : Restaurant POS Software 

 

The waiter selects the category and the items in the category are 

displayed. The waiter touches the screen to enter the items. Note that there 

can be up to 54 menu items on a single touch screen. 

 

Users of POS  
POS has many users. In the hotel, front-desk managers and employees are 

some of the most frequent users. This is because they have the most 

contact with guests and guests‘ transactions. The room service manager 

and employees also use POS. The restaurant manager and employees as 

well use POS. They use it to keep track of sales and guest checks. 

 

3.1.2  Kitchen Display System 
 

Kitchen display system further enhances the processing of orders to and 

from the kitchen. Printers in the kitchen are replaced with video monitors. 

This systems presents not only orders to the kitchens, but also presents 

information on how long orders are taking to be prepared. Orders change 

colour or flash on the monitor to alert kitchen staff when orders are taking 

too long. 

 

Kitchen monitors are widely used in quick service restaurants, and they 

are also gaining momentum in table service restaurants. 

 

Kitchen videos systems also post order preparation times to a central data 

base for later reporting and analysis by management to determine how the 

kitchen is performing. 
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3.1.3  Guest Services Solutions 

 

Guest services solutions are applications that are designed to help a 

restaurateur develop a dining relationship with guests. The applications 

include:  
• Frequent dinner management programme  
• Delivery management with caller ID interface  
• Guest account receivable to manage home accounts  
• Gift certificate management. 

 

All these applications are accessed through the POS system. They give 

restaurateurs the opportunity to offer convenience to their guests, while 

allowing them to track who their best customers are.  
Guest activity is posted into the central database and management can 

develop targeted marketing programmes based on this information. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. List front-of-the-house systems.  
ii. What is a point-of-sale system? 

 

3.2 Back-of-the-House Restaurant Systems 
 

The back-of-the-house restaurant systems are called product management, 

and they consist of:  
• inventory  
• food costing  
• labour management  
• financial reporting. 

 

3.2.1  Inventory 
 

Technology for beverage management has improved as it offers beverage 

operators a system that accounts for every ounce of beverage with daily, 

weekly, or monthly results. The real-time inventory interfaced with major 

POS systems, allows viewing results at any time and place with 

tamperproof reliability. 

 

A particular liquor model (Scan bar) has a bar-coded label on each bottle 

making it easy to track bottles from purchase to recycle bin. Each bottle 

variety has the same ribbon allowing for easy calibration. The bar coded 

ribbon is used as a measuring tool to give accurate results. 

 

Inventory taking is done with a portable hand-held radio-frequency bar 

code reader. Once the label is scanned, the level of alcohol in the bottle 
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is recorded and the data is sent from the user‘s hand-held reader to the 

computer in the office for real-time results. 

 

The wine module keeps control of all the wines by region, variety, or 

vintage. Once the wine has been configured within the directory, the 

received wine is identified by scanning the bar code already on the bottle, 

or selected directly from the portable hand-held radio-frequency bar code 

reader. A bar-coded tag is placed around the collar, and this creates a 

unique identity for each bottle. 

 

Once the bottle is ready to be served either at the table or the bar, the bar-

coded tag is removed from the bottle and scanned out of inventory. 

Scanning the tag around the neck of the bottle accomplishes inventory 

taking. 

 

Another beverage system (AZ2000) offers a POS system that runs the 

operation from behind the bar. It rings up the charge as the beverage is 

being poured, while automatically removing the product from inventory. 

Instead of holding up bottles and guessing what is left in them, or even 

weighing each bottle at the end of shifts, the AZ2000 controller can at any 

time give a report of what was sold, who completed the transaction, how 

the system was used, and actual profits by brand, transaction, or product 

group. This system offers the convenience of remote monitoring either 

from home or vacation by just dialing into the location and inventory to 

make changes such as price changes or even monitoring sales activity. 
 

 

The AZ2000 is the heart of a dispensing system. It interfaces with a 

variety of products. For example, it ―spouts‖ a cock tail tower, beer, wine, 

juice, soft drinks machines and soda guns. The system even runs cocktail 

programming such that should the bar tender not know what goes into a 

certain drink, he/she can hit the cocktail button, and it will tell them what 

liquor bottle to pick, and also control the recipe pour amounts. 
 

 

3.2.2  Food Costing 

 

Food cost of menu items sold through the POS system is linked to recipes, 

which are made up of inventory items. Each time an item is sold, the 

appropriate inventory items are automatically depleted through the 

software application. For example: 

 

When a hamburger is sold, the inventory is depleted by one hamburger 

patty, bun, slice of tomato, ounce of lettuce, and an ounce of onion. 
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The system can also determine when inventory is low and time to place 

order. 

 

3.2.3  Labour Management 
 

Most front-of-the house systems have the ability to track employee 

working time. A back-of-the-house labour management package adds the 

ability to manage all of a restaurant‘s payroll and human resource 

information. A labour management system includes a human resource 

module to track hiring, employee personal information, vacation, security 

privileges, tax status, availability and any other information pertinent to 

employees working at the restaurant. 

 

A labour management system would also include scheduling capability so 

that managers can create weekly schedules based on forecasted business. 

Schedules will now be enforced when employees check in or out so that 

labour cost can be managed. 

 

A labour management package also presents actual work time and pay 

rate to a payroll processor so that paychecks can be cut and distributed. It 

also collates tips data and receipts data from the front of the house so that 

proper tips allocation can be reported according to IRS guidelines. 

 

3.2.4  Financial Reporting 

 

The back-of-the-house and front-of-the-house systems post data into a 

relational database located on the central server. The restaurant manager 

uses these data for reporting and decision making. Profit and loss reports, 

budget variances, end-of-day reports, and other financial reports are 

generated from the central database. 

 

Both back-of-the-house and front-of-the-house systems must be reliably 

linked so that POS food costs, labour costs, service times, and guest 

activity can be analysed on the same reports. This will enable restaurant 

managers make critical business decisions armed with all necessary 

information. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

What do the back-of-the-house systems consist of? 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

We have discussed the two divisions of information technology in the 

food service industry and their collective name. We also explained in 

detail the components of each of the two types of IT in the food service 
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industry. We have looked at the pictures of some POS systems and 

mentioned the users of POS. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

In the restaurant and food service industry, Information technology is 

divided into front-of-the-house operations and back-of-the-house 

operations.  
The front-of-the-house systems include point-of-sale systems, kitchen 

display systems, and guest services solutions.  
Users of POS in the hotel are front-desk managers and employees, room 

service manager and employees, as well as restaurant manager and 

employees.  
The back-of-the-house restaurant systems are called product management, 

and they consist of inventory, food costing, labour management, and 

financial reporting. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 

 

1. Mention the two types of IT in the food service industry and list 

their various components.  
2. Discuss restaurant point-of sale system and mention the users in a 

hotel. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

We have discussed front-of-the-house and back-of-the-house restaurant 

systems in Unit 3. In this unit, we shall be discussing the use of IT 

gadgets in hospitality security. 

 

Security in its widest sense is of major importance to the hospitality 

industry, especially as it has become accepted that guests have a right to 

feel as secure in their hotel bedrooms as they would feel at home. 

 

Security encompasses areas such as security of the property itself, 

company assets, employees' and customers' personal belongings and 

valuables, life security, personal security etc. 

 

Hotels are not designed with high-security in mind and, in normal times, 

they do not need to be. 

 

They are built to accommodate the traveling public, and high-end resorts 

and facilities around the world have aesthetics and comfort, not security 

and safety, in mind. 

 

As diplomatic missions are hardened into virtual fortresses around the 

world, and airports scan every item the traveling public carries, from 

toenail clippers to toothpaste, it is almost axiomatic that terrorists focus 

their tactical planning increasingly towards the softer target. 
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The deadly terrorist attack in Mumbai, India is the latest in a growing 

trend of attacks on luxury hotels and resort facilities. Paradoxically, these 

attacks are not on just any hotel, or resort. They are hotels that cater to 

western diplomats, military personnel, or wealthy businessmen. The 

resorts are attractive targets because an aggregate of tourists can be found 

at these locations. If the nationality of the tourists corresponds to the 

target set on a terrorist‘s agenda, they invite attack. 

 

Individuals in their own countries are relatively secure behind protected 

borders with vigilant border guards. Diplomats or on-duty military 

personnel are relatively safe in guarded compounds with thick, bomb-

resistant walls. Off-duty or on vacation, when diplomats, soldiers, or 

tourists on holiday leave the security of their homes or workplaces, they 

become accessible targets and are acutely vulnerable to attack. That 

vulnerability, unfortunately, is passed on to the hotel or resort where they 

stay. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• describe physical security  
• explain hotel security concerns  
• design hotel security  
• explain how to increase security procedures. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 Physical security 

 

Physical security describes measures that are designed to deny access to 

unauthorised personnel (including attackers or even accidental intruders) 

from physically accessing a building, facility, resource, or stored 

information; and guidance on how to design structures to resist potentially 

hostile acts. Physical security can be as simple as a locked door or as 

elaborate as multiple layers of barriers, armed security guards and 

guardhouse placement. 

 

3.1.1  Overview 

 

Physical security is primarily concerned with restricting physical access 

by unauthorised people (commonly interpreted as intruders) to controlled 

facilities, although there are other considerations and situations in which 

physical security measures are valuable (for example, limiting access 

within a facility and/or to specific assets, and 
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environmental controls to reduce physical incidents such as fires and 

floods). 

 

Security inevitably incurs costs and, in reality, it can never be perfect or 

complete - in other words, security can reduce but cannot entirely 

eliminate risks. Given that controls are imperfect, strong physical security 

applies the principle of defense in depth using appropriate combinations 

of overlapping and complementary controls. For instance, physical access 

controls for protected facilities are generally intended to:  
• deter potential intruders (e.g. warning signs and perimetre 

markings)  
• distinguish authorised from unauthorised people (e.g. using pass 

cards/badges and keys)  
• delay, frustrate and ideally prevent intrusion attempts (e.g. strong 

walls, door locks and safes)  
• detect intrusions and monitor/record intruders (e.g. intruder alarms 

and CCTV systems) and  
• trigger appropriate incident responses (e.g. by security guards and 

police). 

 

It is up to security designers, architects and analysts to balance security 

controls against risks, taking into account the costs of specifying, 

developing, testing, implementing, using, managing, monitoring and 

maintaining the controls, along with broader issues such as aesthetics, 

human rights, health and safety, and societal norms or conventions. 

Physical access security measures that are appropriate for a high security 

prison or a military site may be inappropriate in, say, an airport, an office, 

a home or a vehicle, although the principles are similar. 

 

Physical security is not uniquely human. The practice of actively 

defending a territory against intruders or opponents is very common in the 

animal kingdom. Physical security is also not a modern phenomenon. The 

technology is continually evolving along with the threats. Physical 

security controls that were considered adequate in the past tend to be 

insecure today due to advances in the knowledge and capabilities of 

attackers. In the same way, controls that currently appear strong are likely 

to prove vulnerable in future, in ways that may not be obvious right now. 
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3.1.2  Elements and Design  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.1: Spikes atop a Barrier Wall 

 

The field of security engineering has identified the following elements to 

physical security:  
• obstacles, to frustrate trivial attackers and delay serious ones; to 

include:  
• explosion protection  
• detection systems, such as surveillance systems, alarms, security 

lighting, security guard patrols or closed-circuit television cameras, 

to make it likely that attacks will be noticed and  
• security response, to repel, catch or frustrate attackers when an 

attack is detected. 

 

In a well-designed system, these features must complement each other.  
There are at least four layers of physical security:  
• environmental design  
• mechanical, electronic and procedural access control  
• intrusion detection (with appropriate response procedures)  
• personnel Identification (authentication). 

 

There may be many choices to consider and there is no "best" solution 

that will satisfy a broad class of situations. Each situation is unique. What 

is offered in this article are only proven techniques, but not always 

required or expected, or satisfactory for the end user. 

 

Deterrence  
The goal of physical security is to convince potential attackers that the 

likely costs of attack exceeds the value of making the attack, e.g. that 

consequences of a failed attack may well exceed the gain. The 

combination of layered security features establishes the presence of 

territoriality. 

 

The initial layer of security for a campus, building, office, or other 

physical space uses crime prevention through environmental design to 

deter threats. Some of the most common examples are also the most 
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basic - warning signs, fences, vehicle barriers, vehicle height-restrictors, 

restricted access points, site lighting and trenches. However, even passive 

things like hedgerows may be sufficient in some circumstances.  
Access control  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig .4.2: An Electronic Access Control 

 

The next layer is mechanical and includes gates, doors, and locks. Key 

control of the locks becomes a problem with large user populations and 

any user turnover. Keys quickly become unmanageable, often forcing the 

adoption of electronic access control. Electronic access control easily 

manages large user populations, controlling for user lifecycles times, 

dates, and individual access points. 

 

For example a user's access rights could allow access from 7.00am to 

7.00pm Monday through Friday and expires in 90 days. 

 

Another form of access control (procedural) includes the use of policies, 

processes and procedures to manage the ingress into the restricted area. 

 

An example of this is the deployment of security personnel conducting 

checks for authorised entry at predetermined points of entry. This form of 

access control is usually supplemented by the earlier forms of access 

control (i.e. mechanical and electronic access control), or simple devices 

such as physical passes. 

 

An additional sub-layer of mechanical/electronic access control protection 

is reached by integrating a key management system to manage the 

possession and usage of mechanical keys to locks or property within a 

building or campus. 

 

Detection  
The third layer is intrusion detection systems or alarms. Intrusion 

detection monitors for unauthorised access. It is less a preventative 

measure and more of a response trigger, although some would argue that 

it is a deterrent. Intrusion detection has a high incidence of false alarms.  
In many jurisdictions, law enforcement will not respond to alarms from 

intrusion detection systems. 
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For example, a motion sensor near a door could trigger on either a person 

or a squirrel. The sensor itself does not do identification and as far as it is 

designed, anything moving near that door is unauthorised.  
Identification  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.3: Closed-Circuit Television 

 

The last layer is video monitoring systems. Security cameras can be a 

deterrent in many cases, but their real power comes from incident 

verification and historical analysis. 

 

For example, if alarms are being generated and there is a camera in place, 

the camera could be viewed to verify the alarms. In instances when an 

attack has already occurred and a camera is in place at the point of attack, 

the recorded video can be reviewed. Although the term closed-circuit 

television (CCTV) is common, it is quickly becoming outdated as more 

video systems lose the closed circuit for signal transmission and are 

instead transmitting on computer networks. 

 

Advances in information technology are transforming video monitoring 

into video analysis. For instance, once an image is digitised, it can become 

data that sophisticated algorithms can act upon. As the speed and accuracy 

of automated analysis increases, the video system could move from a 

monitoring system to an intrusion detection system or access control 

system. It is not a stretch to imagine a video camera inputting data to a 

processor that outputs to a door lock. Instead of using some kind of key, 

whether mechanical or electrical, a person's visage is the key. When actual 

design and implementation is considered, there are numerous types of 

security cameras that can be used for many different applications. One 

must analyse their needs and chooses accordingly. 

 

Note that video monitoring does not necessarily guarantee that a human 

response is made to an intrusion. A human must be monitoring the 

situation real time in order to respond in a timely manner. Otherwise, 

video monitoring is simply a means to gather evidence to be analysed at a 

later time - perhaps too late in some cases. 
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Human response  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.4.4: Private Guard 

 

Intertwined in these four layers are people. Guards have a role in all 

layers: 

 

• in the first, as patrols and at checkpoints  
• secondly, to administer electronic access control  
• thirdly, to respond to alarms  
• the response force must be able to arrive on site in less time than it 

is expected that the attacker will require to breach the barriers  
• lastly, is to monitor and analyse video. 

 

Users obviously have a role also by questioning and reporting suspicious 

people. Aiding in identifying people as known versus unknown are 

identification systems. Often photo ID badges are used and are frequently 

coupled to the electronic access control system. Visitors are often 

required to wear a visitor badge. 

 

Other physical security tools  
New developments in information and communications technology, as 

well as new demands on security managers, have widened the scope of 

physical security apparatus. 

 

Fire alarm systems are increasingly becoming based on internet protocol, 

thus leading to them being accessible via local and wide area networks 

within organisations. 

 

Emergency notification is now a new standard in many industries, as well 

as physical security information management (PSIM). A PSIM 

application integrates all physical security systems in a facility, and 

provides a single and comprehensive means of managing all of these 

resources. It consequently saves on time and cost in the effectual 

management of physical security. 
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Examples:  
Many installations, serving a myriad of different purposes, have physical 

obstacles in place to deter intrusion. This can be high walls, barbed wire, 

glass mounted on top of walls, etc. 

 

The presence of passive infrared (PIR)-based motion detectors is common 

in many places, as a means of noting intrusion into a physical installation. 

Moreover, Video surveillance solution (VSS)/Closed-circuit television 

(CCTV) cameras are becoming increasingly common, as a means of 

identifying persons who intrude into physical locations. 

 

Businesses use a variety of options for physical security, including 

security guards, electric security fencing, cameras, motion detectors, and 

light beams. 

 

ATMs (cash dispensers) are protected, not by making them invulnerable, 

but by spoiling the money inside when they are attacked. Money tainted 

with a dye could act as a flag to the money's unlawful acquisition.  
Safes are rated in terms of the time in minutes which a skilled, well 

equipped safe-breaker is expected to require opening the safe. These 

ratings are developed by highly skilled safe breakers employed by 

insurance agencies. In a properly designed system, either the time 

between inspections by a patrolling guard should be less than that time, or 

an alarm response force should be able to reach it in less than that time. 
 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is physical security?  
ii. Mention the elements to physical security. 

 

3.2 Hotel Security Concerns 

 

Anticipating risk in the hotel security field is an imprecise art. It has 

grown increasingly difficult with the introduction of new technologies, 

regulations and global threats. In today‘s world, the growing concern over 

security is information-technology breaches and terrorism. IT 

professionals now face new challenges brought on by the prolific use of 

cloud technologies and mobile devices. 

 

Even though hotel security professionals and government agencies have 

quelled fears so successfully that travelers are less sensitive to potential 

threats, anti-terrorism efforts still face an emerging risk from 

complacency. The result is a field that requires more focus than ever 

before. Hotel operators feel that security is getting harder and harder, and 

that they are spending more and more money on it. 
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The major areas of concern include: 

 

1. Information Technology  
In general most mobile devices that are used for business remain 

unprotected, including lack of any password, let alone a complex 

password. Rarely do we find that any business using smart mobile 

technology has any encryption on it whatsoever. Even less than that do 

we find that there are written policies and procedures relative to the 

securing and protection of mobile devices, technology and the 

information contained within them. 

 

Amplifying the problem is the sheer number of devices. A company could 

have tens of thousands of smart phones or laptops in the field at any given 

point—each a potential gateway to hackers and other criminals. 
 

 

IT protection goes beyond PCI DSS. Data security protection must 

include end-to-end management that takes a more comprehensive 

approach. We need to think more than compliance. We need to look at 

cost and benefit and how it supports the business. ―The core principle is 

to provide end-to-end data protection so you are not just patching.‖ 

 

2. Terrorism  
Ironically, one of the main reasons terrorism tops the list is because it has 

become less of an issue in recent years. It makes it a little bit harder to get 

things done because people are like, ‗Terrorism? That‘s 10 years ago. 

Stressing diligence requires a delicate touch, however. Hoteliers need to 

keep their staff and travelers mindful of possible threats, but they do not 

want to scare them. The process requires constant communication and the 

sharing of best practices, often through appropriate software and IT 

software. Do not assume that you do not need to continue to fund your 

security effort at your hotel. Also initiatives like the ‗see something, say 

something‘ campaign become very important as well, and so should be 

encouraged. 

 

3. Skimmers  
A related threat is that of ―skimmers,‖ or devices th at catch credit card 

numbers when consumers use them for payment. This problem for now is 

connected to the restaurant industry, but it could spread to hotels. It is not 

an easy thing to stop for now. It has to be investigated. You have to be 

aware of complaints about a particular outlet. Once you have that, you 

can back into it and find out who the workers on duty were at that point.‖ 
 

 

Skimmers typically require an inside man or worker who swipes a credit 

card through a device before processing the payment. These are usually 
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not hardened criminals but just ―opportunists.‖ The best preventive 

measure is to have an investigative team or third party on hand and 

making that known to employees. If you have the capability of having an 

investigations team or using a third party, having people aware that this is 

something available and out there … just th e fact that people know that 

you have the capability to do that will keep honest people honest. 
 

 

4. Liability and insurance fraud  
These two related issues can double, triple, quadruple and quintuple 

corporate insurance premiums in the blink of an eye. This is seen in some 

quarters as the greatest business risk. It can include claims as small as a 

guest seeking a free room for stubbing his toe in the shower to extreme 

cases involving prolonged entanglements with worker‘s compensation. 
 

 

―Liability‖ as a general label refers to hoteliers being held liable for the 

acts, which are often criminal, of third parties. 

 

A recent high-profile example involves a reporter whose privacy was 

violated when a stalker filmed her changing in her guestroom through a 

peephole. The reporter filed a US$10-million lawsuit against a Marriott 

hotel in Nashville and the convicted stalker. Whether frivolous or not, 

such cases are costly because they have to be defended and often settled. 

 

5. Security as taboo  
―Security‖ still is something of a taboo in the glob al hotel industry, Not 

only is it a topic that might give some guests the jitters, but it is one many 

hoteliers fear. It is akin to Pandora‘s Box—on ce it is opened, all the 

problems will be released. The truth is just the opposite. If security 

becomes a permanent and prominent part of day-to-day operations, it is 

more likely hoteliers will be better able to address it. It is like a little kid 

that cannot sleep because there is a tiger in his closet or a lion under his 

bed, but if you turn the light on, you will find that it is not there.  
Hoteliers need to do a better job of ―turning on th e light‖ by talking about 

security openly and regularly at staff and association meetings. Hotel 

executives should insist their GMs make security a priority. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

What are the major areas of hotel security concerns? 
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3.3 Hotel Security 
 

Vulnerability: the “Maginot Line” Syndrome  
An example of failed security tactics (designed to fight the lst World 

War) is France‘s Maginot Line. This massive and expensive system of 

defenses was built to hold off a German invasion of France. The German 

tacticians, knowing it was impregnable, simply went around it. France 

fell, within weeks. 

 

Security practitioners in today‘s hotel and resort industry have a 

tremendous challenge in considering all of the scenarios that might be 

used to compromise their facilities and jeopardise the safety of their 

guests. Unfortunately, the ―Maginot Line‖ syndrome plagues security 

design in hotels and resorts, despite the use of tactics by terrorists in 

recent years that consistently overcome the security countermeasures in 

place. 

 

The predictability inherent in the traditional ―sec urity-in-depth‖ model of 

design, has allowed a new breed of terrorist and infiltrator to craft 

spectacularly successful attacks against hotels and resorts. Nearly a 

decade after the attacks of 9/11, adversaries are still widely assumed to 

come in two basic types:  
• the casual, petty criminal/intruder; and  
• the more serious professional intruder, or terrorist. 

 

With regard to the latter, the tactic most often anticipated by terrorists is 

infiltration of bad things:  
- the terrorist and a gun  
- the terrorist and an explosive (hidden on his person, or in/under a 

vehicle), or both. 

 

The extension of this logic is that detection and deterrence technology is 

focused on finding bad things at checkpoints. All too often, these 

checkpoints are aggregated at the main entrance to a facility, more to 

make guests feel better than for real security. The back door of the hotel, 

service entrances, and loading docks are only lightly guarded, if at all. 

This is the maginot line syndrome, all over again. 

 

Recognising hardened security, the terrorists either blast their way 

through with automatic weapons and grenades, or elect a suicide attack 

with a massive bomb over infiltration and hostages. In their wake lie 

twisted and smoking bollards, barriers, fences, cameras, explosives 

detectors or portals, and – most unfortunate of all – dead guards. All 

technically good countermeasures, miscast in their design for a different 

set of circumstances, and different type of terrorist, in a more innocent 

era. Security countermeasures that are built into a traditional ―security- 
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in-depth‖ design, with a focus on bad things only p erpetuate the illusion 

of good security. It does not take into account the changing tactics of 

terror today, and the human element. This brings us to the convergence of 

information technology and physical security design and measures. 

 

Convergent Security Design for the Hotel and Resort Industry 

Security convergence has numerous definitions and involves the ability to 

leverage technology to improve the performance of the security function, 

both physical and electronic. It is a major trend in the security industry 

today. 

 

Security practitioners who interpret in-depth physical security with a 

threat-driven, ―outside-in‖ design must give greate r consideration to the 

specific tactics employed by today‘s terrorist adversaries. These tactics 

include suicide bombings, as well as clandestine, armed teams infiltrating 

a hotel or resort to take hostages and inflict as much mayhem as possible. 

Traditional security design can be coupled with convergent IT and 

security technologies and applications to significantly strengthen the 

existing security investment because equal weight is given to designing 

for threat. 

 

An illustration of this is standard perimetre security for coastal resort 

facilities. Perimetre-security is usually considered the outermost ring of 

―security in depth,‖ which follows deterrence-throu gh-design 

methodology that includes fences or walls, bollards, barriers, cameras, 

height-detectors at the gates, and lighting. The deterrent element of this 

design is presumed to be frustration or intimidation of the trivial (petty 

criminal looking for an easy way in), and delay of the serious 

(professional criminal, or terrorist infiltrator with an agenda). Using a 

threat-driven perspective, and taking into account today‘s terrorist tactics, 

two additional needs for perimetre security immediately become 

paramount:  
- real-time detection; and  
- real-time– immediate - assessment of the threat. 

 

Simply using the technologies outlined above, even with a well-trained 

guard force, is not sufficient. On the other hand, using a network of 

robust, day-night fixed outdoor cameras, tied to long-range Pan-Tilt-

Zoom (PTZ) cameras, enabled with a video intelligent-application, we 

have a marriage of IT/convergence technology with physical security 

measures that, by an order of magnitude, strengthens the perimetre. 

 

The intelligence-enabled camera network on the fence-line detects and 

sends an alert about an approaching threat, in real time. This gives 

security personnel the time needed to assess and take action to neutralize 

or avoid the threat before it becomes a liability to everyone in the 
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subject facility. On seaward facing properties, a virtual electronic 

―bubble‖ of security can secure approaches out to 1 2-kilometres, using 

ground-based radar and all-weather, day-night, laser illuminated PTZ 

cameras integrated to automatically vector-in, and track on approach 

unknown targets. 

 

Significant standoff distance can be achieved using this technology by 

using the space outside of the perimetre, not just between the perimetre 

and the facility itself. With intelligent video and sensor applications, a 

dumb perimetre can be transformed from a physical ―d eterrence through-

design‖ countermeasure to an interactive vir tual barrier with depth that 

can actually allow real-time denial of lethal attackers. In this application, 

the CCTV camera array is transformed from being a deterrent or 

investigative tool to a real-time intrusion-detection and assessment tool 

providing advance alerts that allows security time to react, save guest and 

employee lives, and secure valuable property and assets. 
 

 

A security challenge for large hotels and resorts are the maze of interior 

labyrinthine corridors, floors, and multiple exits where criminal intruders 

can hide or escape. While traditional CCTV can provide ―after-action‖ 

video images of events, the DVRs recording t hese images are of little use 

in the real-time tracking of intruders or hostage takers as they move from 

one sector of the facility to another. Using convergent IT technologies 

and existing CCTV networks, a traditional ―event recording‖ physical 

security element can be transfor med into a real-time security application. 

CCTV‘s are stitched together for seamless, live tracking of images. RFID 

technology is integrated into the network to create a ―tag and track‖ 

system within the hotel env ironment that allows security authorities in 

protected command and control centres to track intruders. 
 

 

Counter-terrorism forces or SWAT teams responding to a Duos 

Technologies, Inc. threatening situation can have these images streamed, 

live, to portable devices so that they know exactly where intruders are and 

where they are going. As a day-to-day application for hotel security 

officers, this application can be used to augment guest security and safety 

measures. In either case, having an integrated, tag-and-track network can 

significantly reduce insurance premiums for the hotel as it can provide 

real-time alerts for theft from guests or on-premise shops (such as 

jewelry), track the thieves, or provide real-time alert for assault of a guest, 

within the hotel. 

 

Networks can be configured, in select locations within the hotel, to alert 

automatically for objects left behind or taken, for loitering activity in 

areas where it is not allowed, or for intrusion in restricted areas. Within 
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―employee-only‖ areas, electro-mechanical entry tec hnology such as 

magnetic swipe access can be augmented by facial geometry/recognition, 

or biometric access applications that provide the crucial authentication 

needed to verify access into sensitive areas. This is particularly important, 

within the hospitality industry, in the food-storage locker area. These 

areas can be secured with biometric access, restricted for only individuals 

who are authorised to enter. All entry/exit into these sensitive areas can be 

logged for audit purposes when required. 
 

 

21st Century Command and Control, for Hotels  
An important shift in emphasis, when incorporating convergent 

IT/security applications into overall security design for the hospitality 

industry, is the Command and Control (C&C) centre and its operation. 

The application platform used to integrate intelligence-enabled sensors, 

cameras, and ground-radar, and the displays used to present the 

information to the operators, must be significantly upgraded from the 

traditional security operations centre used to direct operations. In the old 

C&C centre design, display monitors use sequential CCTV switchers, 

rotating through potentially hundreds of CCTV cameras and showing 

them as multiple camera scenes on a single monitor, with perhaps a dozen 

or more monitors in the room. This is illusory security; in reality, no 

operator can reliably focus on the scenes displayed for a significant 

amount of time. 

 

Artist rendering of biometric security command and control (C&C) 

centre, Duos technologies convergent IT/security transform the nature and 

utility of the C&C centre. Using intelligent video monitors can be 

replaced by flat video walls that can be used to display Internet screens 

and video-enabled conference calls, as well as three-dimensional displays 

of the facility and its environment. 

 

Multiple camera scenes are no longer needed. With the CCTV camera 

activated as a sensor/detection device, enabled by a robust, server-based 

application centralised within a hardened equipment room, a video display 

comes up only when the camera detects an intrusion and an alarm is sent 

to the C&C centre. On a three-dimensional (3D) display of the facility 

(inside and out), the location of the intrusion and camera Field of View 

(FOV) glows red; only then does the operator need to react, bring up the 

display, and – using a Pan-Tilt -Zoom (PTZ) in the vicinity – investigate 

and assess the threat, in re al time. 

 

Sophisticated intelligent video software will detect and generate alerts for 

multiple alarms and prioritise them. In this way, a security crisis can be 

efficiently managed by trained hotel security personnel, such as a Combat 

controller manages force-protection, or live battle developments 
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within the combat control (C&C) room on a naval ship. This capability, 

with the technology available today, enables security managers, guard 

force personnel on the perimetre, and first-responders to control crisis 

situations in the homeland just as efficiently. 

 

Real transformation is taking place in convergent technologies and 

applications for today‘s security market. It is believed that careful design 

of security solutions, taking into account existing measures, and the 

known threat environment, are an absolute requirement for today‘s hotels 

and resorts. 

 

A holistic approach is taken to each client‘s security needs and as a first 

step, requires a full security and engineering assessment with equal 

emphasis on security threat as well as vulnerability, before issuing a 

proposal. 

 

3.4 How to Increase Security Procedures 

 

Increase security procedures to improve customer and employee 

satisfaction, protect important information and prevent loss. Whether for 

home or business, increasing security procedures as a preventative 

measure can save money. It will prevent loss, damage or lawsuits. 

Information security is an increasing problem for many businesses and 

home users of the Internet. Increasing security procedures with regard to 

Internet use and transactions is also important. 

 

To Increase Hotel Security Procedures, the following are needed:  
• Alarm system and monitoring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.5: Alarm System 

 

Install an alarm system, if one is not already installed, and subscribe to 

24-hour monitoring service through the alarm system provider. This will 
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monitor the alarm system 24-hours a day for alerts, such as intruders 

disturbing the door or window contacts when the system is armed and also 

for fire and carbon-monoxide alarms. Motion sensors attached to the 

alarm system are also beneficial, especially in a business setting.  
• Closed-circuit camera set up and monitoring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.6: Closed Circuit Camera 

 

Install a closed-circuit monitoring system with security cameras in key 

locations throughout the business or home. In many of the newest 

systems, monitoring is available through the Internet, allowing the home 

or business owner to see the camera views from anywhere. A business 

will require a set up for security camera monitoring. 

 

• Security personnel  
Hire a security service, which will provide trained security guards during 

certain desired hours of each day or on a set schedule. The security guards 

may or may not be armed; this depends on the service, the customer's 

desire and whether or not the guards possess firearm licenses. The 

security guards will monitor the security camera monitors, patrol the 

business building or grounds to deter intruders and keep employees and 

clients safe by escorting them to their cars. 

 

• Light fixtures  
Place motion-sensor lights around the outside of the house. Improve 

lighting around the business especially in hard-to-see places such as 

alleyways between buildings, back doors, truck-loading locations and 

garages. At home, place motion-sensor lights around the outside of the 

house; these lights switch on automatically when something moves past 

them. 

 

• Establish a security entry procedure  
This involves having everyone who enters the building sign in at the 

security desk, which should be conveniently located at the front 
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entrance. Additional possible procedures include metal detectors or the 

use of visitor passes for all non-employees entering the building, and 

employee passes allowing access to offices and areas of the building, like 

a card key. 

 

• Upgrade the company's firewall and computer security measures 

Technology quickly becomes out-dated, and services such as Internet 

security, virus scans and firewalls should be regularly assessed by trained 

Internet technology specialists. You can use firewall on your home 

computer to protect personal information and prevent cyber-attacks. 
 

 

• Establish a backup system  
This is very necessary for the computers in the company, with the use of 

external hard drives or an additional server. An alternative is a virtual 

backup, where the information stored on computers is backed up to an 

off-site server and saved in case the company's computers crash. These 

off-site backups are also great for protecting family photos and files. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What are the items needed to increase hotel security?  
ii. What is convergent security design? 

 

3.5 Labour Management 

 

Labour management is the process of utilising the human resources 

efficiently and effectively in order to achieve the goals and objectives of a 

particular organisation. 

 

Labour management is important because it is the backbone of any 

business and poor industrial relations can mean that productivity will be 

low and staff turnover will be high. If you want the most from your 

employees then it is vital that all consideration and care is put into good 

labour management. Staff should feel valued and if you allow them to 

contribute their skills and experience, they will often be able to give the 

company even more than what could normally be expected. The most 

successful businesses around the world are known for their imaginative 

and effective approach to labour management. 

 

The first important factor when it comes to successful labour management 

is good communication. It is a sensible idea to allow criticism of the 

company, because otherwise these criticisms can fester and lead to 

disgruntled employees. In many instances these criticisms will be valid 

and learning from them can improve the company. It is wise to allow the 

workforce to contribute ideas and to treat these 
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suggestions seriously; this not only makes the staff members feel valued, 

but it can also provide a lot of useful ideas that the company can benefit 

from. So any effective attempt at labour management will involve good 

two-way communication. 

 

It is important that your staff know what is expected from them, and that 

these expectations are not constantly changing. Of course there will be 

changes along the way, but these should be managed as effectively as 

possible and you should completely avoid change for change‘s sake if you 

want labour management to be productive. To get the most from your 

workers they should always have a clear idea about what you want from 

them; if they are unsure then this can lead to high degrees of stress and 

burnout. This is another area of labour management where good 

communication is vital. 

 

One of the most important labour management skills is being able to 

create an environment where your workers can use their skills to the 

fullest. In order to create this environment it is necessary for the 

employees to feel that their contribution is valued and that they are 

respected. If staff get no recognition for their extra effort, they are 

unlikely to continue for long. This is why motivation is such a prized 

labour management skill; you need to be able to keep your employees 

motivated if you want to get the best from them. This motivation should 

not only include praise for a job well done, but also some more tangible 

rewards. 

 

In today‘s business environment labour is both a key to driving revenue 

growth and the largest cost item in the operating budget. Given this, 

establishing a solid strategy and tactics for managing labour cost is 

crucial. Some crucial questions to be asked include: 

 

What is your plan for managing labour cost?  
• Is it reactionary or strategic?  
• Is it focused on cost or service?  
• Is it well articulated and visible or vague and unfamiliar? 

 

Applying a focused and proactive approach to your labour management 

programme can help you assure that you have the right answers to these 

questions. 

 

The average full-service hotel spends between 32 per cent and 36 per cent 

of revenue on direct labour. Because labour represents such a large 

percentage of the cost base at the property level, improving labour 

efficiency represents a tremendous opportunity for profit improvement. 

However, it would be a mistake to consider a labour project strictly as a 

cost reduction opportunity. A plan to manage labour costs should not be 
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about reduction. It should be about establishing a mechanism to 

continually ensure an organisation has the right amount of labour in place 

to provide the necessary level of service. 

 

More often than not, labour is viewed purely from the cost perspective 

and often adjustments result in negative impacts on guests, employees and 

ultimately the shareholder. A more effective approach is to take a 

strategic view of labour costs to ensure that all aspects of labour 

management are taken into account. The result is a broader approach that 

takes into account key areas of impact such as:  
• guest service levels and guest satisfaction  
• internal service levels  
• employee satisfaction and retention. 

 

In order to continually manage the improvements made to labour 

management capabilities, an organisation must be able to review labour 

cost figures on a timely basis and down to a level that is meaningful such 

as by property, by department, by shift and by labour classification. This 

will require that a process be developed to gather, analyse and distribute 

labour cost information in a timely manner. This is where information 

technology comes in. 

 

Make Competition a Factor  
Internal benchmarking and comparisons of each property on the basis of 

defined, comparable labour metrics can be very powerful. Once 

department heads know that their numbers will be compared with their 

peers and included in performance measurements, they look for every 

improvement opportunity available. A key to this is using a balanced set 

of performance metrics that encompass not only cost but also guest and 

employee satisfaction. 

 

Skill Assessment and Effective Training  
A very important and necessary factor in the effectiveness and efficiency 

of an organisation‘s labour force will be their mastery of the required skill 

sets. Identify the competencies that are required for each position at each 

level. Evaluate employees and design and implement the needed training 

programmes. The cost of this effort will typically be returned many times 

over through labour productivity gains. 

 

While tighter labour management can be viewed as a negative by 

employees — it actually is quite the opposite. Empl oyees gain by 

knowing what is expected of them, avoiding the frustration of performing 

a job they are not well trained for and by having a schedule they can 

count on and that suits their needs. Additionally, the better the company is 

doing financially the more secure the employee is and the better the 

opportunity to participate in the rewards. 
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Effective Labour Management  
Effective labour management is the backbone of your business. A project 

methodology that can be quite effective in establishing a focused 

programme for labour management should include the following:  
• Eliminate any unnecessary work through process reviews, activity 

analysis and other means including the review of best practices. 

 
• Review the organisational structures in the identified areas for 

opportunities to improve effectiveness.  
• Once processes and organisational structures are optimised, labour 

standards and the accompanying management processes will need 

to be established. The resulting labour standards must be beta 

tested at a selected group of properties with the appropriate level of 

monitoring, adjustment and reporting.  
• Based on the resulting labour standards, an implementation plan 

must be established that will include the resulting labour standards 

and an action plan to implement the standards across the 

organisation.  
• Prior to rollout the organisation should ensure that a mechanism to 

forecast the need for labour is in place. This is critical to making 

effective use of labour productivity standards.  
• Additionally, automation of the scheduling process is necessary to 

achieve the full benefits of labour productivity standards. There are 

several impressive labour scheduling systems available. Selecting a 

package that best matches the specific needs of an organisation is 

important.  
• Finally, labour analytics provided to key information points are 

necessary to effectively maintain and continually improve labour 

cost. An organisation will need to design the process and 

mechanism to distribute the information in a timely manner. 

 

Whatever methodology is pursued there are steps an organisation can take 

to avoid some of the common pitfalls of a labour management project. 
 

 

For many companies the development of an effective labour management 

programme is an untapped opportunity to improve profitability, guest 

service and employee satisfaction. So why wait? Take the first steps in 

initiating a labour cost project today and begin enjoying the benefits 

sooner rather than not at all. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. Define labour management.  
ii. Explain why labour management is important. 
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4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have discussed physical security and the identified elements to 

physical security such as: obstacles, to frustrate trivial attackers and delay 

serious ones; explosion protection; detection systems, such as surveillance 

systems, alarms, security lighting, security guard patrols or closed-circuit 

television cameras, to make it likely that attacks will be noticed; and 

security response, to repel, catch or frustrate attackers when an attack is 

detected. 

 

We also looked at layers of physical security as environmental design, 

mechanical, electronic and procedural access control, intrusion detection 

and personnel Identification. 

 

We discussed hotel security concerns, hotel security and how to Increase 

security procedures. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 

 

Physical security are measures designed to deny access to unauthorised 

personnel from physically accessing a building, facility, resource, or 

stored information; and guidance on how to design structures to resist 

potentially hostile acts. 

 

The layers of security are deterrence, access control, detection, 

identification and human response. 

 

Security concerns in hotels include information technology, terrorism, 

skimmers, liability and insurance fraud as well as security as a taboo. 

 

The needs to improve hotel security are alarm system and monitoring, 

closed-circuit camera set up and monitoring, security personnel, light 

fixtures, establishing a security entry procedure, upgrading the company's 

firewall and computer security measures and establishing a back-up 

system. 

 

Labour is both a key to driving revenue growth and the largest cost item 

in the operating budget. 

 

Automation of the scheduling process is necessary to achieve the full 

benefits of labour productivity standards 
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6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Discuss the major areas of hotel security concern.  
2. Explain the layers of security. 

 

3. Enumerate points to consider when planning effective labour 

management. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION   

 

In Unit 4, we discussed the application of information technology in 

security and labour management. In this unit, we shall be looking at the 

use of information technology in inventory control. 

 

Control of inventory, which typically represents 45 per cent to 90 per cent 

of all expenses for business, is needed to ensure that the business has the 

right goods on hand to avoid stock-outs, to prevent shrinkage 

(spoilage/theft), and to provide proper accounting. 

 

Inventory control systems range from eyeball systems to reserve stock 

systems to perpetual computer-run systems. Valuation of inventory is 

normally stated at original cost, market value, or current replacement 

costs, whichever is lowest. This practice is used because it minimises the 

possibility of overstating assets. 

 

Hotel organisations are invariably competing in assuring the service 

quality and are facing many challenges in terms of inventory management 

that directly impacts the overall customer satisfaction. The ability to 

deploy appropriate technology for inventory management will go a long 

way towards improving hotel organisations efficiency. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• define inventory control  
• discuss approaches to inventory control 
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• explain inventory control systems and software. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 What Is Inventory Control? 
 

Inventory control is the supervision of supply, storage and accessibility of 

items in order to ensure an adequate supply without excessive oversupply. 

It can also be referred to as internal control - an accounting procedure or 

system designed to promote efficiency or assure the implementation of a 

policy or safeguard assets or avoid fraud and error etc. 
 

 

Inventory control involves the procurement, care and disposition of 

materials. 

 

Inventory control may refer thus:  
• in economics, the inventory control problem, which aims to reduce 

overhead cost without hurting sales  
• in the field of loss prevention, systems designed to introduce 

technical barriers to shoplifting. 

 

It answers the three basic questions of any supply chain which are:  
• when?  
• where?  
• how much? 

 

There are three kinds of inventory that are of concern to managers:  
• raw materials  
• in-process or semi-finished goods  
• finished goods. 

 

If a manager effectively controls these three types of inventory, capital 

can be released that may be tied up in unnecessary inventory, production 

control can be improved and can protect against obsolescence, 

deterioration and/or theft. 

 

Reasons for inventory control 

The reasons for inventory control are:  
• helps balance the stock as to value, size, colou r, style, and price  

line in proportion to demand or sales trends  
• helps plan the winners as well as move slow sellers  
• helps secure the best rate of stock turnover for each item  
• helps reduce expenses and markdowns  
• helps maintain a business reputation for always having new, fresh 

merchandise in wanted sizes and colours. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is inventory control?  
ii. Mention the inventories that are of concern to managers. 

 

3.2 Approaches to Inventory Control 

 

Three major approaches can be used for inventory control in any type and 

size of operation. The actual system selected will depend upon the type of 

operation and the amount of goods held. 

 

a. The Eyeball System  
This is the standard inventory control system for the vast majority of 

many small operations and is very simple in application. The key 

manager stands in the middle of the store or production area and looks 

around. If he or she happens to notice that some items are out of stock, 

they are reordered. 

 

Similarly, in a small operation, low stocks of some particularly critical 

item may not be noticed until there are none left. Then production suffers 

until the supply of that part can be replenished. 

 

b. Reserve Stock (or Brown Bag) System  
This approach is much more systematic than the eyeball system. It 

involves keeping a reserve stock of items aside, often literally in a brown 

bag placed at the rear of the stock bin or storage area. When the last unit 

of open inventory is used, the brown bag of reserve stock is opened and 

the new supplies it contains are placed in the bin as open stock. At this 

time, a reorder is immediately placed. If the reserve stock quantity has 

been calculated properly, the new shipment should arrive just as the last 

of the reserve stock is being used. 

 

In order to calculate the proper reserve stock quantity, it is necessary to 

know the rate of product usage and the order cycle delivery time. Thus, if 

the rate of product units used is 100 units per week and the order cycle 

delivery time is two weeks, the appropriate reserve stock would consist of 

200 units (I00u x 2w). This is fine as long as the two-week cycle holds. If 

the order cycle is extended, the reserve stock quantities must be increased. 

When the new order arrives, the reserve stock amount is packaged again 

and placed at the rear of the storage area. 

 

This is a very simple system to operate and one that is highly effective for 

virtually any type of organisation. The variations on the reserve stock 

system merely involve the management of the reserve stock itself. Larger 

items may remain in inventory but be cordoned off in some way to 

indicate that it is the reserve stock and should trigger a reorder. 
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c. Perpetual Inventory Systems 

 

• manual  
• card-oriented; and  
• computer- operated systems. 

 

In computer-operated systems, a programmed instruction referred to 

commonly as a trigger, automatically transmits an order to the appropriate 

vendor once supplies fall below a prescribed level. 

 

The purpose of each of the three types of perpetual inventory approaches 

is to tally either the unit use or the cash use (or both) of different items 

and product lines. This information will serve to help avoid stock-outs and 

to maintain a constant evaluation of the sales of different product lines to 

see where the emphasis should be placed for both selling and buying. 
 

 

An inventory control system is a process for managing and locating 

objects or materials. In common usage, the term may also refer to just the 

software components. Inventory control system is a systematic way of 

handling the flow of material which will be beneficial for industries. 

 

Modern inventory control systems often rely upon barcodes and radio-

frequency identification (RFID) tags to provide automatic identification of 

inventory objects. Inventory objects could include any kind of physical 

asset: merchandise, consumables, fixed assets, circulating tools, library 

books, or capital equipment. 

 

To record an inventory transaction, the system uses a barcode scanner or 

RFID reader to automatically identify the inventory object, and then 

collects additional information from the operators via fixed terminals 

(workstations), or mobile computers. 

 

Inventory control of food, beverage, and liquor is something most 

operators dread. It takes a lot of time, the results are not timely, and the 

desired objectives are not achieved. However, every establishment needs 

the control. 

 

If one (1) server steals one (1) drink per shift, the revenue lost can exceed 

N150, 000 per year. Imagine if you have 50 people working for you. And 

think about procurement losses, mathematical errors, etc. If you are not 

controlling your inventory, you should be. There are latest technologies 

that help in the control of inventory in the hospitality industry since 2001. 
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Applications  
An inventory control system may be used to automate a sales order 

fulfillment process. Such a system contains a list of order to be filled, and 

then prompts workers to pick the necessary items, and provides them with 

packaging and shipping an inventory system also manages in and 

outwards material of hardware. 

 

Real-time inventory control systems may use wireless, mobile terminals 

to record inventory transactions at the moment they occur. A wireless 

LAN transmits the transaction information to a central database. 

 

Physical inventory counting and cycle counting are features of many 

inventory control systems which can enhance the organisation. 

 

Imagine counting one (1) item every 6 seconds using the latest handheld 

computer. 

 

Imagine 15 immediate reports completed in real time as you count your 

inventory. 

 

Imagine an accurate liquor and food cost report one minute after count 

completion. 

 

All these are possible with information technology. 

 

You will have complete piece of mind knowing you have the ultimate in 

inventory control at your fingertips. They provide fast, accurate, correct, 

and timely results. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. Mention the three major approaches to inventory control.  
ii. What are the types of perpetual inventory system? 

 

3.4 Inventory Control Software 
 

a. The Smart Turn inventory control software suite  
This is an on-demand, web-based inventory control system that provides 

real-time information on the quantity, location, status, and history of 

every inventory item within the warehouse at any time.  
Fully integrated, the Smart Turn inventory control software solution 

ensures essential flow of up-to-the-minute information between 

departments. Equally important is the web-based inventory control 

system's ability to easily see, direct, and manage the movement of 

inventory. 
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Having inventory at the right time eliminates costly w rite-offs and 

unhappy custom ers. The Smart Turn inventory control system helps 

operators establish optimum inventory levels by easily id entifying the 

fast and slow inventory movers, thereby reducing costs and keeping 

inventory at the right levels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.1: Diagrammatic Representation of Inventory Control 

 

Benefits  
• Improves warehouse inventory control, inventory ma nagement & 

accuracy.  
• Minimise inventory overstocks and costly stock-outs.  
• Control i nventory levels in real-time.  
• Access u p-to-the-minute inventory information.  
• Eliminate manual administration and data entry.  
• Centralis e inventory control of data across facilities.  
• Reduce labour intensive procedures such as physic al inventory 

counts. 

 

b. Inventory Software System for Inventory Management  
This inventory software is designed for any business th at desires a 

complete control over stock levels and inventory tra cking. This inventory 

software can be used either as a simple inven tory control system or a 

complete manufacturing solution. 
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c. Silver Net Inventory System  
This is a Web based version of the inventory system (b). It has the same 

functionality as our usual network inventory system. Silver NET can be 

run on your web server. This system allows you to see inventory 

information anywhere. All you need is an Internet connection. You will 

be able to track receiving and shipping of your goods, payments from 

customers, and transfer products between warehouses. It is not a web 

service as you will receive your own web based full-functional inventory 

system. 

 

d. Bronze Inventory System  
Bronze Inventory System (BrInSy) is the universal inventory 

management and point of sale system .You can use this system in your 

business, office and home. This system will guide you through the 

creation of vendors list, products list, receiving lists, invoices, sale 

receipts and cash receipt. This is in addition to product labels with 

barcodes, transfer orders between locations and various types of reports 

for monitoring your business. 

 

e. Inventory Management System  
Inventory management module is an important module that lets managers 

automate the process of tracking rooms, and food and beverage 

consumption in the hotel. Many inventory managers will agree that 

manually filing cash memos and getting clearance from finance 

department to pay vendors was a nightmare and a huge waste of effort. 

With the arrival of inventory management module, automation of the 

inventory system means lesser work and greater visibility into stock, 

automated reminders as stock levels diminish, faster decision making on 

which vendor delivers what, at what price point and thus greater 

efficiency on stock maintenance in the hotel. 

 

A hotel property management system (PMS) simplifies inventory 

management to a large extent and makes tracking of purchase and sales 

accurate. There are numerous operations in inventory which happen 

simultaneously. These include sales through point of sale terminals, room 

service, purchase of food, beverages, other room related consumables and 

durables. Tracking all these activities can be difficult and if not tracked 

adequately can result in revenue leakage, wastage, and theft. A good 

inventory management system helps a hotel predict demand and supply 

rate with great accuracy and reduces the chance of error, it also helps a 

hotel access business intelligence, plan expenditure and keep a tighter 

control on profit. Besides all this, inventory management also facilitates 

vendor management and provides information such as: 
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Vendor Performance  
Allows hotel managers to choose better performing vendors by tracking 

information such as time of delivery time, accuracy of delivery, cost 

effectiveness etc. 

 

Vendor Accountability  
Ensuring a vendor delivers the right shipment and hotels. An integrated 

inventory management system allows hotel managers to pinpoint errors in 

delivery with great accuracy and make vendors accountable for their own 

action. 

 

Order Management  
To prevent both overstocking and stock outing situations. 

 

Data obtained from inventory management system can be advantageous to 

increase the efficiency of a hotel. To begin with inventory management 

maintains a database of all buying, selling and consumption trends and 

thus acts as an incredible source of business information as it pinpoints 

areas of concern and helps minimise fraud. 

 

Functions of Inventory Management Software  
• Stores creation – sub store and main stores can be created with rate 

calculation like weighted average, last price and last in first out 

(LIFO).  
• Federal Stock Number (FSN) can be defined and analysis reports 

are available.  
• Quotation analysis can be done with vendor analysis, tender forms, 

comparison sheets and auto generation of purchase order is 

available.  
• Purchase requisition, purchase orders, indents can be mailed, 

printed and two levels of authorisations are available. Also 

available is a standing purchase order.  
• Service work order is available.  
• Item stock levels like minimum, maximum, and reorder level and 

reorder quantity can be defined with recording of batch number, 

consignment number, capital goods etc.  
• Vendor master with vendor analysis, tax deduction at source entry 

applicable.  
• Reports on stock levels, consumption summary by cost 

centres/departments, spending pattern based on the last year 

average consumption in comparison with current year.  
• Audit reports for transactions, Purchase Order (PO), Standard 

Purchase Order (SPO), indents and purchase requisition is 

available.  
• Value added tax (VAT) reports can be accessed. 
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• Budgets can be defined and budgets vs. actualisation are available. 

 
• Physical stock entries can be made for a month end process and 

reports on physical stock, store balance, negative variance reports 

are available.  
• Access to efficiency reports.  
• Reports on reorder levels and reorder quantities and option to 

update reorder levels.  
• Lookups on stocks, consumptions and authorisation status for PO, 

SPO, indents and purchase requisitions, vendor selection based on 

last price and last received date. 

 

An inventory management system is a must for the smooth functioning of 

any hospitality property but while choosing, a hotel needs to review its 

size and requirements. 

 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID)  
This is the use of a wireless non-contact system that uses radio-frequency 

electromagnetic fields to transfer data from a tag attached to an object, for 

the purposes of automatic identification and tracking. Some tags require 

no battery and are powered by the electromagnetic fields used to read 

them. Others use a local power source and emit radio waves 

(electromagnetic radiation at radio frequencies). The tag contains 

electronically stored information which can be read from up to several 

metres (yards) away. Unlike a bar code, the tag does not need to be within 

line of sight of the reader and may be embedded in the tracked object. 
 

 

RFID tags are used in many industries. An RFID tag attached to an 

automobile during production can be used to track its progress through 

the assembly line. Pharmaceuticals can be tracked through warehouses. 

Livestock and pets may have tags injected, allowing positive 

identification of the animal. They can be attached to apples in order to 

transmit location information and monitor temperature throughout the 

channel of distribution. 

 

Although a relatively new technology in the hospitality industry, RFID is 

predicted to be able to dramatically change the management and 

distribution of products. 
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Fig.5.2: Radio Frequency Identification 

 

In most hospitality operations, POS systems are networked and 

communicate with a central computer, referred to as a ―server.‖ This 

server can track sales from the connected computers in all departments or 

areas within the hospitality operation and instantly provide vital 

information to managers. Advanced POS systems integrate with 

inventory-tracking systems that automatically delete from inventory the 

standard amount of each ingredient used to make each menu item. The 

integration of POS and inventory systems provides the manager with a 

theoretical inventory usage figure that can later be compared with actual 

physical counts. 

 

Furthermore, some POS systems facilitate the ability to send purchase 

orders directly to the distributors, based on sales and inventory reduction 

information. 

 

Bar Code Reader  
Some hospitality operations place bar code labels on their inventory items 

to streamline the inventory-control process. Bar code labels are vertical 

lines of varying thicknesses separated by blank spaces. These lines and 

spaces, or ―elements,‖ provide a bar code reader with an identification 

code (ID). This ID is used to look up the product on a database. Bar code 

elements, IDs, and corresponding product information are based on a 

standard that associates these pieces of information. The most commonly 

used standard is the Universal Product Code (UPC). However, other 

standards include: EAN, Code 128, Code 39, Interleaved 2-of-5, PDF417, 

Macicode, Data Matrix, and QR Code. 

 

When a bar code system is used, the physical inventory count of a 

hospitality operation usually consists of scanning each product in the 

storeroom with a portable bar code reader. There is no need to spend large 

amounts of time locating a product on a lengthy printed inventory list and 

recording, by hand, the total number of units in inventory at the 
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end of the month. Instead, th e portable bar code reader quickly gathers 

and downloads the data to the computer for instant analysis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.5.3: Bar Cod e Reader 

 

Many bar code readers no w provide wireless communication to a 

computer and can instantane ously download and upload information over 

Radio Frequencies (RFs)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.4: Portable Bar Code Reader 
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The portable bar code reader also automates the counting of in-process 

inventories. For instance, each type of alcohol in a lounge can be bar-

coded to streaml ine the beverage inventory procedure. 

 

Without bar co des, the typical procedure in beverage operations is to 

estimate, by sight, the amount of beverage remaining in a container to the 

nearest tenth. This tedious, time-consuming process often yields 

inaccurate resu lts. Using a handheld bar code rea der and a 

programmable s mall scale, the operator simply reads the b ar code and 

then places the container on the scale. By reading the code, the 

computerised scale matches the product ID with the type and container 

size of the bev erage, computes the total weight, and s ubtracts the 

container weigh t and, if necessary, the weight of the attache d pourer. 

 

Next, the scale calculates the residual weight and conver ts it to fluid 

ounces or milliliters. This precise measurement system provides an 

incredible amo unt of cost control in the beverage area because it 

immediately hig hlights discrepancies between the amount of beverage 

the POS system indicates should have been used and the actual usage 

computed with the bar code reader. 

 

An innovative technology has been developed that utilises free-pour 

spouts containin g tiny radio transmitters that send pouring information 

directly to the P OS system or inventory management software.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.5.5: Innovative Reader with Tiny Radio Transm itters 

 

Inventory-Trac king and Storage Management  
If product order s have been made through an online ordering system, this 

information can be utilised to streamline the inventory process. For 

instance, it can be linked to other software and used in the equations and 

formulas noted in other articles. 

 

Today, many hospitality operators use some type o f computer application 

to i ncrease their inventory-control and cost-control efforts. 
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For example, some operators develop elaborate spreadsheets using 

generic spreadsheet software, such as Microsoft Excel®. They list all of 

their products in inventory and then develop mathematical formulas to 

calculate costs and usage. On the last day of each month, they physically 

count their storeroom and in-process inventories and enter this 

information on the spreadsheet. They also enter all product costs, which 

usually come from typing in invoice receipts for the month or from 

directly downloading the information from an ordering system they are 

using. The information currently entered is the ―end ing inventory,‖ and 

the information entered the previous month becomes the ―beginning 

inventory.‖ Once the major variables have been ente red (beginning 

inventory, ending inventory, purchases, and other end-of-month 

adjustments), the computer can easily calculate the monthly cost of goods 

sold. 

 

Some hospitality operators use off-the-shelf software packages and 

services that manage inventory in a hospitality environment, such as the 

materials and management system (www.agilysys.com) by Agilysys. 

These software packages can streamline the back-of-the-house hospitality 

operation. Many of these software packages can be linked to an operator‘s 

POS system. These packages can also cost recipes, analyse a recipe‘s 

nutritional information, calculate food and beverage costs, evaluate a food 

item‘s sales history, forecast sales, develop audit trails, allow instant stock 

level information, and enhance menu planning efforts. In addition, many 

of these software packages can track employee work schedules, 

attendance patterns, and work-hour accumulations. 
 

 

When generic spreadsheet programmes and off-the-shelf software do not 

meet a hospitality operator‘s needs, he or she might hire a software-

consulting firm that specialises in the hospitality industry. A specialist can 

develop customised software applications to satisfy almost any need. 

Alternately, the developers of some off-the-shelf software products can 

customise some or all of their software packages. 

 

Computerisation has revolutionised inventory management as 

technologies ranging from automatic scanners to radio frequency 

identification chips now allow businesses to track their inventory from the 

moment a company buys it wholesale to the moment the products leave 

the building in the hands of a customer. 

 

Receipt of Goods  
A retail store or a central warehouse uses bar code or radio-frequency 

identification scanning at the point of receipt of goods. Scanning 

individual items or shipment pallets allows a company to itemise all 

shipments from the supplier, which can be compared against the 
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purchase order for errors or losses in transit. When your business ships 

these goods out of the warehouse to their point of sale, a second scan can 

automatically tally the remaining stock in the warehouse, and send 

messages to the purchasing managers indicating that it is time to reorder. 

 

Retail Turnover  
Many businesses use similar scanning techniques at the point of checkout. 

As of 2010, bar code scanners are more popular than RFID for this 

purpose. Both will automatically enter the correct price at the register and 

prevent data entry errors. They also can create a perfect real-time record 

of how much stock remains on the shelves, how much is available in on-

site storage, and whether a new shipment is necessary from the 

warehouse. Combine this information with warehousing data, and your 

business can create additional alerts to key management when a 

bottleneck occurs. For example, if a dozen retail stores anticipate needing 

restocking, but the warehouse does not have sufficient goods on hand, 

your business can place a rush order to fill the need. 

 

Stock Management and Cost Reduction  
The process of moving goods through a company pipeline is always 

economically inefficient. The purchase of the goods represents an 

investment of company capital, which your business cannot recoup until 

you sell your inventory. Warehousing of goods before sale introduces the 

possibility of inventory shrinkage in value from theft, damage, 

deterioration or changes in customer taste. Moving goods from 

warehouses to the point of sale involves shipping costs, especially if the 

shipment is incorrect, or if the internal shipping process is inefficient. 

Computerisation provides a real-time picture of this entire work flow 

process, and allows managers to reduce purchasing costs through 

minimising inventory, increase the efficiency of internal shipping 

systems, and reduce the possibility of theft or damage by being able to 

track each item down to the individual staff who takes responsibility for 

it. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. List some inventory control software.  
ii. What kind of information does inventory management provide?  
iii. What is radio-frequency identification? 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We defined inventory control and explained reasons for inventory control. 

We also looked at approaches to inventory control. We discussed 

inventory applications and software as well as the functions of inventory 

management software, and inventory control records. 
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5.0 SUMMARY 

 

Inventory control is the supervision of supply, storage and accessibility of 

items in order to ensure an adequate supply without excessive oversupply. 
 

 

The reasons for inventory control are that it helps:  
- balance the stock as to value, size, colour, style, and price line in 

proportion to demand or sales trends, help plan the winners as well 

as move slow sellers  
- secure the best rate of stock turnover for each item  
- reduce expenses and markdowns, and helps maintain a business 

reputation for always having new, fresh merchandise in wanted 

sizes and colours. 

 

Three major approaches used for inventory control are the eyeball system, 

reserve stock system, and perpetual inventory systems.  
• Some inventory control software is the smart turn inventory 

control software suite.  
• Inventory software system for inventory management and silver 

net inventory system.  
• Bronze inventory system and inventory management system. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 

 

1. Define inventory control and state the reasons for applying 

inventory control.  
2. Discuss the three major approaches to inventory control.  
3. Explain the use of three inventory software systems. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In this unit, we will be looking at how internal operations are managed as 

well as the rise of the Internet in the hospitality industry and some e-

hospitality features. 

 

The hospitality industry covers a wide range of establishments providing 

hospitality services in the form of accommodation, food and beverage, 

casinos and tourism. The industry is very global and so large that it is 

worth over 3.5 trillion dollars within the global economy. Nonetheless, 

the industry is cyclical and it is dictated by the fluctuations that occur 

with an economy every year. In the past, travel agents were used for not 

only travel plans but they also sold transports, tours and accommodation 

for suppliers. Travel agents were the most common source for booking 

hotel rooms and any other travel components. It is believed that only 

budget minded travelers did their own research and contacted the 

suppliers directly. 

 

As time passed by and technology advanced; we reached the digital age, 

also known as the information age. It was the global economy's shift in 
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focus away from the production of tangible goods, towards the 

manipulation of information. The internet emerged and the World Wide 

Web was invented, linking the world into one global network. The 

emergence of the internet had a great impact on all businesses including 

the hospitality industry. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• explain the management of internal operations  
• discuss the rise of the Internet  
• identify the interaction between hotels and the Internet  
• describe e-hospitality features. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 Managing Internal Operations 

 

Hotels need ICTs to manage their inventory. Hotel chains in particular use 

group-wide systems to focus on the management for single properties as 

well as the distribution through a variety of electronic distribution 

channels. Most hotel properties around the world operate a property 

management system (PMS) that enables them to integrate their ‗back-

office‘ operations. As a result they can impr ove general administration, 

as well as specific functions such as accounting; marketing research and 

planning; yield management; payroll; personnel management; and 

purchasing at individual properties. Increasingly these functions move on 

Intranet platforms, improving interfaces and allowing easier employee 

training. PMSs were also introduced to facilitate the front office, sales, 

planning, and operation functions. 

 

This was achieved by employing a computer reservation system (CRS) to 

administer a database with all reservations, rates, occupancy, and 

cancellations. Property management systems (PMSs) and computer 

reservation system (CRSs) facilitate the following business functions:  
- improve capacity management and operations efficiency  
- facilitate central room inventory control  
- provide last room availability information  
- offer yield management capability  
- provide better database access for management purposes  
- support extensive marketing, sales, and operational reports - 

Facilitate marketing research and planning  
- enable travel agency tracking and commission payment  
- enable tracking of frequent flyers and repeat hotel guests 
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- allow direct marketing and personalised service for repeat hotel 

guests  
- enhance handling of group bookings and frequent individual 

travelers (FITs). 

 

The proliferation of the Internet supported the development of a number 

of additional electronic distribution options. These include direct 

bookings to the hotel; hotel chains‘ own reservation central offices; 

independent reservation agents; hotel representation and consortium 

groups; airline CRSs and GDSs; hotel aggregators (such as Hotels.com) 

and destination management systems. For hotels to manage their 

distribution best they need two integral components, namely yield 

management and guest history. The yield management assists hotels to 

maximise both their occupancy and room rates contributing directly to 

their profitability. Revenue and yield management systems ensure that 

hotels optimise their revenue, by taking into consideration past and 

forecasted performance, as well as a wide range of additional factors. 

Revenue management systems are critical, particularly for large 

properties with numerous outlets and departments. Moreover, the guest 

history is effectively an early CRM software which records data for past 

guests and other intermediaries, assisting the personalisation of the hotel. 
 

 

3.2 Rise of the Internet 
 

The Internet is a worldwide network of computers. Its name derives from 

―internetworking,‖ the original description of computers and networks 

linked together. It all began in the late 1960s at the Advanced Research 

Projects Agency Network of the U.S. Department of Defense. Its original 

name was ARPANET, and its original intention was to give scientists a 

way to communicate directly with one another while simultaneously 

exchanging information with all of the other individuals who had access 

to the system. 

 

The first system consisted of computers located at Stanford University, 

the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), the University of 

California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), and the University of Utah. 

Computers linked to the Internet communicate via telephone lines, cable 

systems, wireless networks, and optical communications. This worldwide 

network offers many benefits to the hospitality industry. 

 

Wilder (1997) said that the Internet is creating a ―webolution‖ in today‘s 

society by changing the way people live, work, interact, and shop. The 

impact of these changes is profound for all commerce, including that of 

the hospitality industry. Nothing is changing the face of hotel 
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distribution and the economics of hotel bookings as much as the Internet 

and its sister technologies, intranets and extranets. 

 

The Internet provides a host of new distribution options and is spurring 

new developments and innovations by hospitality companies and vendors 

alike in attempts to capitalise on its many potential benefits, namely to 

extend market reach, reduce distribution costs, and enhance customer 

service.  
Many hotel companies are aggressively pursuing use of the Internet to 

market their properties, disseminate information, correspond interactively 

and instantaneously with their customers, and extend their booking 

channels. They are frantically trying to figure out the critical success 

factors of the digital economy, what have become commonly and 

collectively known as the five C‘s of the Internet world:  
− content  
− community  
− commerce  
− convenience; and  
− context. 

 

To these companies, the Internet represents an economically appealing 

opportunity for redefining their fundamental business model. 

 

The Goals of Internet  
The goals are:  
• to enhance the customer value proposition  
• to establish customer intimacy; and  
• to build guest loyalty by taking advantage of one-to-one marketing 

opportunities and by creating enriched, personalised consumer 

shopping experiences through the use of collaborative filtering 

tools and non-intrusive software agents that track users' behaviour 

to learn their interests and tastes. 

 

The benefits:  
The benefits are in two ways: 

 

A. To the Consumer:  
• individually targeted promotions  
• suggestive selling  
• tailored experiences when interacting with company personnel or 

when paying a visit to its web site  
• the Internet is a powerful, convenient, and invaluable tool to 

explore destinations and shop for travel accommodations. 
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Business-to-business commerce over the Internet also presents attractive 

business opportunities and is being spurred by the rise of intranets and 

extranets. These technologies offer hotels vast potentials in reducing the 

dependency on travel intermediaries and airline GDSs. They also offer 

great promise in cutting distribution [channel] costs and overhead while 

building customer loyalty and switching costs. 

 

To many, it is quickly becoming an indispensable resource. It provides a 

wealth of current information and resources (e.g., maps, currency 

conversion, travel advisories, weather forecasts, frequent travel account 

balances, calendar of local events, and more). With the click of a mouse 

button, consumers can easily compare hotel properties, rates, and travel 

destinations. Graphics and multimedia tools allow visual inspection of the 

accommodations, facilities, and surrounding area so guests know what to 

expect before they arrive. 

 

The Internet is widely used by consumers to hunt for travel bargains, and 

with push technology and smart agents, comparison-shopping and bargain 

hunting become almost effortless. Electronic monitors of rates and fares 

(sometimes called e-savers) notify consumers via electronic mail. There 

are even sites available where consumers can specify their price threshold 

or participate in an on-line auction and bid for travel accommodations. In 

other words, consumers dictate the prices they are willing to pay. 
 

 

What the Internet means is that consumers are more in control of the 

purchase process and are more informed—which may eq uate to more 

demanding. Increasingly, the trend points towards the potential for 

dynamic pricing or what Davis and Meyer (1998) call real-time pricing 

models, where price fluctuations occur constantly and instantaneously 

much like that of a stock market where prices are driven by the volume of 

trading. If successfully adopted in the hospitality industry, this could take 

revenue (yield) management concepts to a whole new level. 

 

B. For Hoteliers  
These developments may provide attractive alternatives for selling 

distressed inventory, boosting occupancy levels during off-peak times, 

and providing consumers with inexpensive, low-risk trial usage 

opportunities, but if successful, they will likely change the dynamics of 

customer-supplier interaction and the way room inventory is managed, 

controlled, and sold. More sophisticated software applications will be 

required to monitor and allocate room inventory to these emerging 

distribution channels. 

 

Today, the Internet provides access to over 327 million users worldwide, 

and the rate is growing rapidly. The Internet is a normal part of society, 
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just like the telephone, fax machine, or microwave oven. This 

phenomenon will only continue, as Internet access becomes ubiquitous in 

schools and public facilities. With the various web sites supporting the 

travel industry, this industry enjoys the fastest growth of electronic 

commerce on the Internet. The Internet accounts for hundreds of millions 

of dollars in travel accommodations and an immeasurable number of 

instances of advising travelers about some aspect of their travel (e.g., 

safety, rates, quality, activities, weather, and dress).The Internet should 

not be overlooked or dismissed as infeasible as it promises to provide 

viable and significant opportunities to sell hotel accommodations. 
 

 

As the Internet technology becomes faster, more capable, and more 

widespread and as user fears regarding security and privacy issues 

diminish, electronic commerce will become mainstream. The Internet is 

quickly becoming society‘s umbilical cord. Perhaps President Bill Clinton 

best summarises the true impact of the Internet on society and business: 
 

 

―As the Internet becomes our new town square, a com puter in every 

home—a teacher of all subjects, a connection to all cultures—this will no 

longer be a dream, but a necessity‖. 

 

World Wide Web  
The most active part of the Internet is the World Wide Web (Web or  
WWW for short). The Web is a graphical interface that allows 

information to be connected through ―hyperlinks.‖ H yperlinks permit 

users to select a word or image and connect to more information about 

that topic. Users who have graphical browser software on their systems 

can easily locate and view all pertinent information about any topic on the 

Web. 

 

Information is located on various ―Websites.‖ A sit e, or site ―location,‖ is 

referred to as a Uniform Resource Locator (URL). Information can be 

found by entering the site URL or by using one of the many search 

engines that are designed to locate information based on key words or 

associations. 

 

The Web portion of the Internet has many sites that are useful in terms of 

the selection and procurement function. Many of these sites provide 

detailed, current information and can include text, graphics, photographs, 

sound bytes, animation, full-motion video, and interactivity. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What are five C‘s of the internet world?  
ii. What is www? 

 

3.3 Hotels and the Internet 

 

The proliferation of the Internet in the late 1990s and the revolution of 

technologies have introduced a wide range of new marketing tools. The 

Internet allows hotels to develop their own websites and to display 

straight and clear information and photos of amenities and locations, as 

well as to facilitate online bookings. A number of hotel chains receive a 

significant percentage of their reservations through their own websites, 

free of commissions and other charges. 

 

More importantly, hotels can integrate their Web presence with their 

customer relationship management function by offering visitors the 

ability to store their personal profiles assisting the provision of 

personalised products and added-value elements. 

 

The Internet also assists hospitality organisations to develop their value 

chain and to enhance a wide range of their business functions. In addition 

to e-commerce, e-sales, e-marketing, and e-procurement, hotels 

increasingly use the Internet for e-finance and e-accounting. This 

empowers hotels to use information and data from operational processes 

in order to automate their back office functions. 

 

In addition, e-HRM enables them to recruit and manage all their human 

resources issues online. By using the Internet they can attract employees 

and explain their policies, training programme, and promotion 

opportunities. 

 

A great deal of information on the Internet can assist the hospitality 

buyer. For instance, sites range from those providing daily news about the 

hospitality industry to those specialising in unique cookware and 

equipment, and just about anything in between. The amount of 

information, already rather huge, continues to grow each day. 

 

An example of the use of this dynamic technology is the U.S. Department 

of Agriculture‘s (USDA‘s) Website (www.u sda.gov). A portion of this 

site contains information about fresh-produce farming and distribution 

within the United States. This site allows users to view current 

information about products grown and harvested in certain geographic 

regions and provides detailed weather information. 
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Although this information may seem too detailed for the average 

hospitality operator, it can be useful in certain situations. For instance, the 

USDA site provides information about the seasonality of specific fresh-

produce items and the current weather in their growing regions. While a 

buyer‘s printed produce specification guide might note that, for example, 

the growing season of asparagus is over, data on this Website might 

indicate that, in fact, the growing season is continuing for several weeks 

due to unseasonably good weather. Moreover, if a buyer wants to know 

why lettuce prices have increased, he or she might find that recent 

flooding in the lettuce-growing region has caused considerable crop 

damage, thereby inflating prices. Knowing this type of information allows 

buyers to work with food and beverage directors and chefs in their 

organisations to make menu changes to either take advantage of extended 

availability of certain items or, if possible, to temporarily curtail the 

ordering of abnormally expensive products. 

 

The hospitality industry covers a wide range of establishments providing 

hospitality services in the form of accommodation, food and beverage, 

casinos and tourism. The industry is very global and so large that it is 

worth over 3.5 trillion dollar within the global economy. Nonetheless, the 

industry is cyclical and it is dictated by the fluctuations that occur with an 

economy every year. In the past, travel agents were used for not only 

travel plans but they also sold transports, tours and accommodation for 

suppliers. Travel agents were the most common source for booking hotel 

rooms and any other travel components. It is believed that only budget 

minded travelers did their own research and contacted the suppliers 

directly. Nonetheless, as time passed by and technology advanced; we 

reached the digital age, also known as the information age. It was the 

global economy's shift in focus away from the production of tangible 

goods, towards the manipulation of information. The internet emerged 

and the World Wide Web was invented, linking the world into one global 

network. The emergence of the internet had a great impact on all 

businesses including the hospitality industry. 

 

At this point, we want to examine the role of the internet in the hospitality 

industry. Before explaining and defining the different roles, an insight on 

the emergence of the internet and e-commerce will be given. 
 

 

The Emergence of the Internet and E-Commerce  
The use of the Internet in the business world has become a major trend in 

practice. The Internet, as a collection of interrelated computer networks, 

provides free exchanging of information. Over 400 millions of computers 

on more than 400,000 networks worldwide today are communicating with 

each other. Furthermore, the Internet has become a powerful channel for 

business marketing and communication and for 
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new business opportunities; as it is commonly referred to as "e-business" 

or "e-commerce". Today E-Commerce allows small companies to have a 

better web presentation of their products/services. On the other hand, 

online customers can enjoy a wider choice of products or services, more 

competitive prices, and be able to buy their favourite services from the 

sellers located far away. It also provides communication between 

consumers and companies. 

 

E-commerce can be defined as "... the conducting of business 

communication and transactions over networks and through computer 

technology...‖ One of the common definitions of e- commerce is buying 

and selling of goods and services on the internet. However, e-commerce 

is more than the act of buying and selling online. "It encompasses all 

activities associated with buying and selling, such as financial 

transactions, business data exchange, and communicating with customers 

and suppliers". The Internet and e-commerce give consumers an occasion 

to be better prepared to purchase the right product or service at the right 

time through the easy on-line information gathering and convenient 

online shopping. 

 

According to a published survey, more than 90 per cent of new 

entrepreneurs and starting businesses are using the Internet to either 

improve their existing business operations or to explore new business  
opportunities. Given the competition from powerful traditional 

businesses, a successful e-business can only occur if a business can 

satisfy its consumers' needs better than those traditional business 

approaches and provide consumers with at least one of the following 

advantages:  
lower price  
wider selection  
better choices  
superior services and  
more convenience. 

 

One key issue for the e-business application in service operations is about 

the possibility of online delivery of the services customers ordered; the 

services requiring customer participation (or the items demanding 

immediate delivery) are difficult to be purchased and delivered online. In 

this regard, the online booking of hotel/motel rooms, airline tickets, 

advanced car rental, or a total travel package has become one of a few 

good example services - which can be inquired, checked, and ordered 

easily while conveniently communicated and delivered online with the 

Internet. In fact, the use of internet information delivery and on-line 

document printing has provided the backbone for the current stream of e-

commerce as it can overcome many traditional business obstacles and 

operational barriers by delivering access to global market 
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and providing new leverage with old large powerful suppliers. In the 

current performance criteria for service operations, fast service delivery 

and prompt and reliable service have been identified as two key 

competitive priorities for the future Web-based service delivery 

operations, while time-based competition through better customer service 

has been re-emerging as a major tool of delivering high-quality services to 

customers through a total operation cycle - including planning, design, 

processing, marketing, and distribution. 

 

E-Booking  
The first role of the internet in the hospitality industry is online booking. 

As aforementioned in the past, travel agents were the most common 

source for booking hotel rooms and other travel components like flight 

tickets and travel tours. However, the internet has changed this; manual 

booking and reservations have been transformed to E-booking or online 

booking via Central Reservation Systems (CRS). As of March 2008, there 

are over 1.4 billion internet users and according to the Computer Industry 

Almanac, this number is assumed to increase to 1.80 billion in 2010. The 

Travel Industry Association in the United States stated that in 2002 about 

64 million out of 619 million online users were online travelers and used 

the Internet to purchase travel-related services and products. "Online 

leisure travel sales totaled $20.4 billion in 2002 and hotel booked online 

reached $3.8 billion". In 2005 the online travel revenue reached $27.7 

billion in the U.S. alone and has steadily increased. Now imagine how big 

these figures would be on a global basis. 
 

 

The reason for the popularity of E-booking is that it offers benefits to all 

parties: the supplier and customer. First of all, in the traditional merchant 

model, the hotel industry had agreements with travel agencies, where the 

hotel made rooms available at wholesale rates and the agencies would 

mark those rates up by 15 per cent to 30 per cent before peddling them to 

the public at fixed prices for fixed periods of time. With the emergence of 

the internet, hotels developed the sharing model in which they had more 

control of their rooms via online booking by providing higher priority to 

their own websites. Furthermore, the old system allowed travel agencies 

to make an average profit of 20 per cent from original wholesale process; 

with the new system hotels were able to offer a more competitive price on 

their own websites. Other benefits provided to suppliers included 

increased customer satisfaction as service was simple and faster. On the 

other hand, benefits to guests included direct online booking which 

enabled them to book accommodation directly at hotel, real-time, without 

waiting for answer, regardless of time difference or hotel working time. 

Guests were also for the first time able to pay directly online. And last but 

not least, it was quick and easy to compare rates with other hotels. 
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3.4 E-Hospitality Features 

 

The hospitality industry gradually realises that the ICT revolution has 

changed best operational practices and paradigms, altering the 

competitiveness of all hospitality actors in the marketplace. Hospitality 

corporations integrate their back and front office in a framework that 

takes advantage of the capabilities of the Internet as well as of intranets 

and extranets. Convergence of all technological devices gradually 

empowers greater connectivity, speed, transparency, and information-

sharing. As a result, hospitality organisations are gradually focusing more 

on knowledge-based competition and on the need for continuous 

innovation, forcing management to stay abreast of the dynamic 

developments in the marketplace. 

 

Hospitality organisations are also attempting to increase their online 

bookings by promoting their Internet presence more aggressively and by 

capitalising on partnership and collaboration marketing. As a result, 

multi-channel strategies are required to assist hotels to interconnect with 

the wide range of distributors in the marketplace. It is currently estimated 

that there are 35,000 websites from which consumers can book a hotel 

room. This raises a wide range of new challenges, including rate integrity, 

brand perception, segmentation, and value of customers. Stemming from 

the Internet, the emerging wireless devices and Bluetooth technology will 

allow consumers to interact with hotels constantly. This will increase 

transparency further and it will force hospitality organisations to rethink 

their pricing strategies. 

 

The Internet has contributed unprecedented tools for communicating with 

consumers and partners and this has radical implications for hotel 

distribution. The hospitality industry must appreciate the ‗high-tech high-

touch‘ opportunity that emerges through the personalisation of products, 

processes, and information. 

 

Hotels have the opportunity to cultivate relationships with their customers 

and adopt customer centered approaches. Technology needs to simplify 

the way hotels look after every single need of their customer. By using 

ICT-enabled processes to coordinate all departments and services, as well 

as all properties for hotel chains, they are able to run the business more 

efficiently and to add value at each stage of consumer interaction. 
 

 

Innovative smaller properties gradually develop their online presence and 

are empowered to communicate their message with the world. Small and 

unique properties will be able to utilise ICTs strategically to demonstrate 

their specific benefits and to illustrate how they can 
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innovate. By developing links with other properties they can also enhance 

their virtual size and compete with larger players. 

 

Larger hospitality organisations can benefit from economies of scale, 

multi-channel distribution strategies and from streamlining their 

operations through e-procurement. 

 

Larger hotels and chains will also be able to develop their globalised 

agenda and to ensure that their operations and strategies are coordinated 

worldwide, reinforcing their brand values and service promise. 

 

In any case, ICTs and the Internet will be critical for the competitiveness 

of both large and small hospitality organisations. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What was the first role of the internet in the hospitality industry?  
ii. What is E-commerce? 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

We have discussed the management of internal operations as well as the 

rise of the internet. We also looked at the goals of the internet, the 

interaction between hotels and the Internet as well show property 

management systems (PMSs) and computer reservation system (CRSs) 

facilitate the business function. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

The proliferation of the Internet supported the development of a number 

of additional electronic distribution options. 

 

The Internet is a worldwide network of computers. Its name derives from 

―internetworking,‖ the original description of computers and networks 

linked together. 

 

The goals of internet are to enhance the customer value proposition, to 

establish customer intimacy, and to build guest loyalty by taking 

advantage of one-to-one marketing opportunities and by creating 

enriched, personalised consumer shopping experiences through the use of 

collaborative filtering tools and non-intrusive software agents that track 

users' behaviour to learn their interests and tastes. 

 

The most active part of the Internet is the World Wide Web  
The proliferation of the Internet in the late 1990s and the revolution of 

technologies have introduced a wide range of new marketing tools 
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6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Discuss the following:  
a. the rise of the internet  
b. the goals of the internet.  

2. Explain how property management systems (PMSs) and computer 

reservation system (CRSs) facilitate business functions. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

We discussed the rise of the Internet in the hospitality industry and some 

e-Hospitality features in the previous unit. In this unit, we will be looking 

at Internet reservation system, E-mail marketing, marketing hotels online 

and the impact of the internet on the hospitality industry. 

 

Technology impacts assist the growth of practically every industry in the 

present age. Hotel industry too is not insulated from its effects. With local 

and international hotel establishments working overtime to tap into the 

power of internet, in order to catalyse their sales and to improve customer 

relations, it is only evident how internet is playing a key role in 

development of hotel industry today. Social networking portals like 

Facebook, Twitter etc. are increasingly playing a dominant role in 

strategies of hotels all over. User generated feedbacks and reviews on 

such websites play a huge role in popularising the services of hotels by 

word of mouth. Further, it also becomes easier to stay in touch with and 

maintain relationships with ex-clients by making use of online tools. 

 

Several other types of websites are working round the clock to bring 

travel related products and services closer to end-user, either by way of 

making them available on the clients‘ desktops or via the exponentially 

rising number of mobile phone internet users. Many utility portals are 

springing up nowadays as well, that merely work as aggregates of hotel 

reviews, feedback and other data for consumers. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• discuss Internet reservations system  
• explain effective e-mail marketing  
• explain how to market hotels online  
• outline the impact of internet on hospitality industries. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 Internet Reservations System (IRS) 

 

Internet Reservation System enables Internet users to book and purchase 

airline tickets and hotel rooms, rent cars and also search and book trip 

offers. The modularity of the system allows a successive implementation 

of the engine components as the website grows. Also, a wide range of 

useful features meet the expectations of the most demanding Internet 

users. 

 

IRS – Hotel Module  
Hotel reservation module cooperates with the Gullivers Travel Associates 

(GTA) data bases offering over 28 000 hotels worldwide. On the systems‘ 

designing level we have taken care it became the most customisable, 

flexible and functional solution. Similarly as in the flight module solution 

- hotel module administration panel allows for transaction fees self-

configuration, cancellation and change reservations. Advantages of hotel 

module:  
• hotels star rating and location filter  
• B2B and B2C module  
• multiple room types booking at the same time  
• graphical atlas and calendars  
• hotel locator graphical presentation using Google Maps API  
• hotel results paging mechanism  
• price/location filter, by distance from the city centre  
• possibility to present prices in different currencies  
• graphical reservation confirmation (html),  
• mini-form on each stage of searching  
• available configuration of how to present Transaction Fees based 

on 12 parametres(eg.subagent, portal, time zone, language version) 

 
• fees configuration options in case of bookings cancellation or 

amendment  
• commentaries module with an option of adding commentaries 

concerning each object onto the public list 
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• brief hotel description at the stage of the results‘ list  
• possibility to add own hotels descriptions, hotels facilities filter  
• 3 forms of payment (cash, credit card, bank transfer)  
• encrypted data transfer.SSL secured personal form, administration 

panel. 

 

IRS – Administration Module  
The administration module is the heart of the entire IRS system. It is a 

common solution for all the remaining elements, which means that the 

airline module and the hotel module (along with bookings, sub-agents, 

promotions, atlases, etc.) can be managed from one place. The 

administration module forms part of a standard version of other products. 
 

 

The administration module is equipped with the following elements:  
• booking list panel, detailed view and export panel  
• statistics panel with export option  
• affiliation determination and management panel (portals, agents)  
• service fee management panel  
• query optimisation panel  
• log-in history panel  
• user management panel  
• B2B user management panel  
• dictionary panels: cities, carriers and planes  
• system behaviour logic panel - determination of days on which a 

transfer, cash or credit card payment can be accepted, depending 

on the last ticketing date and date and time of departure  
• Internet user profile viewing panel  
• exchange rate management panel  
• booking monitoring mechanism  
• promotion panel  
• current news panel  
• mailing list address panel  
• possibility of data export in Character Separated Value (CSV) and 

MS Excel (XLS)formats  
• administration module allows also exporting of data (i.e. list of 

bookings) to MS Excel files and text files (CSV). 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What is internet reservation system?  
ii. List the two components of Internet reservation system. 
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3.2 Effective E-Mail Marketing 
 

3.2.1 Electronic Mail 
 

Electronic mail (e-mail) enables hospitality buyers to communicate with 

primary sources intermediaries, colleagues, and any other person who has 

an e-mail address. E-mail allows buyers to send information or documents 

to other individuals. For instance, a buyer can compose a letter to a 

distributor, soliciting competitive bid data. However, instead of sending 

the letter through the postal system, the buyer can send it electronically to 

the distributor‘s e-mail address. 

 

An e-mail address consists of a person‘s user name and the host providing 

e-mail service. When e-mail first became popular, people were required 

to receive all e-mail from their Internet Service Provider (ISP). With the 

implementation of such sites as Hotmail (www.hotmail.com), and Yahoo 

Mail (mail.yahoo.com), users can access e-mail from anywhere in the 

world, regardless of what company is providing the Internet service. 
 

 

A buyer can also send the same letter simultaneously to all of the persons 

on a distribution list; however, many ISPs have installed e-mail spam 

detectors to keep individuals from flooding the Internet with useless 

items. A distribution list is a group of contacts to whom you can send e-

mail. For instance, you can request pricing information on lettuce simply 

by sending one e-mail to a distribution list that includes all of your 

produce distributors. 

 

E-mail also enables the sender to attach files and documents to the 

original communication. For those who want the full range of capability, 

e-mail applications now let senders embed Web pages, photographs, 

graphics, animation, and sound bytes into the message. In addition, most 

cell phones have the ability to send and receive e-mail as well. 

 

There are many advantages to using e-mail communications. Primary 

benefits include the speed of communication and the creation of a 

continuous ―record‖ of the items being discussed. I t is also easier to store 

and search for e-mail documents than it is to go through file cabinets. 
 

 

3.2.2 Newsgroups and Mailing Lists 

 

A newsgroup is an electronic bulletin board where many individuals who 

have a common interest can post messages. In fact, newsgroups are 

sometimes referred to as ―interest groups.‖ Each ne wsgroup specialises 

in a particular topic, and groups are organised hierarchically. People can 
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post messages to a newsgroup, and other subscribers to the group with 

similar interests can read and respond to them. A good starting point for 

finding out more about newsgroups is the Website www.usenetlive.com. 

 

Similar to newsgroups are mailing lists. Mailing lists use e-mail to send 

messages to groups of individuals who have the same interests and have 

subscribed to or joined the group. Individuals can post messages that are 

then sent out to all members of the mailing list. Mailing lists that are 

moderated (edited for appropriate content) are referred to as ―manual‖ 

lists, whereas those that route messages automatically to all members are 

referred to as ―LISTSERVs‖ (see: http://www.lsoft.c om/ for more 

information). 

 

Newsgroups and mailing lists offer a great way to keep current in the 

hospitality field. They allow individuals to obtain specific information 

very quickly. For instance, a buyer can compose a short message 

soliciting distributor references, asking the cost of joining a purchasing 

co-op, or inquiring about availability of a unique product; send it to the 

group, and receive relevant information without the normal time delay 

inherent in other forms of communication. 

 

3.2.3 Email Marketing 

 

Email Marketing will aid booking rooms and building relationships. It is 

one of the most effective communication and promotion vehicles in the 

internet marketplace. Ninety percent of internet users use email on a 

regular basis. Hotels benefit from email marketing because it is fast, 

direct, cost-effective, and builds loyal relationships. It is one of the lowest 

cost channels available to the lodging industry to book rooms and builds 

customer relationships. High quality email campaigns can deliver 

effective messaging that drives action and manages customer 

relationships. For email campaigns to be truly effective, they have to be 

managed properly and conducted in a professional manner. 

 

Building Reputation and Credibility  
Email marketing practices establishes a hotel‘s image and reputation in 

the minds of people who receive the campaigns and messaging. By 

following some simple guidelines and practices, a hotel can run more 

effective email campaigns and ultimately enhance its reputation. 

 

Points to Note when Using Email 

 

Permission Email vs. Spamming:  
Permission Email operates on the premise that the recipient of your 

message has in some way established a relationship with you by 

indicating an interest in your product or offer. Spamming is sending 
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unsolicited commercial email using broadcast methods to multiple 

recipients without first establishing a relationship with them and without 

regard to their interest. Spamming is not only not permissible by law, but 

is also ineffective since you are marketing to people who are most likely 

not interested in your product and are not aware of your presence. 

 

Sender Email Address Clearly Stated:  
Make sure that the sender email address is a genuine email address and 

the recipients of the email can see the address and respond to the email by 

hitting reply on their email applications. 

 

Unsubscribe:  
Make sure that all the emails you send out have a clear ―Unsubscribe‖ 

link where the visitors can click and choose not to get future mailings 

from you. While it may seem counter-intuitive to your marketing, by 

using this technique you ensure that people do not regard your campaigns 

as spam. 

 

4 Easy Steps to Conducting Effective Email Marketing  
I. Build Permission-based Email Database  
II. Develop Email Marketing Plan  
III. Send Email Campaigns 

IV. Track and Monitor Results 

 

Building a Permission-Based Email Database  
For effective email marketing, it is important for a hotel to develop a 

targeted, permission-based database. Email addresses can be collected 

either on the hotel website or at the front desk when the hotel guest 

checks in or out. 

 

Create an opt-in form on your website so that visitors to your site can sign 

up for specials and promotional offers. You may want to offer an 

additional incentive to sign up, such as an entry into a raffle drawing for a 

gift basket or a percentage off their room rate. 

 

It is good to ask the visitor to specify their area of interest, such as 

weddings, group meetings, skiing, or wine-tasting so that you can 

segment your email database by interest. This is especially useful in 

sending out targeted campaigns that meet the interests of your guests. 

 

For example, you may choose to send out an email special offering ski 

specials to only the guests who have expressed an interest in skiing. 

 

Once a guest hits ―Send‖ on the opt-in form, they r eceive an email 

confirmation stating that they have been added to your mailing list. If they 

are not interested in getting email specials, they can simply 
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―unsubscribe.‖ Guests who do not unsubscribe become part of your 

powerful marketing tool – the opt-in email list. 

 

In addition to collecting addresses on your website, you can also collect 

email addresses at your front desk during check in or check out. Ask your 

guests for permission on an opt-in card to send specials by email. If you 

have done a good job of treating your guests well, they will most likely 

want to hear about your future specials. Ask the front desk staff (some 

clients will use night auditors) to enter the information of that guest on the 

website form. By following this process, you make sure all the addresses 

are being collected in the central database and that they are legitimate 

email addresses following the opt-in process. 

 

Most hotels build a database of anywhere from 1000 – 20,000 email 

addresses within a few months depending on how diligently the hotel is 

focused on collecting email addresses. 

 

Developing Your Email Marketing Plan  
Once you have a practical sized email database, you are ready to conduct 

email campaigns. Hotels will get a reasonable return on their investment if 

the email database is more than 200 the higher, the better. 

 

In this step you decide what campaigns you want to send and how 

frequently. There are two kinds of campaigns that you can send:  
• e-Cards  
• e-Newsletters 

 

E-Cards are campaigns that promote one specific special or item. Some of 

the campaigns that have found to be effective for the lodging industry 

include:  
• Spa Specials  
• Ski Packages  
• Park and Fly Packages  
• Mother‘s Day Specials  
• Thanksgiving Specials  
• Holiday Specials  
• Christmas Specials, etc. 

 

E-Newsletters contain multiple specials and news items. 

 

The frequency at which you send out your campaigns depends on your 

aggressiveness and the amount of effort you put in. Sending out one 

campaign a month or less recommend. Sending more often than that could 

alienate some people on your list, although several hotels will send out 

campaigns every two weeks. 
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Design and Content of Campaigns  
The design and content of your e-campaigns are perhaps the most difficult 

part for hotels. Some hotels with an in-house designer and programming 

capabilities will develop their campaigns in-house. Most hotels will use 

their e-marketing agency for the design of the campaigns and will provide 

the content. Some e-marketing agencies are set-up to be full-service and 

will provide content ideas as well as the design. 

 

Sending Out Campaigns  
A critical component of sending out campaigns is to determine which 

email marketing tool you will use. There are several utilities that can be 

used to send out campaigns depending on the cost and capabilities of the 

systems. In general, here are some of the criteria that you could use to 

select a system for sending out your campaigns: 

 

In-House vs. Outsourced  
This is a critical decision that most hotels face whether to outsource the 

sending of their campaigns to an agency or if they are going to do it 

themselves. If the hotel has resources with reasonable knowledge of html 

programming and some design capabilities, there are several solutions 

available that hoteliers can use to send out their campaigns. If the hotel 

decides to do this internally, it is important to evaluate the ease of use of 

the system available. There are some systems available that will enable 

the hotel to send out campaigns with relative ease. 

 

Several hotels prefer an agency to set up the system for them, and then for 

the hotel to be able to send out the campaigns on their own. Mixed mode 

systems where the agency sets up the campaigns for the hotel and the 

actual sending of the campaigns is done directly by the hotel are effective 

in lowering the costs. These solutions are fairly sophisticated and hence 

few in number, and can be procured from email marketing agencies. 
 

 

Working with ISPs  
Another important criterion for selecting a tool is based on how much 

technology is being used by the provider of the tool to ensure that the 

emails do not get stuck in the spam folders of the major email providers 

and ISPs. Good tool providers spend a lot of time working with email 

providers in understanding their spam guidelines and making sure that 

your emails make it into the in-box of the consumer. Good tool providers 

will specify the guidelines for the design of your email campaigns that 

will follow the spam-checker guidelines for these email providers. Once 

you have designed your templates and selected the tool that you are going 

to use to send out campaigns, you are ready to send out your email 

campaigns. 
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Tracking Your Campaigns  
Most good quality email tools have sophisticated reports available that 

will tell you the effectiveness of your campaigns. The tools give you the 

information on how many recipients of your campaigns opened the 

emails, how many unsubscribed and several other statistics related to the 

effectiveness of your campaigns. 

 

One of the more effective reports indicates which people clicked on which 

links of your email campaign. This gives you an insight into the minds of 

your readers as well as their behaviour. It also points to which particular 

specials in your email campaigns are more effective. 

 

Some of the more sophisticated tools will allow you to set up the system 

so that the consumers who clicked on specific links can get a follow-up 

email that sells them only that particular special. This feature is 

particularly effective when you send multiple specials and you want to 

send out more targeted campaigns once you gain a better understanding of 

the interests of your target audience. 

 

Using Email Marketing to Up-sell  
Email Marketing can be used effectively to up-sell your hotel. Sending 

your guests an email a few days before their arrival at your property 

telling them about your specials and packages offers an immense 

opportunity to increase the revenue generated per customer. State-of-the-

art technologies will enable you to automate the process where all 

reservations received from all your sources – prope rty direct, internet 

booking engine, and central reservation systems – c an get such an email. 

 

Using Email Marketing to Build Relationships and Get Feedback 

Some hotels will send their guests a post stay survey form to get feedback 

on the stay. This helps to build customer relationships and also understand 

what guests like and dislike about your hotel. Online surveys offer instant 

feedback to your hotel. 

 

3.3 Marketing Your Hotel Online 
 

Online marketing or marketing on Internet is rapidly emerging as a very 

significant tool for hotel establishments. Considering that the present age 

is all about connectivity and information, online marketing plays a key 

role in connecting to potential customers that are just a mouse click away. 

Following are some strategies that can take a hotel‘s online marketing 

strategies to the next level. Although some of these might seem quite 

simple, they are often overlooked and neglected in the whole scheme of 

things. 
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Being Informed is Half the Battle Won  
As with any successful business strategy, it is very important to remain up 

to date with the emerging tricks of the trade. Being informed about how 

others are going about their businesses can play a key role in determining 

ones level of investments in certain methods of online marketing. 
 

 

It is important to determine exactly what kind of online marketing 

methods would work best for the hotel. The best way is to study the 

strategies already being followed by some of your successful competitors. 

You can thereafter focus on two or three key methods and perfect them to 

get an edge over others. Once you have clarity of thought in this regard, 

you will be able to allocate your resources in a better manner as well. 
 

 

Identify Goals and Targets  
Identify your goals with respect to each of the methods you are planning 

to implement. Whether you are trying to – build the brand‘s online 

presence, establish relationships with online booking portals and clients, 

increase traffic to hotel‘s web site or plainly obtain more business through 

internet, you will be able to focus on your online marketing methods 

better if you clearly identify the goals you want to achieve with them. 
 

 

Clearly defined goals lead to clarity of thought. Once you know what you 

want to achieve, you can do a great job with the resources and  
method to accomplish those goals. 

 

Perseverance is the Key  
Online marketing can sometimes be a very time-consuming and 

unpredictable exercise. It is important that one deals with it in a very 

patient manner. It can take some time before one sees actual and concrete 

results. The trick lies in remaining committed to the plan until the time 

one witness‘s visible signs of either success or failure. Quite 

understandably, sticking to one‘s strategy can be a testing affair 

considering the present global financial scenario wherein many 

companies are still recovering from the effects of recession. 

 

You can tweak or readjust your strategies, if they seem to be not bearing 

the expected results after some time. 

 

It is important to note that online marketing, especially with regard to 

hotels, is an entirely different ball game in comparison to traditional 

methods of marketing. This is one significant point that all marketers 

must keep in mind. 
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3.4 Impact of Internet on Hospitality Industries 

 

With the advent of the Internet, marketers have access to the technology 

to customise products and communicate directly with smaller target 

markets. The Internet is now firmly established as a marketing tool. It 

serves as an integral part of the marketing mix, serving as a digital 

distribution channel as well as an electronic storefront. 

 

Consumers in the Internet medium are more than just passive recipients in 

the marketing process. The Internet is an interactive medium as opposed 

to traditional marketing which usually allows only one-way 

communication from marketer to consumer:  
• Most PMS have IRS  
• Make reservations online  
• Book through Internet  
• Eliminate fees –Expedia about 12 per cent. 

 

The Internet is rapidly changing the way hospitality operations select and 

procure products. It can streamline operations and minimise costs for 

distributors and buyers. The Internet also allows buyers and sellers to 

communicate information relatively quickly. Further, it enables buyers 

and distributors to acquire information from a wide variety of worldwide 

sources. 

 

Although many software companies and forward-looking hospitality and 

foodservice distributors have already developed Internet applications, 

content related to the purchasing activity is currently in its infancy. 

However, a vast amount of information in this area is now accessible. 

Over the next few years, the Internet will become more useful and more 

user-friendly, which, in turn, will cause the selection and procurement 

process to evolve into a highly technical, digital process. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. What role does electronic mail play in e-marketing?  
ii. List the four steps to conducting effective e-mail marketing. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

The Internet reservations module and effective Email marketing have 

been explained. 

 

The impact of internet on hospitality industries was also discussed. 
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5.0 SUMMARY 

 

Internet reservation system enables Internet users‘ book and purchase 

airline tickets and hotel rooms, rent cars and also search and book trip 

offers. 

 

The administration module is the heart of the entire IRS system. 

 

Electronic mail (e-mail) enables hospitality buyers to communicate with 

primary sources intermediaries, colleagues, and any other person who has 

an e-mail address. 

 

Online marketing or marketing on Internet is rapidly emerging as a very 

significant tool for hotel establishments 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Itemise the easy steps to conducting effective email marketing.  
2. Explain the impact of internet on the hospitality industry.  
3. Discuss two strategies that will take marketing hotels online to the 

next level. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION   

 

In Unit 2, we dealt with Internet reservation modules, e-mail marketing, 

marketing hotels online and the impact of the internet on the hospitality 

industry. In this unit, we shall be discussing how information technology 

enhances housekeeping efficiency and its applications to human resource 

management. 

 

The debate over "high-tech" or "high-touch" is largely a thing of the past 

in the hospitality industry as emerging technologies drive unprecedented 

change in the way hotels operate and serve customers. It is clear that 

investments in technologies can generate greatly improved operating 

efficiencies, higher hotel revenues and enhanced guest services. 

 

Investment in technology is critical today for hotel operations, given its 

importance in two areas:  
• The desire of operators to improve the guest experience. This is 

demonstrated through faster check-in and check-out, more timely 

response to service requests and a myriad of other opportunities to 

enhance services.  
• The potential to improve operating efficiencies. Hotel operators 

are seeking ways to reduce staffing requirements, cross-train staff, 

reduce the overall general and administrative expense, and explore 

opportunities for centralising some functions while at the same 

time distributing other functions more widely. 

 

Implementing technological advances promises the potential for greatly 

enhanced guest services to meet rising customer expectations, improved 
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cost control, more effective marketing strategies and expanded 

opportunities for hotel companies and properties to achieve a competitive 

advantage. However, technology is only as good as its application by an 

organisation, and therein lays the challenge for hospitality companies: 

weighing how best to invest in technology, as well as train employees and 

implement its use. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• explain the decade of integration  
• describe client server technology  
• discuss how technology enhances housekeeping efficiency  
• explain technology applications to human resource management  
• tell how technology saves time and money. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 
 

3.1 The 1990s: A Decade of Integration 
 

A retrospective view of how high technology has been used in the 

hospitality industry reveals the depth of change wrought in hotel 

operations during the past four decades. Accounting and financial systems 

were introduced during the 1960s, but exclusively as mainframe-based 

systems operated by the largest hotels. Systems oriented to property 

management were introduced in the 1970s. During the 1980s, systems 

were ported to mini-computer and micro-computer based platforms. 

Accounting, financial and property management systems finally became 

available even to the smallest operators. Sales and marketing applications 

were developed to provide a competitive advantage for properties. 
 

 

The 1990s will always be marked as the decade of integration, driven by 

powerful networking capabilities offered by client server technology. This 

technology brought no less than the dismantling of the management 

information system (MIS) paradigm as we have known it, more 

completely democratising access to information than at any time in the 

past. 

 

Client Server Technology  
This involves "integrated, networked computer systems using applications 

cooperating across the network. Instead of having a series of mainframes 

networked together, client server technology involve one large processor 

unit (which may or may not be a mainframe) and a network of clients 

linked together, often across large geographic areas. 
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Client server systems make the best use of both the networked client 

computers processing and user interface abilities, and the server systems 

database, computational and data management abilities. 

 

Client server technology offers major benefits to companies adopting 

these systems. Data access is faster because the "server" is not burdened 

with running applications. Data access is more evenly distributed, and 

users have the ability to query and create their own reports. At the same 

time, design of the database can be truly independent of the applications, 

which are run on the user computers. 

 

Client server technology in the hospitality industry offers significant 

opportunities as companies make decisions relating to technology. In 

addition to improving services, hotel operators are seeking ways to 

effectively integrate the disparate systems accumulated during the last 

decade. Most of the larger hotel properties currently are running multiple 

computer platforms (systems), and due to the cost of technology, will 

continue to do so for the next several years. These platforms have evolved 

from a patchwork of tactical solutions initiated by various functional 

areas. 

 

Client server technology is probably the most viable strategic option for 

medium to large multi-property owners and operators as technology 

upgrades are made. The number of enterprises in general industry that 

have adopted client server architectures, for example, has risen from 35 

per cent in 1992 to more than 60 per cent today. Similar levels of use can 

be expected in the hospitality industry. 

 

Client server technology benefits hotel organisations primarily because it 

decouples the applications from the database contained on the "server" 

system. In practical terms, this means that the applications typically used 

in the hospitality industry (back office, food & beverage, front office, 

etc.) can be developed by different vendors (as is typically the case), yet 

use a common database. Ad hoc reporting and MIS support are simplified 

and more efficient. 

 

The client server approach, then, makes it possible to rebuild an 

information technology (IT) infrastructure to unify mainframes, midrange 

systems and PCs with universal connectivity in a single infrastructure as 

the ultimate goal. Optimally, hotel organisations should be able to reduce 

IT costs, leverage investments in PCs and improve staff productivity. In 

addition, client server technology sets the stage for the still more 

sophisticated technologies of the next decade in which guests will have 

greater access to in-room technologies, and fully integrated systems using 

a common database will be the norm. 
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A New Era of Guest Services  
For most hotel operations, client server technology is inevitable. The 

benefits of integration via networked computer systems are compelling 

given the impact of improved technologies and the opportunity for 

business process reengineering. At the same time, older technologies are 

phasing out, and hotel operators will need well-integrated systems to 

support the database marketing and guest services required to compete in 

coming years. These include: 

 

One-Stop Guest Services  
These services in the hospitality industry have two different applications. 

Guest services accessed by the guest typically involve the use of the in-

room television remote control to select from a suite of interactive 

programmes and services. Guests can navigate easily through multi-media 

video and audio, and be automatically connected by phone to outside 

services. 

 

In addition, guest services provided by the staff typically involve a PC 

running a front-end application that allows access to outside services, as 

well as access to guest-specific information maintained in a central 

repository or database. In either case, the method employed is driven by 

the guest familiarity and comfort in using technology. 

 

In the future, one-stop integrated systems will make the same basic 

services available to hotel staff available to the guest by means of fully 

integrated systems (retail, ticketing, reservations, etc.) using a central 

guest data repository and access to outside service providers. All these 

functions will be on-line and presented to the employee and guest in an 

intuitive graphical user interface. 

 

Smart Cards  
These cards contain an integrated circuit that can allow a guest access to 

the room or other services in the hotel. Smart cards also have the potential 

to be coded for use in charging retail items, meals, minibar use or other 

purchases. In the future, travel agencies ultimately may issue smart card 

itineraries rather than paper ones. Airlines will have a reader that verifies 

the traveler's flight number and seat assignment. Hotels will have a reader 

that can encode the card for use as a room key and capture frequent guest 

programme information. 

 

Since the smart card will be a universal card, it could be used at different 

airlines and hotels during the same trip. 

 

The main drawback of smart cards currently is standards. Vendors write 

information in their own coded software which can only be understood by 

their own reader. Further agreement on standards will need to be 
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reached by the various manufacturers before the power of this technology 

can be fully exploited. 

 

Video Check-In and Express Check-Out For these services, touch 

screens on free-standing terminals at kiosks are being developed as part of 

systems to check in and check out guests without the need to use the 

traditional front desk. Touch-and-Go, the first system of its kind in the 

industry provides the guest who has an advance reservation and a credit 

card the option of avoiding the front desk at the beginning or end of the 

stay. Touch-and-Go was successfully tested by Hyatt hotels at two 

properties and is now being rolled out to between20 and 30 of their 

properties. The target speed for the system is to allow guests to check 

themselves into their own rooms in less than 90 seconds. The system on 

check out allows a guest to approve expenses which appear on-screen, 

and then print a folio of charges. 

 

Database Marketing  
At the core of technology-driven marketing is the ability to better target a 

hotel's customer base. A hotel's customer information file provides the 

opportunity to segment customers, develop profiles of frequent guests, 

target prospective customers and improve retention. Many finer hotels 

maintained a guest history system manually before the advent of 

affordable computer systems. However, these manual systems were 

limited in their ability to serve as the basis for a marketing programme, 

and also did not permit the chain operator to identify the best individual 

customers who frequented multiple hotels within the chain. Client server 

technology now permits a hotel chain to maintain one single customer 

database which can be accessed by all of the properties connected to the 

server over the network. In addition, far more data can be collected about 

the customer and his spending, making the database much more powerful 

as a focused marketing tool. 

 

Executive Information Systems (EIS)  
These systems offer a way to extract information from disparate systems 

and present it in a usable and informative manner to top management. 

What is required is a front-end interactive interface which displays and 

queries the back-end database (common repository of information) and 

feeder systems, which include existing financing and operational systems. 

Design and implementation of an EIS system is typically complex, 

requiring close examination of a hotel operation's key performance 

indicators, information sources and other system design features. Once 

created and implemented, however, an EIS system has the capacity to 

provide management with a user-friendly, readily accessible and current 

view of a hotel operation's key financial results and performance 

indicators. 
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Technological advances thus have the potential to generate a range of 

benefits critical to remaining competitive, and ultimately driving 

expanded market share and profitability. Nevertheless, the barriers to 

increased investments in technology by hotel owners and operators can be 

daunting. These include general resistance to change, lack of available 

funds or manpower to invest in technology, and a perceived inability to 

quantify benefits. 

 

Like other service companies, hotels are by their very nature more reliant 

on information than many other industries. The success or failure of a 

service company can be directly tied to the accuracy of data contained in 

databases and the speed of retrieval. Clearly, technological advances 

applied in the hospitality industry will set increasingly higher standards 

for guest services and hotel operations with customer expectations 

continuing to accelerate. As a result, investments in technologies and 

effective application of these technologies in hotel operations and services 

will become one of the most decisive factors differentiating successful 

hotel organisations globally in the years ahead. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. In what two areas is investment in technology critical for hotel 

operators?  
ii. What are executive information systems? 

 

3.2 Housekeeping Technology for Enhanced Efficiency 

 

In the recent past, the hospitality industry has seen a sea of changes. One 

such area that has seen rapid improvements brought on by the growing 

use of technology is housekeeping. The long neglected department of 

housekeeping has been steadily adopting technology to increase 

efficiency, provide guests with a seamless experience and add to customer 

delight. 

 

The largest costs in a hotel‘s balance sheet are manpower. 40 per cent of 

these manpower expenses are directly linked to housekeeping. Hotels are 

demanding technology based solutions that can enable them to reduce 

these costs and optimise manpower through innovative means. 

 

Some of the technology leveraged by the housekeeping department has 

been iPads and smart phones with specific housekeeping applications, 

kiosk based stations and text message modules to address guests requests 

and grievances rapidly. Numerous housekeeping functions such as room 

cleaning, lost and found, supplies and inventory, accessing mini bar using 

telephones or kiosks and other mundane functions have been automated 

using smart housekeeping applications. Complaints from 
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guests can be addressed faster through text messages, rather than through 

staff stationed at a desk. The constant endeavor is to provide guests with 

personalised service in the least possible time. 

 

Challenges of Delivering Housekeeping Applications  
With the demand for technology in housekeeping growing, hospitality 

software companies are constantly called upon to deliver better software 

offerings targeted at addressing real pain-points. Research and 

Development (R&D) wings constantly interact with customers, locating 

issues and addressing them in newer product versions that are periodically 

launched. 

 

Some of the requests for housekeeping departments include applications 

for tracking housekeeping maid cleaning time, floor-wise duty roster for 

cleaning schedules and comprehensive housekeeping console, which 

allows floor-wise, and user-wise performance tracking. This tracking is 

useful for guest supplies, laundry, room cleaning and housekeeping 

inventory information. 

 

Till recently, hotels were slow to leverage technology, but today, a 

growing number of hotels see the benefits of technology in housekeeping. 

With falling costs of technology, hoteliers are allocating higher 

percentages of their budgets to innovative vertical-specific applications. 

Hoteliers are also investing in technologies that can aid in guest retention, 

energy management, and staff optimisation and increase average room 

rate. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

Mention some of the technologies leveraged by the housekeeping 

department. 

 

3.3 Technology Applications and Human Resource 

Management 

 

Mobile technology applications are making human resource management 

more efficient and more profitable. 

 

The widespread usage of mobile applications in hotel operations is a 

relatively young practice but it has imparted on hotel operations 

effectively. The use of mobile applications in housekeeping, maintenance, 

and room inventory has produced dramatic results. Such dramatic results 

were also achieved in managing workflow – and whenever you make 

enhancements to your workflow, you have by definition enhanced the 

way you manage people. Managing workflow 
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and managing people are overlapping concepts, with overlapping human 

resource implications and human resource benefits. 

 

Managing Workflow  
Every hotel has policies and procedures for handling the day-to-day 

operations that make its business tick – from check -in/check-out to 

―back-of-the-house‖ functions such as housekeeping, maintenance, 

inventory control. Typically, the term ―workflow‖ r efers to the tasks, 

tools, and status updates that are needed to complete each procedure. 

 

Sometimes the procedures are defined or mandated by brand standards; 

sometimes the procedures have been developed by the local owner or 

manager and are unique to the property; and sometimes the procedures are 

a hybrid of these two approaches. 

 

Regardless which of these systems is in place, it traditionally involves a 

high volume of paper-based documents, including forms, spreadsheets, 

templates, and reports. This maze of information can be disorganised, is 

probably confusing, and is almost certainly overwhelming. 

 

That is because most hotels are still using workflows that were designed 

almost 50 years ago, when mainframes and centralised computing were 

considered state-of-the-art technology – and when p aper was the accepted 

form of communication. 

 

Today‘s typical room inspection involves at least four-steps – from filling 

out forms manually to entering the information in database to generating a 

report to review the data with management and team members. 
 

 

Similarly, initiating room repair requires multiple steps that start with 

reporting the problem and continue with generating a repair ticket, fixing 

the problem, closing the repair ticket, entering the data, generating a 

report, and having management review the report. 

 

For employees, the result is lots of job frustration – due to lost paperwork, 

missed deadlines, missing or incorrect information, and long completion 

times. 

 

For guests, this translates into the ―red tape‖ of inefficiency – which 

reduces their loyalty, their return visits, and their satisfaction scores. 

 

For owners, the bottom line suffers.  
This started to change with the age of distributed computing – namely, 

the advent of personal computers (PC‘s) and databases – which 

minimised the use of paper, but did not eliminate it. 
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Now we are harnessing the power of mobile computing with its mobile 

applications, or mApplications, and we are seeing what amounts to 

―workflow automation‖ – and with it, almost no need for the use of paper. 
 

 

Installed on a smart phone, tablet, or mobile device, mApplications are a 

combination ―to-do‖ list and comprehensive project management tool – 

with a template or dashboard that is customised for the brand, the 

property, and the function. 

 

Instead of recording information on paper, employees use the 

mApplications to enter data – including photos, if desired – into the 

mobile device, using pre-designed custom forms. The data is instantly 

transmitted throughout the company network, then available 

simultaneously and in real-time to all authorised personnel. 

 

With mApplications, a room inspection involves one step – entering the 

data on the mobile device. All desired recipients receive the report 

immediately, then can review and respond as needed at their desired pace. 
 

 

A room repair is equally easy – with mApplications a problem reported 

and a repair ticket generated in one step, then the ticket is closed in the 

second and final step. Again, all recipients receive the report immediately, 

then can review and respond as needed at their own pace. Consider the 

following statistics from a 12-month trial at a 2,000-room  
Chicago hotel: 

 

Inspections classified as ―unsatisfactory‖ dropped from 26 per cent to 

below 1 per cent  
While, inspections classified as ―satisfactory‖ ros e from74 per cent to a 

whopping 99 per cent. 

 

The frequency of inspections increased consistently from about 300 per 

month when mApplications were introduced to more than 1,000 per 

month just nine months later 

 

A single manager could report on the occupancy status of more than 400 

rooms in less than three hours, which is an average of less than 30 

seconds per room. 

 

Vacant rooms were added to the inventory and available to rent at the rate 

of about 100 rooms an hour – and these rooms w ere added within 

minutes after being cleaned by housekeeping, compared to several hours 

lag time using paper-based reports. 
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These results represent measurable gains in employee efficiency, 

employee productivity, and overall business performance. They 

underscore how mApplications enable hotel management to move quickly 

towards a ―best practices‖ level of perform ance. 

 

Benefits of Human Resource Management Technology Applications  
• Elimination of duplicate data entry, which increases data accuracy. 

 
• Faster access to data, as well as continuous 24/7 online access to 

that data, which together improve both employee communication 

and employee decision-making – including the abilit y to make 

immediate adjustments to assignments.  
• Quicker employee response time, which translates into lower 

operational and maintenance costs. 
• 

 
They provide a verifiable version of the ―truth‖ – namely exactly 

what functions were performed, when, and by whom. This can be 

especially important in complying with certain regulatory or 

insurance requirements, in resolving disputes, or in dealing with a 

union workforce.  
• They provide a shift from work being done manually by humans to 

work being done by machine, under the supervision of humans. 
 

 

Currently a mobile application for the reporting of accidents on hotel 

property is being developed. This product is intended to provide 

indisputable, time-stamped documentation of the facts and the photos 

associated with any situation – for use as needed b y the owner, the brand 

company, the police, the insurance companies, the courts, and others. 

 

Another mobile application under development is an easy-to-use 

inventory management system for hotel banquet departments, which 

traditionally keep cumbersome paper records of items in stock such as 

plates, silverware, and serving dishes. 

 

By eliminating the clutter of paper-based reports and by streamlining 

tasks that are mundane or repetitive, mApplications are allowing 

employees to concentrate on more significant responsibilities and to 

function at a higher intellectual level. 

 

The payoff for owners is a work environment that is more creative and 

more satisfying for employees-ultimately, more welcoming for guests. 

 

Managing Personnel  
Mobile applications will never replace the ―human‖ side of ―human 

resources‖- supervisors still have to discuss any n umber of issues with 
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employees- but mApplications certainly are changing the process 

dramatically and for the better. 

 

Just as mApplications are automating the workflow, they are also causing 

a web-based automation of the workforce. For example, some of the more 

popular human resource benefits of mobile technology include: 

 

• tracking time spent on given tasks to determine the value received 

compared to the resources invested  
• eTraining and eLearning with download of reference materials, 

webinars, manuals, and summaries of business books  
• fast, easy, and fair changes in work schedules – fo r example, one 

hotel uses a mobile application to advice employees of shift 

openings every day and the first employee to respond receives the 

assignment, thereby eliminating any claims of favouritism  
• convenient centralised record-keeping for personnel matters, 

ranging from performance reviews to health insurance matters to 

accrued time for vacation, sick days, or special compensation. 

 

What started as evolutionary change in hotel workflow with the advent of 

PC‘s and databases, has now, in the age of mobile technology, become 

revolutionary. 

 

Mobile applications are having an increasingly significant impact on 

efficient human resource management – on what tasks hotel personnel are 

assigned as well as on how those tasks are effectively completed. Hotel 

properties and hotel personnel are becoming productive. 

 

In the process, as we have seen, mApplications help create a more 

comfortable, more valued experience for both employees and guests – the 

hotel becomes a place where employees want to work and guests want to 

stay. The ultimate payoff of mApplications for owners is, therefore, both 

simple and significant. They make it easier for you to attract and to retain 

both employees and guests. 

 

Technology Improve Customer Service  
Customer service is the lifeblood of any organisation, and it is not just a 

department but must be the attitude of the entire company. Employees can 

be trained to provide the best service possible to the customer. However, 

if the technology is not adequate, customers, and employees, will quickly 

become disheartened and frustrated. A frustrated customer (or employee) 

can lead to lower company revenues through lost sales or lost 

productivity. Technology, used properly, can help employees work more 

efficiently and ease customer frustrations. 
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There are various ways technology can be used to improve customer 

service. 

 

Increased Automation  
Contact centres are increasingly using voice recognition and call-routing 

technologies. The customer can speak to a computer or press keys that 

will route him or her to the appropriate department to handle the request. 

Call routing improves customer service by allowing the customer to go 

straight to the person that can handle his or her needs. This saves the 

customer from repeating the request to numerous representatives and 

ultimately saves time for the customer and saves money for the 

organisation. 

 

Research technologies and consultants can help automate routine 

processes. Visit similar businesses to understand how they have 

implemented technology in their operating processes. Interview other 

businesses to discover how automation has impacted their business 

positively and negatively. 

 

Customer Empowerment  
Technology also empowers the customer. With technology, the customer 

can get what is needed from the company. Self-checkout lines have 

become popular in retail outlets. The customer goes into the store to get 

what is needed and can check out without interacting with the company's 

associates. The customer is satisfied because he or she can quickly get 

exactly what is needed, purchase and pay for the item without a long wait. 

The customer may also choose not to self-checkout and prefer to use a 

cashier line. This, again, increases customer service because he or she has 

an option. The customer has control over how he or she interacts with the 

organisation. Look to see what the company can allow the customers to 

access themselves. When evaluating, be prepared to change or completely 

eliminate some processes. Simplify the processes to make it easier for the 

customer. 

 

Customer Education  
Companies can educate their customers about items as simple as operating 

hours or as drastic as company shutdowns. Airlines and hotels use 

technology to send customers reminders of flight check-ins or hotel 

reservations. This not only helps customers by helping them remember 

important events on behalf of the company, but it also helps the company 

by providing a way to confirm the customer's initial request.  
Keep the external and internal channels of customer communication 

updated. For example, the company websites should have the most current 

information; this includes external websites and the company's intranet. 

Have an action plan for quickly and accurately updating the 
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company's information. This plan should include the use of websites, 

social media and phone messages. 

 

More Channels of Ordering  
The internet, telephone and even social media have helped to provide 

customers with increased, more efficient ways of ordering products. In 

addition, customers can order a product or service when it is convenient 

for them. Review the organisation's channels of ordering. If the customer 

cannot order by telephone anytime, provide other channels of ordering 

such as through the company's website, blog or even through social 

media. Check to ensure the customer can provide payment information 

securely via the internet and telephone. If the customer orders via mail or 

fax, ensure that the organisation is PCI-compliant, which also keeps 

customer payment information secure. 

 

Cut Costs  
Technology keeps costs low while providing a quality product to the 

customer. Use technology in those areas where there is "low-hanging 

fruit." For example, instead of making paper copies to send to other 

departments, scan the documents and place them on a shared server. This 

saves money in office supplies, time in document distribution and allows 

the receiving departments the ability to always access the information. 
 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

i. Mention the areas IT has helped in human resource management.  
ii. Mention the areas IT has helped in customer service. 

 

3.4 Technology Saves Time and Money 
 

Lately everyone seems to be focusing on the time and money saving 

benefits of mobile applications from the guests‘ perspective. Mobile 

technology can make the lives of hoteliers significantly easier by 

maximising efficiency and quality control. 

 

The prevalent use of mobile technology in the travel market is consumer-

driven and quickly gaining momentum. Consumers demand this 

technology be available and many hotels are scrambling to grasp the 

ramifications of the movement. The inevitable fact is mobile platforms 

will soon penetrate and influence all aspects of hotel operations. Early 

adopters of mobile technology will be well positioned to best satisfy the 

needs of their guests and staff. 
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Outsourcing  
Although all hotels should have a mobile solution, it is not necessary for 

every hotel to create their own native mobile applications. In many 

regards native mobile applications represent the antithesis of efficiency. 

To start, native applications require developers to write code for multiple 

tech stacks and deliver updates for all the unique platforms. This means 

developers must do the same job multiple times for each platform they 

choose to support. As you may have learned already, professional 

application development does not come cheaply. 

 

There are economical alternatives to native applications that provide all 

the benefits with none of the headache or overhead. The most cost-

efficient solutions offering the greatest return on investment lie in free 

third party web applications. The next generation of web applications will 

offer user experiences that rival those of native applications. Only web 

applications allow developers to create their code once and deliver 

updates across all platforms instantly. Using HTML5 and CSS, web 

applications provide seamless multi-platform user experiences. This 

ensures hotel information is always accessible to guests regardless of the 

device they choose to use. 

 

There are third party application providers offering customisable 

applications featuring all the functionality of private native applications. 

These independent service providers often leverage advertising-based 

revenue models thus allowing them to provide their services free to hotels. 

With no out of pocket costs, all the additional revenue the hotel 

applications generate goes directly to the hotel. Furthermore these 

application providers are continually updating their feature sets to 

incorporate the most advanced technology. 

 

Marketing  
An extremely beneficial feature of mobile applications is the ability to test 

new marketing strategies and quickly and accurately evaluate their 

effectiveness. Hotel guests represent a captive audience of active buyers. 

Using in-application messaging and notifications, hotels can engage their 

guests and encourage immediate responses. By tracking the click through 

and conversion rates of each message hotels can quickly see what works 

and what does not. 

 

Before mobile applications, in the world of print, crafting a profitable 

advertising message and evaluating the effectiveness of marketing 

campaigns could be a costly and time consuming endeavor. Now, by 

viewing real time data, marketers can focus their efforts on initiatives that 

yield results. Applications provide a direct link to hotels target consumers, 

offering a perfect focus group to test new marketing 
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techniques. This greatly reduces the time needed to develop campaigns, 

allowing marketers to start generating additional revenue much sooner. 

 

Social  
Today social media seems to be ever-present and influential on all aspects 

of our lives. Keeping up with the nonstop barrage of comments, posts, 

likes, and inquires requires constant attention. Brand social media 

managers have their work cut out for them. Managing multiple social 

networks simultaneously poses a myriad of challenges. 

 

Mobile applications offer deep social integration, making things a little 

easier on those trying to get messages out to their target audience. Hotels 

can share content and promotions directly from applications back-end 

management systems. This ensures that messages are delivered to all the 

guests, not just friends and followers opting in on the various social 

networks. Should guests choose to join; applications provide a fantastic 

platform for guests to subscribe to hotels social accounts. 

 

Paperless  
Going green is not just about saving the planet. Paperless workspaces are 

far less costly. Consider how much time and money can be saved by 

simply eliminating the daily printed turndown letters. Using a mobile 

application to explain to guests what will be going on in the hotels the 

following day provides a superior guest experience and is less expensive. 

The work involved for this service alone ties up multiple staff members. 

If you consider the time it takes to design, print, and distribute these 

assets to guests, developing a digital solution is clearly far more 

economical and useful. 

 

Delivering digital notifications outlining hotel information coupled with a 

clear call to action encourages on the spot conversions. One way for 

hotels to utilise this technology is to push out event notifications inviting 

guests to join them on property. For example: 

 

―Please join us for a unique experience in the wine bar. 

Enjoy exquisite wine pairings by our renowned 

sommelier as he takes you on a taste-journey through 

the south of France. This event will sell out! Click the 

RSVP button to reserve your place now.‖ 

 

Messages like this work well and they do not cost a thing to deliver. What 

is better, this streamlines the process to conversion, eliminating multiple 

steps that guests would otherwise be required to complete to achieve the 

same results. Making the booking process effortless greatly increases the 

likelihood that guests will commit. 
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Paperless options also provide the opportunity to track guest behaviour. 

What are they interested in and what are their viewing patterns? The 

better you know your guests the easier it becomes to take proactive steps 

to providing the best possible service. 

 

Quality Control  
Applications provide the platform for systems-based staff protocols, 

ensuring quality control and consistent performance. Using detailed 

reports each staff member may be held accountable for the work they 

perform. Real performance data can aid in accurate employee and hotel 

performance evaluations. Applications may collect key metrics, 

generating easy to read reports that allow hotels to quickly identify areas 

needing improvement. 

 

Guest requests may be delivered in real-time directly to the appropriate 

staff on their personal mobile devices, greatly reducing the service hours 

spent fulfilling guests requests. For example: 

 

A guest may submit a housekeeping request for their room to be cleaned. 
 

 

The housekeeping staff will receive the request via a detailed message 

notification. Any of the housekeeping staff that is logged into the system 

may process the request. Accepting a request can load a specific task list 

unique to the request being fulfilled. Staff simply checks the necessary 

steps off the list until the job is done. This ensures employees repeat the 

exact process for each job every time. 

 

This systems-based approach delivers predictable and consistent results, 

ensuring guests receive the same high-quality stay every time. And 

consistency keeps guests coming back! 

 

Performance Incentives  
While some duties can and should be automated, mobile applications 

should not be intended to eliminate jobs. Rather they should assist 

employees in doing their jobs well and in a timely manner. Technology is 

simply a tool. It takes people using this technology to create great and 

lasting experiences. 

 

Systems-based solutions reduce the chances of incurring human errors 

and thus reduce the cost of correcting these errors. It is less expensive to 

get things right the first time around. By developing clearly articulated 

task lists and protocols, hotel staff can feel confident in their performance, 

knowing exactly what is required of them at any given time in any 

situation. Holding staff accountable for their work provides an 

opportunity to offer recognition for outstanding performance. The 
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key is to get staff to embrace the system. By showing employees how the 

system can be used to reward them, they will be more inclined to provide 

the best service possible. 

 

Many hotels are just beginning to explore the potential benefits of mobile 

technology. We still have a long way to go before standards and best 

practices are clearly defined and understood. The movement in mobile 

technology is not a fad that will soon fade. This is a consumer driven 

phenomenon that hotels must fully embrace to remain competitive in this 

rapidly evolving market. By establishing strategic partnerships and 

implementing systems-based operational solutions hotels will run more 

efficiently and smoothly. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

What areas has IT touched in saving money and time? 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have discussed how technology has been applied in the hospitality 

industry and their benefits such as how it has enhanced housekeeping 

efficiency, as well as the benefits of its application to human resource 

management. We also looked at how technology saves time and money. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

Investment in technology is critical today for hotel operations, given its 

importance in the desire of operators to improve the guest experience and 

the potential to improve operating efficiencies. 

 

Client server technology involves integrated, networked computer 

systems using applications cooperating across the network. Data access is 

faster because the "server" is not burdened with running applications. 

Data access is more evenly distributed, and users have the ability to query 

and create their own reports. 

 

Client server technology offers significant opportunities as companies 

make decisions relating to technology for improving services. 

 

Client server technology benefits hotel organisations primarily because it 

decouples the applications from the database contained on the "server" 

system, thus making it possible for the applications typically used in the 

hospitality industry to be developed by different vendors and yet use a 

common database. 
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Housekeeping has been steadily adopting technology to increase 

efficiency, provide guests with a seamless experience and add to customer 

delight. 

 

Hotels are demanding technology based solutions that can enable them to 

reduce costs and optimise manpower through innovative means. 

 

Some of the technology leveraged by the housekeeping department has 

been iPads and smart phones with specific housekeeping applications, 

kiosk based stations and text message modules to address guests requests 

and grievances rapidly. 

 

Mobile technology applications are making human resource management 

more efficient and more profitable. It is very effective in managing 

workflow and personnel. 

 

An extremely beneficial feature of mobile applications is the ability to test 

new marketing strategies and quickly and accurately evaluate their 

effectiveness. 

 

Various ways technology can be used to improve customer service are 

increased automation, customer empowerment, customer education, more 

channels of ordering, and cutting costs. 

 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Discuss the benefits of client server technology.  
2. Explain how mobile technology aids human resource management. 

 

3. How does technology enhance efficiency in housekeeping 

operations? 
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UNIT 4 TREND OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN 

THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In the last unit, we discussed how information technology enhances 

housekeeping efficiency and its applications to human resource 

management. In this unit, we will be looking at technology trends in the 

hospitality industry. 

 

If there is one theme that runs through most technology trends today, it 

seems to be complexity. The never-ending stream of new marketing 

ideas, the rapid shifts in consumer trends and desires, and the 

overwhelming volume of data we need to analyse—all of these need to be 

combined in ever-changing ways, and now also made accessible from 

mobile devices. Sometimes it seems that all technology does is 

complicate our lives further every day. 

 

Looking back over past trend reviews, these factors and many of the 

directions being taken to deal with them have been apparent for some 

time. These include the growing connectivity of systems to share and 

consolidate data, the emergence of new tools to analyse and use that data, 

the personalisation of guestroom technology, increasingly mobile access 

to information, and so on. What has changed has been the huge explosion 

of available data on the Internet for consumers and in ever-growing 

operations and customer profile databases for businesses. Combine this 

with the growing assumption that everyone should be able to access 

anything they want at any time from their cell phones, filtered and 

presented in just the way they want to see it, and it often seems like an 

impossible task to manage. The good news, though, is that the technology 

advances that cause the challenges also give us the means to regain 

control, to filter out what is meaningful and respond to it flexibly and 

appropriately over the right channels. 
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Hospitality has often been characterised as entertainment, providing a 

relaxing and enjoyable environment where a whole cast of people work 

together to welcome, care for and entertain visitors, within the guidelines 

of a script to present a brand- or hotel-specific image and theme. 
 

 

As the world becomes ever more complex, it is encouraging to see good 

progress in ensuring that the cast of different systems involved in 

hospitality likewise work together to a common script. It is the only way 

to ensure consistency in the ever-expanding volume of data they generate, 

to permit more informed and timely business and marketing decisions and 

to support standards of guest service. We certainly live in interesting 

times. 

 

2.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 

• discuss system and data convergence  
• itemise technology trends in the hospitality industry  
• explain social stay revolution. 

 

3.0 MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 System and Data Convergence 

 

It has been a long time coming, but many more hotels now understand the 

need to plan for the technology needs of their operations as a complete 

entity. It is becoming ever clearer that automating individual departments 

with single purpose point solutions just shifts bottlenecks from one place 

to another. An overall strategy and framework to cover the whole 

operation are essential. 

 

When times are tough, the one major differentiator between hotels in 

guests‘ minds is service, and clearly, the more complete and accurate 

information hotels have on guests' needs, the better they are able to 

anticipate and satisfy them. Knowing guests‘ spending and activity habits 

on property allows for better pre-arrival contacts to assure them that their 

preferences are being looked after. Knowing their booking habits permits 

personally tailored offers to be sent on the right channels and at the right 

times when they are most receptive to make a reservation. But the key is 

accumulating complete and accurate profiles from all the multiple systems 

involved. 

 

Similarly, when hotels are looking to save every cent they can and run as 

efficiently as possible, it is equally essential to have complete and 
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accurate operational information to work with. Flexible analysis of 

trustworthy data is the only realistic way to find and correct exceptions, 

and to make well-informed decisions on how to improve business 

processes. In both cases, consolidating data from many different systems 

and departments into an accurate, meaningful whole continues to be a 

critical success factor. 

 

Fortunately, system vendors continue to expand their systems coverage 

and interface abilities to suit, and to provide flexible analysis tools. 

Several property management system vendors (e.g., MICROS, 

Northwind, RSI, SoftBrands) now offer their own business intelligence 

analysis modules, and third party vendors such as Aptech, Datavision and 

ProfitSword continue to help provide insights into an ever wider array of 

data sources. On the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) side, a 

whole legion of vendors provides increasingly flexible ways to market to 

guests. 

 

All Together Now  
No department operates in isolation. Group and transient guest bookings 

impact each other, but they also impact the workload in housekeeping, the 

food and beverage outlets, engineering and accounting. The more 

integrated the systems everyone uses, the greater awareness they have of 

the operation as a whole and the more effectively they can plan and work 

together. 

 

This has been true for a long time, of course, but many properties avoided 

dealing with it because it was too difficult to get their systems to work 

well together. However, the trend toward more integrated system sets is 

stronger than ever. Individual systems continue to offer ever-wider 

coverage and Over the Air (OTA-) and Hotel Technology Next 

Generation (HTNG)-inspired interfaces provide much more power and 

flexibility in linking different applications. Consequently, more complete 

solutions are readily available and increasingly effective. For example: 

 

- MICROS, has now incorporated previously separate business 

intelligence and revenue management modules into its Opera suite. 

 
- Northwin d‘s Maestro has added integrated e-marketing campaign 

functions and expanded its online self-service dynamic packaging 

and condo owner access.  
- IQWare has added central reservations and time-share modules, as 

well as channel management functions and services.  
- Resort Suite has added more online activities booking, including 

booking through Passkey. 
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- PAR  Springer-Miller  has  expended  its  SMS|World  online  
booking module and extended its two-way links with distribution 

channels.  
Since no individual system does everything a property needs, it is 

encouraging to see how much cooperation has grown between 

vendors to offer various combinations of their systems as a more 

unified whole. 

 

3.2 Top Technology Trends in the Hospitality Industry 

 

With more and more hotels providing state of the art facilities for modern 

hi-tech services apart from just merely luxurious accommodations and 

dining options, guests are being subjected to an absolutely new 

experience. The recent times have narrowed the scope for uninterrupted 

leisure and hence more and more travelers are combining business with a 

bit of leisure for maximum utilisation of their time and money. The hotels 

and entertainment places are also cashing on this opportunity by 

incorporating hi-tech amenities for a mutually beneficial solution. 
 

 

Such facilities are made available to visitors not just by branded hotels but 

also theme parks, restaurants, casinos, etc. where people spend their 

leisurely hours. This promotes a far-reaching effect on the hospitality 

sector while boosting potential for the growth of business. Some of the 

most prominent hospitality trends are: 

 

1. New age customer relationship management programmes prompt 

hotels to obtain information regarding guest preferences from different 

systems at the basic property level and spread the same throughout the 

company. The process is operated by merging property level Customer 

Relations Management (CRM) data with a greater customer relations 

management system located at the headquarters for an entire chain of 

hotels. 

 

The information is used to provide customised services as guests check 

into a hotel of the same chain. It does not end here, historical transaction 

data of the guest is also supplied to avoid prior mistakes and ensure 

complete satisfaction. Various software like BizTalk Server 2006 and 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM help in information management and assist in 

comprehending the trends, behaviours and habits of various guests. 

 

2. In-room systems incorporated by different hotels offer gaming 

options, bill display, thermostat and light control, in-room music apart 

from the privilege to watch first-run movies with wide screen plasma 

monitors. Some hotels also have device oriented interaction facilities that 

helps in reducing the hurdle of maintaining multiple service 
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offerings for different areas of a multi-use property cum residence. The 

Microsoft Media Center with advanced plug-ins facilitates the process. 

 

3. The new Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system enable 

guests to locate each other at a ski resort and allow them to pay for a meal 

resulting in a cashless payment system that is capable of being used on 

and off property. It helps in yielding an immediate return on investment 

while raising the profit level. The whole process is facilitated through the 

implementation of Microsoft BizTalk Server and Microsoft MapPoint 

Location Server in combination with RFID and other location based 

services. It thus allows better security and freedom apart from the option 

to pay for meals. 

 

4. Implementation of efficient business processes is possible through 

interchange of data. Creation of specific interfaces leads to integration 

between property-level systems. The process is operated through 

implementation of an "Information Hub" powered by Microsoft BizTalk 

Server at the property level which routes all collected information to 

different systems and runs the business by streamlining data exchanges. 
 

 

5. The dynamic platform offers a self-healing hotel technology for 

constantly monitoring a hotel's systems to solve problems before they 

spread throughout the property. 

 

The iPad Revolution 

 

This device is going to redefine how guests are going to use technology in 

hotels in the future particularly in the guestroom. Consider these points. 
 

 

It is the fastest selling consumer electronic device in history.  
iPad is the first video centric guest internet device.  

It has a very simple GUI (Guest User Interface) and new users 

both young and old are able to use it almost immediately with little 

or no training.  
IPad is already placing huge demands on Hotel Wi-Fi systems 

consuming much more bandwidth and data than in the past with 

people doing emails etc. 

 

While focused on the iPad, we cannot forget other tablet devices that are 

also gaining market share namely the Samsung Galaxy, plus the new 

Kindle Fire, and of course other smart phones that use the Android 

operating system. 
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What does this mean for Hoteliers?  
a). Many hotels Wi-Fi systems are suffering from a lack of available 

bandwidth and as result are getting overloaded as guests wish to 

download their own content. The result of this is that many guests 

are complaining about poor download experience and are using 

sites such as trip advisor to express their negative opinions.  
b). Guests want the same technology experience they have at home or 

office and if they have a bad experience may not return to hotel. 

 

c). With the increasing demand for more bandwidth and the 

subsequent costs to provide this, it is going to be difficult for hotels 

to agree to offer anything other than a limited free Wi-Fi mainly 

for emails.  
d). iPads that are made available to guests to use in the guestroom 

open up a world of new opportunities for hotels to deploy in 

guestrooms to handle the following applications: 

 

• Room Service ordering.  

The room service ordering on the iPad is fully integrated with the 

Point of Sale so once the items are ordered it is automatically sent 

to the kitchen plus it also posted to the guests folio without any 

more manual entries required . This integrated process plus the 

ability to showcase dishes on the iPad with photos plus preparation 

notes has led to the increase in room service orders. 

 

• Concierge services where the guest has the ability to access the full 

range of hotel services on the iPad without the need to call down to 

the concierge desk. 

 

• The iPad can have a range of application software installed on it 

that is fully integrated with all the in room facilities such as lights, 

air conditioning, TV, curtains etc. whereby guests if they wish can 

turn on or off these facilities simply by using the iPad application. 
 

 

• Another advantage of offering in-room iPads is the elimination of  
the printed guest compendiums as these can all be accessed via the 

iPad.  
e). With the above application now available on the iPad it is believed 

that these devices if installed are going to fundamentally impact 

the guest user interface (GUI) and make it simpler for guests to 

access the in room facilities as many guests find the TV remote 

control or the buttons on the wall to turn lights on and off too 

complex.  
f). Many guests are bringing their own content on the ipad and are 

happy to watch it on the iPad screen. 
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In summary the iPad has changed the way customers are using technology 

on the road and while it creates a great challenge for hotels it is now up to 

the industry to embrace this device so guests can have the same download 

experience they have at home. 

 

Mobility  
Mobile devices are now part of our everyday life and for many travelers 

they are now replacing the laptop, PC, telephone, kiosk, and boarding 

pass as part of the booking activity. A guest‘s handheld device is now an 

integral part of the entire journey, not just from pre-trip planning and 

booking, but through the actual trip itself. 

 

According to a recent survey that identifies traveler‘s attitudes to mobile 

services it shows how emerging mobile technologies will revolutionise 

each stage of the travel experience in the future:  
• Pre-trip (i.e. plan, book and board)  
• At the airport (i.e. lost bags, seating and disruption)  
• On-board (i.e. enhanced services)  
• At the destination (i.e. explore, connect and share experiences)  
• Post-trip (i.e. social media for immediate feedback). 

 

These trends will become increasingly important and the challenge will 

be how hotels and other service providers will meet the expectations of 

the always connected traveler. Are the smart phone applications that 

guests can access going to replace the traditional check in experience or 

the need to use a magnetic card to gain access to a guestroom? Does this 

now allow hotels to develop new on demand revenue generating 

opportunities? In the future how will this change the relationship between 

the guest and the hotel? 

 

Cloud Computing  
There has been a lot of talk about this subject and when this technology 

takes off, a number of PMS vendors will release their cloud version where 

hotels will have the ability to access their major software applications on 

a web browser. Cloud computing offers many benefits to hotels including 

a more cost effective way to deploy technology without the large up front 

capital expenditure and the need for a lot of hardware on premise. 

Furthermore hotels that adopt this technology will have the opportunity to 

enter into Service Level Assurance (SLA) agreements with the vendors 

offering this service. Where pre-determined service levels are not met, 

then the contract can either be cancelled at short notice or financial 

penalties can apply. 
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Social Media  
Wikipedia defines social media as ―media designed t o be disseminated 

through social interaction, created using highly accessible and scalable 

publishing techniques.‖ 

 

The reach of social media is growing substantially and now hotels are 

using it more than ever to engage with both new and existing customers. It 

is important for hotels to actively monitor comments and do not allow 

negative comments to go unanswered. Also hotels should consider 

Applications for Facebook and LinkedIn where they can link up client‘s 

social media platforms and online communities to share information about 

the hotel. 

 

Twitter is another social media juggernaut that provides a free tool for 

guest and hotels to interact with each other quickly and effectively. Hotels 

need to harness the power of social media in order to stay ahead of their 

competitors. 

 

Energy Management (EMS)  
With the cost of electricity continuing to rise, hotels have to start looking 

seriously at more sophisticated systems than the traditional magnetic 

stripe cards in the slot. Hotels that have invested in sensor based 

occupancy systems or those where the door lock systems are integrated to 

the PMS have shown dramatic reductions in energy bills. This is because 

as a person leaves a room, the EMS via an occupancy sensor can detect 

that no one is in the room and then automatically lowers the air 

conditioning to a designated set back position and also turns all the lights 

off. 

 

Lighting  
Another major contributor to excessive power bills is the type of lighting 

that is installed in hotels. With replacement of lights to LED and Halogen, 

hotels can save up to 30per cent and have lights that have a long life up to 

12,000 Hours. While the costs of these lights are more expensive in the 

first instance their shelf life and the energy savings they generate more 

than compensate for the initial costs. 

 

Clearly consumer technology is changing rapidly and to keep pace with 

our guests‘ needs in this area, tablet devices such as the iPad have to form 

an integral part of any technology refresh. The ability of hotels to provide 

bandwidth and Wi-Fi accessibility to allow guests to download whatever 

they want when they want will be a key ingredient to hotels retaining their 

loyalty guests. 

 

Owners and operators of hotels are also looking to embrace technology 

that either decreases costs such as electricity via energy management 
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systems or increases revenue by allowing guests to interact with hotels 

both on and off premise via their mobile devices. 

 

3.3 Social Stay Revolution 
 

The combination of pervasive social media presence and the growing use 

of mobile applications for real-time reservations mean that the Social-X 

revolution is clearly here to stay. The Social-X revolution refers to the 

integration of social media Meta data into more business and personal 

experiences in ways that can dramatically shift market dynamics. 
 

 

These ‗select-and-reserve‘ applications generally f ocus on a technical 

decision process with quantitative factors, i.e. who can give me what I 

need, when I need it, at a certain price point, nearby? In contrast, a social 

decision process adds qualitative factors: who can I spend time with, 

where is the best activity going on, who offers the most interesting 

experience, how can I leverage what is being offered? 

 

As customers make more and more decisions based upon a combination 

of transactional and social information, hotels need to be positioned to 

deliver the right information and experiences through social staying. Here 

are three strategies you can employ today to prepare for the social stay 

revolution tomorrow. 

 

1. Prepare Your People to be Social Stay Stars 

 

The core of the social stay model is that guests will voluntarily share 

more information that adds value for others, in return for gaining more 

information that adds value for them. If I am going to share my LinkedIn 

or Facebook profile with the hotel‘s social stay platform, then a key factor 

in my decision revolves around what is already there (i.e. if more valuable 

information is already in the platform, I am more likely to contribute). 

That means your hotel staff need to pilot social sharing today as part of 

the business process. 

 

Today, a guest may not know anything about your hotel‘s concierge other 

than that the property has one on duty and the official hours that he or she 

is available. Tomorrow, a guest may be able to learn that the head 

concierge is a modern art aficionado and that the weekend night audit 

manager knows a thing or two about classic cars. This process of sharing 

social knowledge among your staff also prepares them to leverage group 

value to support guests. It also positions them to be more direct partners 

in building brand loyalty with social stay participants. 
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2. Prepare Your Property to Leverage Social Stay Scenarios 

 

Today, your property is probably organised into five zones: Overnight 

rooms, food & beverage spaces, meeting and event spaces, non-revenue 

common areas, and back of house spaces. Social staying changes some of 

these dynamics and creates new opportunities for space programming. 

Common areas may offer potential revenue through semi-private 

reservations of certain tables, alcoves or corners. Meeting and event 

spaces may sometimes be leveraged for non-revenue social opportunities 

that encourage guest engagement. And most importantly, guest access to 

space information and availability may create new opportunities for 

instant revenue if a small group realises they can use a private dining 

room not currently reserved for an ad-hoc event, or a meeting room can be 

reconfigured for a quick group get-together. It also means that 

nontraditional spaces such as the hotel coffee shop, business center and 

perhaps even the pool terrace can be used to generate new revenue 

potential. 

 

3. Prepare Your Processes to Support Social Stay Opportunities 

 

One major change that comes alongside the social stay revolution is 

transparency in real-time access to resources. Traditionally, the front desk 

and guest services staff handled overnight customers and the group sales 

and event staff handled group customers. That separation is breaking 

down, however, and it creates new opportunities and challenges. If your 

current property management process requires 2 weeks‘ notice and a 

series of paper forms to be filled out in order for a meeting room 

reservation to be booked, then it means that a Meet-Up group of 30 people 

cannot quickly decide to use an available event space at your property 

tonight. It also means that if an overnight guest today asks her or his 

point-of-contact (i.e. front desk staff) about an ad-hoc meeting room 

rental, the invariable answer will be ―You will have to ask the group sales 

team when they return to work tomorrow morning‖. 

 

Two ways to begin preparing your processes for social stay workflows 

are: 

 

(a) reconfiguring spaces and resources to increase guest self-service 

capability; and 

 

(b) promoting your property as a location for more flexible non-guest 

(or even non-revenue) activities. 

 

The first point means, for example, switching from banquet tables and 

chairs that have to be stacked and stored in back-of-house areas, to more 

flexible, wheeled and configurable contract furniture and accessories that 

can be moved and positioned by guests (or at least, by any staff 
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member in the hotel). The second point means encouraging the use of 

hotel public spaces by co-working groups, meet-ups, entrepreneurial 

incubation teams and other social business communities. These 

constituencies are early-adopters of social business technology, and will 

help position your hotel (and its culture) to create a more flexible 

environment. 

 

The ultimate goal of the social stay is to increase revenue, both in the 

short-term, by presenting new purchasing opportunities to guests and 

potential guests, and in the long term, by positioning your property as an 

increasingly exciting, engaging and flexible ‗third place‘. 

 

SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 

Itemise the top technology trend in the hospitality industry. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

We have in this unit looked at the new trends in the hospitality industry as 

it concerns System and Data Convergence and Social Stay Revolution. 

We also discussed specific trends in technology such as ipads, smart 

phones etc. and how these trends will improve the guests‘ total experience 

as a consumer of hospitality products and services. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
 

Hotels now understand the need to plan for the technology needs of their 

operations as a complete entity. 

 

The ipad is going to redefine how guests are going to use technology in 

hotels in the future particularly in the guestroom. 

 

The three strategies to employ to prepare for the social stay revolution are 

Prepare Your People to be Social Stay Stars, Prepare Your Property to 

Leverage Social Stay Scenarios and Prepare Your Processes to Support 

Social Stay Opportunities. 

 

Cloud computing offers many benefits to hotels including a more cost 

effective way to deploy technology without the large up front capital 

expenditure and the need for a lot of hardware on premise. 
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6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Itemise the applications ipad will facilitate their handling.  
2. List the two ways to begin preparing your processes for social stay 

workflows.  
3. Explain the term ‗Social Stay Revolution‘ 
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